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Abstract 

 

Learning from experience is an intrinsic human behavior. Learning from the 

experiences of an organization can be crucial for improving performance, avoiding 

the same mistakes, and maintaining good practices. “Lessons learned” refers to the 

knowledge obtained from the experiences of conducting events. The lesson learning 

process involves converting experiences into knowledge to aid future problem 

solving or decision making. The content of collected lessons can be either positive 

or negative, success or failure.  

 

There is very little research on examining quality of lessons learned contents. Few 

systematic studies regarding the factors that affect the quality of lessons learned 

contents are available. The relationships between knowledge quality, content, and 

participants of lessons learned have not been thoroughly investigated. This study 

presents a comprehensive literature review to describe the multiple facets and 

characteristics of the term “knowledge.” A review on the contemporary 

implementation of programs and systems for lessons learned developed by large 

public organizations locally and abroad is also presented to shed light on the state-

of-the-art practices of lesson learning. Based on this review, this study raises the 

research issue regarding the lack of attention paid to the knowledge quality of the 

contents of lessons learned, thus resulting in gaps and challenges in this field. The 

study aims to develop a framework for analyzing the content of lessons learned, and 

a deeper understanding on knowledge quality. 

 

In this study, a special classification on the content of lessons learned is developed 

in terms of the complexity of knowledge. Face-to-face interviews and visits are 

conducted with officers and experts responsible for knowledge management and 

lesson learning in public organizations. Qualitative methods of documentary and 

content analyses are then employed to analyze the contents of lessons learned. 

Authentic cases of lessons learned released by organizations from various domains 

are used as empirical data. A framework is constructed from the data collected. It 

consists of question checklists developed as the findings of this study. The 
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checklists, in the form of several questions, are divided into sub-areas of context, 

experience, and reflection. The proposed framework can serve as a useful tool that 

enables stakeholders of lesson learning to properly plan the structures and contents 

of lessons learned. 

 

This study is the first attempt to develop a framework for analyzing the content of 

lessons learned in connection with knowledge quality. The study also offers an in-

depth understanding of the evaluation of knowledge quality to contribute to the 

development of new knowledge in capturing, documenting, sharing, and 

disseminating lessons that can help individuals improve their performance in 

various sectors. Moreover, the questions checklist proposed in this study provides 

an alternate approach to assess quality of lessons learned other than quantitative 

approach, such as counting number of hits to lessons. The outcomes of the study 

will benefit stakeholders in various industries by enabling the identification and use 

of good practices in future operations, thus ensuring that successes are repeated and 

failures are avoided. 
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Chapter 1: 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

 

This chapter provides the study overview and the research background, identifies 

the research gap, and explains the motivation behind the thesis. Moreover, it 

discusses the significance of the study, describes the research setting and the 

research methodology, puts forward the aim of the thesis and the research 

objectives, and illustrates the thesis structure. 

 

 

 

1.2 Research Background and Research Gap 

 

 

1.2.1 Data, Information, and Knowledge 

 

Knowledge is an asset to both individuals and organizations, and this fact has 

caused organizations, particularly those in knowledge-intensive industries, to 

increasingly focus their attention on proper knowledge management (KM) to 

improve their performance and enhance their capacity for innovation. Many 

public and private bodies, including governments and international companies, 

have adhered to the clear goal of attaining excellent achievements in the global 

knowledge economy. Against this background, KM has become a central topic in 

management. 
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KM is an umbrella term that comprises a wide range of disciplines from data 

mining by computer systems to culture studies on knowledge sharing in large 

firms. The broad scope reflects the complexity of KM and its numerous 

components. 

 

One key component of KM is learning. Fast, effective, and efficient learning 

provides individuals and organizations the competitive edge, which addresses the 

need for people and organizations that can learn effectively and efficiently. Thus, 

the demand for knowledge workers is increasing. Learning is the common 

element in research and innovation. Research and development has become 

increasingly important and the need for innovation is growing. As a special kind 

of knowledge, lessons learned (LL) play a central role in KM. LL are related to 

learning that represents knowledge obtained from successful or failed experience, 

and are particularly crucial for project-oriented organizations, such as the 

construction industry. Project teams, however, find learning, transferring, and 

retaining knowledge difficult owing to the diverse expertise and different 

backgrounds of team members, frequent personnel changes, and the temporary 

nature of a project (Lo & Fong 2009). The study of LL can shed light on KM 

research and bring contributions to managers. 

 

In KM, the terminologies data, information, and knowledge are different concepts 

that are not interchangeable. These concepts form a three-tier hierarchy shown in 

Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1: Three-tier hierarchy of data, information, and knowledge 
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Data, information, and knowledge have various definitions. For example, data can 

be defined as discrete and objective facts whereas information is structured and 

meaningful data. Knowledge can be considered as information embedded in 

routines and processes that enable action, a fluid mix of framed experience, values, 

contextual information, and expert insights, or information with beliefs and 

perspectives. None of these definitions is perfect. In this thesis, the working 

definition of knowledge as “action information with context” is adopted. 

 

 

1.2.2 Research Gap 

 

The rapid technological advancement has resulted in the explosion of data, 

information, and knowledge, a development that has engendered common 

impressions on knowledge and KM that are worth reflecting on. First, efforts at 

addressing the challenge of KM are most concentrated on developing IT tools. 

Leaders of organizations may take for granted that knowledge is the data stored in 

databases and thus, the more sophisticated the IT system is, the better the 

management of knowledge will be. Investing in knowledge is believed to be 

synonymous to investing in an IT system, which I find disagreeable. To illustrate, 

a person who can memorize thousands of mathematical formulae is not 

necessarily a knowledgeable mathematician. Therefore, the possession of a rich 

set of data stored in hard disks does not necessarily give the organization a 

competitive edge over its rivals. To put it simply, KM is not information 

management.  

 

Second, people focus on quantity rather than quality of knowledge. One question 

worth asking is related to the possibility of a better life given the increasing 

knowledge quantity that people have. Quality of knowledge should be as 

important as quantity; what matters is not only how much people know, but also 

how effective is the knowledge. In essence, quality counts. Given the increasing 

amount of knowledge, quality of knowledge becomes one of the key factors for 

successful KM. “A systematic process for the validation, distillation, and 
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organization of knowledge is necessary or else knowledge will become diluted 

and irretrievable in a sea of irrelevant documentation” (Milton 2005, pp. 66). 

 

Issues about data quality and information quality have been widely studied. 

Surveys have been conducted to identify dimensions of data and information 

quality. For example, Madnick et al. (2009) organize the dimensions of data 

quality into four categories: accessible, contextual, representational, and intrinsic. 

Redman (2005) proposes a framework for measuring data accuracy based on 

where the measurements are taken, what data are included, the measurement 

device utilized, and the scale through which results are reported. Pipino et al. 

(2005) define measurement scales for data quality dimensions such as 

completeness, correctness, system currency, storage time, and volatility. 

Evaluations on data management and information management can be conducted 

quantitatively or qualitatively. Quantitative evaluation is based on data speed and 

capacity, and information connectivity and transactions, whereas qualitative 

evaluation is based on data timeliness, relevance, and clarity, as well as 

information usefulness. Eppler (2006) illustrates quality of information by giving 

numerous examples in the fields of management, accounting, medicine, legal 

profession, cartography, linguistics, rhetoric, and history. Criteria for gauging 

information quality include relevancy, accuracy, timeliness, cost, validity, 

empirical evidence, completeness, comprehensiveness, clarity, correctness, 

security, interpretability, and conclusiveness. 

 

In contrast, studies that focus on the quality of knowledge are rarely found in 

literature. Minimal research has been done on the quality of the content of 

knowledge per se except for a few studies on the aspect of management or IT, 

such as KM enablers and constraints in human enterprises (Malhotra 2003), 

security, control, and assurance of KM system (Jamieson R. & Handzic 2003), 

and KM software (Tsui 2003). Notwithstanding the surveys conducted by 

researchers on the collection, format, and implementation (Caldas et al. 2009), 

similar inquiries regarding content of knowledge are not enough. Effective 

maintenance and updating of LL program content presuppose reliable evaluation 
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tools. However, evaluation on LL systems in terms of knowledge quality has not 

been widely examined. No detailed criteria that can be used to decide on the most 

efficient and effective way of codification are available in literature. Davenport 

and Prusak (1998) state that the thing delivered is more important than the 

delivery vehicle. The statement has led to the conclusion that there exists a gap on 

the study of the quality of knowledge. According to the Interim Australian 

Standard AS5037 (2003), KM integrates four basic key elements, namely, people, 

process, technology, and content. Content, as one of the key elements, is vital to 

the success of KM. The need for exploring the quality of knowledge of content is 

therefore established.  

 

The above discussion presents the origin of the idea for this research. The 

initiative to study knowledge quality (KQ) in LL can contribute to the field of KM 

academically and practically. This is the motivation behind the thesis. 

 

 

 

1.3 Research Aims, Scope, and Significance 
 

 

1.3.1 Research Aims 

 

Research aims, research objectives, and research questions are distinct 

components. Research aims describe the achievement that the research intends to 

attain, whereas research objectives refer to more specific and concrete aspects. 

Research questions that researchers seek to answer are related to ontology, 

epistemology, and methodology (Braun & Clarke 2013).  

 

This research aims to explore the issue of KQ of LL content and to achieve 

in-depth understanding of KQ in general. These aims are revisited in the 

conclusion in the last chapter of this thesis, wherein the extent to which the aims 
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have been achieved will be analyzed. The research objectives and research 

questions of this study are provided in the following sections. 

 

Various terminologies have been used in literature to describe the attributes of 

knowledge. However, some terminologies are unclear, ambiguous, overlapping, 

and non-standardized, and systematic reviews or explanations on their use are 

inadequate. The existence of the research gap mentioned above is thus confirmed. 

Knowledge explosion and over-emphasis on the infrastructure of knowledge 

systems are among the major challenges in the field of KM. Few in-depth studies 

on KQ and the effectiveness of LL have been conducted. Specifically, LL from 

failures are worthy of study, but have been overlooked. From this perspective, 

these general questions are asked: 

 What is meant by good knowledge, or knowledge quality?  

 Are there any criteria, common characteristics and methods to judge the 

knowledge quality? 

 Under what conditions are these criteria and characteristics applicable?  

 

1.3.2 Scope and Significance 

 

The general questions listed above are further developed into manageable research 

questions. The subject of inquiries in this research is the content of compiled LL. 

The compiled LL are not individual lessons, but collections of lessons produced 

by organizations. They are interrelated and presented in similar forms, mainly as 

written documents. The study covers a couple of industries and knowledge 

domains, including military, medicine, safety, administration, and policy making. 

 

This research has academic and practical implications. On one hand, in-depth 

understanding of the role of KQ in knowledge processes is achieved based on 

obtained results, thereby leading to improvements on KM system. On the other 

hand, project managers, KM practitioners, and general administrators can make 

informed decision on how to create, validate, use, and maintain the content of LL. 

A practical and workable method on evaluating the KQ of LL is provided. 
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1.4 Research Approach, Objectives, and 

Design 

 

 

1.4.1 Research Strategy and Approaches 

 

Understanding KQ is a challenging task because the study of KQ is done through 

evaluation instead of a direct exploration of its meaning. Evaluation entails 

determining the value of something, and understanding and evaluating can be 

considered as two sides of a coin. Generally, the criteria for evaluating an object 

serve as the means and the results of evaluation are the end. However, the criteria 

for evaluating KQ also serve as the end of this study because of the provided 

insights that answer questions related to the research aim (Figure 1.2). 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Evaluation criteria as both the means and the end of the study 

 

 

 

Evaluation 
criteria

(Mean and 
End)

Object to be 
evaluated

Evaluation 
results of 
the object
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This research examines the issue of KQ from the perspective of LL user. The 

choice of research approach depends on the research aims, the philosophical belief 

that forms the context of the inquiry of the researcher, the nature of the research 

questions, and the constraints in the external setting. The process of research is 

anticipated to involve emerging questions and procedures. Data collection is 

planned to be undertaken in natural setting. Real-world settings are necessary to 

provide insights and in-depth understanding. Data analysis is built inductively 

using the researcher’s interpretations of the meanings of data. The researcher also 

serves as the research instrument. These factors have led to the use of the 

qualitative approach (Creswell 2007, Yan 2011). More details are provided in 

Chapter 3 — Methodology. 

 

A pragmatic approach is taken with regard to research method. Multiple methods 

of data collection are used to answer the research questions (Creswell 2007). 

Various approaches of evaluation are used on KQ in LL. The “result-oriented” or 

a “fit-for-use” approach holds that an LL is of good quality provided that the 

events described in the lessons reoccur and the learners or the users can either 

repeat the success or avoid repeating the mistakes by re-applying knowledge 

obtained from these lessons. However, this approach is limited because LL can be 

judged only after its application in an event that may occur in the distant future. 

The “attribute” approach involves the construction of criteria through a list of 

attributes (or dimensions) to assess LL quality. However, whether these attributes 

are adequate for KQ assessment remains unclear. The actual definitions of the 

attributes are typically vague, subjective, and difficult to operate. Thus, the 

checklist approach is selected for this research. This approach requires a checklist 

of questions raised by the users or readers of the lessons learned as the deliverable 

of the study. Details of the above approaches are discussed in Chapter 2 — 

Literature Review. 
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1.4.2 Research Objectives and Design 

 

The design of the research flow is illustrated in Figure 1.3. 

 

Figure 1.3: Design of research flow 

 

Based on the above discussion of the methodology, the research aims stated in 

Section 1.3 are subdivided into the following research objectives: 

1. To identify reputable organizations that can provide best practices in lesson 

learning; 

2. To select theories that can offer a basis for evaluating KQ; 

3. To identify LL practitioners in reputable organizations and conduct interviews 

with them; 

4. To consolidate a question checklist on evaluating KQ; and 

5. To apply the question checklist on authentic LL and analyse the outcomes. 

 

These objectives form the basis for the thesis research design. However, the actual 

design process in this study is recursive, which means that the design is put in 

place and revisited for a few times in the process of implementation. Multiple 

adjustments in the design are made throughout the research process. In a 

qualitative study, the design sometimes serves a retrospective feature of the study 

rather than a plan for the conduct of the study (Yin 2011). Steps have been taken 

to strengthen the validity, reliability, and generalizability of the research, as 

explained in Chapter 3. 

Formulate questions related to KQ from various 
sources of input
•Questions constructed

Build up the checklist by assembling the questions by 
researcher
•Questions consolidated

Use the checklist to evaluate different authentic LLs
•Questions applied
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1.5 Thesis Structure 

 

 

The thesis is divided into six chapters. Figure 1.4 depicts the overview of the 

thesis structure. Chapter 2 provides a review of relevant literature and a 

comprehensive understanding of theoretical concepts of knowledge, LL, and 

related terms. The first part examines the nature of knowledge, the nature of LL, 

the process of producing LL, and the types and examples of LL. A specific 

classification of LL based on the roles of stakeholders is proposed. Subsequent 

sections outline the features of implementation of LL. The second part of the 

chapter investigates the general meaning of quality and compares the attributes of 

quality of data, information and knowledge, and LL. The third part provides a 

review of literature on knowledge transfer, learning, and relevant theories and 

discusses the nature of learning. The last section underpins the identification of 

research gap and research questions. 

 

 
Figure 1.4: An overview of the thesis structure 

 

Chapter 1: 

Intoduction

Chapter 2:

Literature Review

Chapter 3:

Methodology

Chapter 4: 

Data Analysis I: 
Construction of  

Question Checklist

Chapter 5: 

Data Analysis II:
Application of 

Question Checklist

Chapter 6: 

Discussion and 
Conclusions
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Chapter 3 introduces the methodology and research design. Three research 

questions, which are shaped based on the research aims, are presented as follows: 

1. What are the specific dimensions or attributes that affect the knowledge 

quality of the content of lessons learned and how can the dimensions and 

attributes be discovered? 

2. What are the adequate forms of these dimensions or attributes for the 

knowledge quality of the content of lessons learned? 

3. How can these forms of dimensions or attributes be used to assess the 

knowledge quality of the content of lessons learned? 

 

The philosophical basis of the inquiry is explained with a relevant review of 

ontology and epistemology. The choice of qualitative approach in this study is 

explained in the subsequent section, and the research design, which addresses the 

research questions, is discussed as well. Specifically, data and method 

triangulations are used to answer research question 1, the checklist approach is 

selected to address research question 2, and the application of the checklist on 

authentic cases is demonstrated with regard to research question 3. Discussion on 

data collection, sampling, and data analysis are also provided. Chapter 3 

concludes by discussing the issues related to research quality, such as validity, 

reliability, and generalizability. 

 

Chapter 4 presents the first part of data analysis, which consists of the question 

checklist for KQ based on the best practices of LL, theories related to learning, 

and qualitative interviews. The chapter examines the guidelines and standards of 

eight organizations and constructs the appropriate questions on KQ. Subsequent 

sections investigate the theories of experiential learning and reflective thinking 

and extract the knowledge from the theories to expand the checklist. The last 

section reports the results of the qualitative interviews with officers responsible 

for KM or LL programs in three local public organizations. Questions based on 

the firsthand experience and advice from the interviewees — the LL 
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practitioners — are added to the checklist. Finally, a checklist consisting of 

questions for KQ is consolidated. 

 

Chapter 5 presents the second part of data analysis by applying the checklist 

formulated in Chapter 4 on four authentic cases of complied LL. The backgrounds 

of the organizations are described and content of the LL is interpreted from the 

user’s perspective. In this part of data analysis, the major interest is not the 

evaluation results of the LL in each case, but the process of applying the checklist. 

 

Chapter 6 is devoted to the discussion of the findings from the analyses in 

Chapters 4 and 5 by revisiting the research questions. This chapter presents the 

contributions of this research and the practical implications related to the 

evaluation of KQ. It concludes the thesis by discussing the limitations of the study 

and the possible directions for further research. 
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Chapter 2: 

Literature Review 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

 

This chapter begins with brief descriptions on the natures of knowledge and lessons 

learned (LL). The concepts of LL are explored through a review of literatures 

related to knowledge management (KM) as an important kind of knowledge. 

Classifications on LL based on external and internal facets are suggested along with 

authentic examples of various LL types because few LL-specific classification 

schemes exist in the literature. A review of the contemporary implementation of LL 

programs and systems developed by large public organizations worldwide is 

presented to shed light on the novel LL practices. 

 

The concepts of “quality” are explained in the subsequent section of this chapter. 

Reviews of data quality (DQ), information quality (IQ), and knowledge quality (KQ) 

based on literature are presented, followed by a critical examination of the notion 

of LL quality in literature. The criteria of good KQ in the literature is arguably not 

addressed in adequate depth. Experience sharing and reflective thinking are 

considered suitable candidates to assess the quality of LL content. 

 

Reviews of knowledge transfer and learning at both organizational and individual 

levels are conducted, and the conclusion drawn is that learning is not simply 

knowledge transfer. A brief discussion on the theoretical foundations of this study, 

including experience sharing and reflective thinking, is outlined. 

 

The comprehensive overview of the literature raises the research issue regarding 
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quality because insufficient attention has been given to KQ in LL contents, thus 

resulting in gaps and challenges in the field. The final sections of this chapter 

suggest possible dimensions of assessment of KQ in LL content with support from 

literature. The significances of this research in terms of improvement of managerial 

performance and deeper academic understanding are explained. 

 

 

 

2.2 Lessons Learned 

 

 

2.2.1 The Nature of Knowledge 

 

Definitions 

 

The literature and dictionaries provide numerous definitions and descriptions of the 

term “knowledge” that cover a wide range of disciplines. The online Merriam-

Webster Dictionary provides several dimensions of the meanings of knowledge:  

1. “… knowing something with familiarity gained through experience or 

association …”; 

2. “… being aware of something …” 

3. “… apprehending truth or fact through reasoning …” 

4. “… having information or of being learned …” 

 

Lesson means “the information, understanding and skills that you gain through 

education or experience” and “the state of knowledge about a particular fact or 

situation”, according to the online Oxford Advanced Learners’ Dictionary. The 

definition provided by Cambridge Dictionaries Online is simpler: “understanding 

of or information about a subject which a person gets by experience or study, and 

which is either in a person's mind or known by people generally.” These definitions 

encompass both objective descriptions, such as facts and reasoning; and subjective 
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descriptions, such as experience, learning, and mind. Contrasting or fragmented 

views of knowledge is also not uncommon in academic literature.  

 

Knowledge can also be a mix of framed experience, values, and expert insights 

aside from its classical, objective, fact-based definition as justified true belief, thus 

reflecting the subjective and fluid nature of knowledge (Davenport & Prusak 1998). 

Two contrasting dimensions of knowledge (object vs. process and tacit vs. explicit) 

related to the research issue in this thesis are briefly discussed as follows. In this 

thesis, the working definition of knowledge as “action information with context” is 

adopted. 

 

Positivism and Postmodernism 

 

Boisot and McKelvey (2010) argue that competition between the positivism or 

modernism approach and the postmodernism approach in management has not been 

fruitful as they are based on different epistemological and ontological assumptions. 

William R. (2008) holds that the overall processes shaping objectivist or 

interpretivist approaches are basically similar and the approaches differ only in 

terms of the aims and objectives of the communities. Individuals in the “objectivist” 

community are primarily interested in signs that can be separated from a particular 

knower. Similar to knowledge, KM also has numerous notions as an emergent field 

in the study. Nonaka and Peltokorpi (2006) review frequently cited KM articles in 

management journals and conclude that KM does not have a unified foundation. 

Issues related to knowledge and KM have been defined and discussed in various 

disciplines such as philosophy, economics, psychology, and mathematics, by 

scholars.  

 

Object and Process 

 

Knowledge can be considered as either an object or process. The former definition 

of knowledge (as object) emphasizes knowledge in the context of management as 

static, definable, or controllable resources consumed by organizations or firms 
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(Styhre 2003). This approach results in the codification strategy that centers on 

information technology (IT) systems, wherein knowledge is recorded and stored in 

databases for users’ access and consumption (Hansen et al. 1999).  

 

In contrast, the latter definition of knowledge (as process) conceives knowledge as 

dynamic social interaction. Knowledge resides in our minds and is ready for 

identification, interpretation, and internalization. The definition of knowledge as a 

process resulting in a broad working definition of knowledge, namely, the 

information embedded in routines and action processes (Bakersville and Dulipovici 

2006). Knowledge is therefore found in routines, processes, practices, and norms in 

organizations, apart from documents or repositories. Knowledge is also closely 

connected to the people who create and use it, which forms the basis of the 

personalization strategy (Hansen et al. 1999). Mueller-Merback (2004) similarly 

distinguishes “active” knowledge, which is embedded in human consciousness, 

from “passive” information, which is either written down, printed on paper, or 

stored on electronic devices. 

 

Tacit and Explicit 

 

The tacit and explicit natures of knowledge are also greatly debated. These concepts 

originate from Polanyi’s (1962) differentiation of tacit and explicit knowing, 

followed by the concepts of know-how and know-what. Know-what is declarative 

and propositional and refers to statements regarding the world, whereas know-how 

is procedural and refers to skills and plans. Frappaolo (2008) suggests a third type 

of knowledge, which is implicit knowledge. Implicit knowledge is believed to be 

tacit but can be transformed into explicit knowledge. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) 

introduce the concept of knowledge conversion based on the notions of tacit and 

explicit knowledge: socialization (tacit to tacit), externalization (tacit to explicit), 

combination (explicit to explicit), and internalization (explicit to tacit). Taylor 

(2007) distinguishes between individual tacit knowledge as the skills of individuals 

and collective tacit knowledge as the knowledge residing in the systemic routines 

and procedures (formal and informal) in an organization. Tsoukas (2006) argues 
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that tacit knowing has three aspects: functional, phenomenal, and semantic; these 

three aspects represent our knowledge awareness, sensory experience, and 

experience meaning.  

 

 

2.2.2 The Nature of Lessons Learned 

 

Definitions 

 

One of the definitions of “lesson” in the online Merriam-Webster Dictionary is 

“something learned by study or experience.” “Learn” is defined as, “to gain 

knowledge or understanding of or skill in by study, instruction, or experience.” The 

Cambridge Dictionaries Online provides a similar definition of lesson: “an 

experience which teaches you how to behave better in a similar situation in the 

future”. The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary even highlights the negative 

experience of lessons with the following description: “an experience, especially an 

unpleasant one that somebody can learn from so that it does not happen again in 

the future.” The explanations above reveal the close relationship between lessons 

and experience. This relationship is confirmed by the rich literature in the field of 

KM (Amankwah-Amoah 2011, Andrade et al. 2007, Baird et al. 1997, Baker 2009, 

Bateman 2008, Carillo 2005, Carroll & Fahlbruch 2011). Thus, broadly defining 

LL as “the knowledge gained from experience” is reasonable. Experience can be 

gained through a project, a particular course of action, an innovation, or an adverse 

experience, reflection, analysis, and a conceptualism of experience. The term 

“lessons learning” in this thesis refers to the process of converting the experience 

of individuals who have participated in some events into learners’ personal 

knowledge. 

 

Knowledge and Lessons Learned 

 

LL shares the philosophical properties of knowledge as a special kind of knowledge. 

The constructivist approach posits that LL is not simply an object that exists “out 
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there” but is a concept constructed through people’s intellectual efforts in the 

knowledge process (Baskerville & Dullipovici 2006, Caldas et al. 2009, Kotnour & 

Kurstedt 2000). Lo and Fong (2010) use the petroleum industry as a metaphor. The 

experiences gained by individuals and teams at the bottom level are similar to crude 

oil obtained from the earth by drilling. The crude oil (i.e., crude knowledge) is then 

consolidated and transformed into LLs by knowledge-capturing activities such as 

after-action review (AAR) and event-recording by knowledge historians. The LLs 

are then gradually refined and converted into best practices after discussions and 

debates within the community and experimentation with the actions recommended 

in the LLs. Useless side products (i.e., irrelevant or contradictory knowledge) are 

then removed in a process that can be described as the “distillation of knowledge”. 

Finally, some of the best practices are retained and condensed into widely 

recognized standards, often after years of successful implementation of practices or 

acceptance by stakeholders in industries.  

 

An LL, as with knowledge, is considered tacit if the knowledge of its content cannot 

be articulated and explicit when the knowledge has been codified. Official reports, 

the results of research studies, best practices, and guidelines, which usually provide 

actions and recommendations, are good examples of explicit LLs if they consist of 

knowledge gained from experience.  

 

The production of LLs from the perspective of knowledge processing consists of a 

set of interrelated steps: collection of cases and events, validation of information, 

analysis of cases, storage of the lessons, dissemination of the lessons, and 

maintenance of knowledge obtained from the lessons (Figure 2.1).  
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Figure 2.1 Knowledge processing of LL 

 

 

2.2.3 Types and Examples of Lessons Learned  

 

Facets of LLs 

 

Several classification or taxonomy-preparation methods exist depending on the 

purpose of the users of the classifications. An absolute, superior taxonomy of 

knowledge does not exist. Few classifications designed specifically for LL content 

are found in literature. LLs are typically classified based on the natures of 

knowledge discussed in Section 2.1 as necessary. Iyer et al. (2009) propose an 

organization-knowledge scheme that allows LL retrieval in information systems. 

However, the categorization proposed is purely designed for computer-based 

browsing and searching by users rather than for the in-depth understanding of LL 

content. Carillo (2005) explored LL practices in the construction sector from the 

viewpoint of LL procedures. However, external KM procedures remain the focus.  

Kotnour and Kurstedt (2000) study LL types, including LL with recommendations 

only and LL with a plan, results, and recommendations, to examine the LL process 

and evaluate its effect. Little advice is provided on LL categorization despite the 

Collection

Validation

Analysis

Storage

Dissemination

Maintenance
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attempts to study LL content. I argue that a comprehensive classification of LL 

content should be proposed to facilitate our understanding LL in view of this lack 

of information. LL, with its broad definition and variety, can be classified according 

to different internal and external facets, such as formats, domains, functions, lesson 

consequences, processes, and stakeholders, as shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2 External and internal facets of LL classification 

 

Formats of LL 

 

Knowledge can generally be made explicit in various formats, as with LL. An LL 

format is a long continuum with a well-structured table of information at one end 

and a loosely presented story at the other. Figure 2.3 illustrates a basic continuum 

that consists of three major types of LL: stories, reports, and rules. This continuum 

ranges from the lessons structured highly loosely to the well-structured lessons.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Continuum of the LL structure 

Internal facets:
Formats, 
Contents

Lessons 
Learned

External facets:
Processes, 
Stakeholders

Stories ... ... Reports ... ... Rules

Loosely structured LL Well-structured LL 
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An LL in the story format can simply be a narrative from best friends about their 

adventures in Africa. The lessons contain these friends’ experiences alone, without 

reasoning or recommendations. The focus of the loose format is their experiences. 

These friends may tell two different stories if they are asked to repeat the narration. 

A story told by a veteran member of a building-project team regarding his personal 

experience of a successful budget-cutting negotiation with a contractor is a typical 

non-structured LL on project management. On the contrary, a rule-based LL has a 

structure wherein actions and recommendations are typically listed down one by 

one for the users to follow, unlike a story. The backgrounds of the events, 

experiences, and occasionally the analysis are omitted. An official report about a 

site accident submitted by a safety officer according to a pre-defined template 

stipulated by safety regulations can be described as a well-structured LL on 

construction. LL report samples, which are composed of stories and rules, include 

a police inquiry report on traffic accidents and a review of human resources 

management policy in a large organization. Other possible structures among the 

three types or their combinations are also present. For example, the main body of 

an investigation report can be presented as a story, followed by rule-based 

recommendations. 

 

Content of LLs 

 

LL content is not greatly restricted and can cover a broad range of domains from 

engineering designs to private lives. The functional roles of an LL also vary from 

an immediate product of project reviews to materials for training purposes. LL 

experiences can be successes, failures, or near misses. These experiences are called 

consequences of the lessons. An LL consequence is the degree of benefit or damage 

(whether actual or potential) sustained as a result of the lesson. Speeches delivered 

by guests in an award presentation ceremony during the opening of a road tunnel 

may be full of success LL to praise the workers on the completion of a large and 

complex project. An academic study on a tragic bridge collapse commissioned by 

a government is definitely a failure LL, whereas an investigation report on a 
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narrowly avoided plane crash is a good example of a near-miss LL. The three facets 

of domain, function, and consequence can be used to classify LL contents, as shown 

in Figure 2.4. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Facets of LL content 

 

LL content is ideally real or authentic because LL are obtained by experience. This 

presentation is in contrast to other forms of knowledge representations such as 

fables, in which the content can be fictitious or only partially real. However, the 

details of LL may occasionally be modified intentionally for the sake of privacy 

and other reasons without detriment to knowledge integrity. 

 

Examples of LL 

 

Table 2.1 shows a few LL samples in various types of domains, functions, 

consequences and formats. Some of the examples below are not termed “lessons 

learned” but they are LL because they present knowledge gained from experiences 

and events. This collection of LL is obtained from different countries for various 

purposes. Some of these LL are examined further in the following chapters. 

  

Content

Domain

Function

Consequence
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Example Domain Function Consequence Format 

“Green Cross”, 

published by 

Occupational 

Safety & Health 

Council, Hong 

Kong 

Safety To emphasize 

safety and 

health issues to 

management 

and workers  

Most lessons 

are obtained 

from failures 

Reports 

and stories 

Narratives by 

the Australian 

River 

Restoration 

Centre 

Environmental 

protection 

To share 

knowledge 

regarding river 

protection 

The majority of 

lessons is 

obtained from 

successes 

Stories 

Lessons 

Learned by 

NASA, USA 

Aeronautics To improve 

operations 

Most lessons 

are obtained 

from failures 

Rules and 

reports 

Lessons 

Learned 

Studies, UN 

Peace-keeping To improve 

policy-making 

and operations 

Lessons 

obtained from 

both successes 

and failures are 

included 

Reports 

Knowledge 

Management 

Resources, 

Asian 

Development 

Bank 

Development 

and finance 

To share 

knowledge 

regarding policy 

and operations 

The majority of 

the lessons 

involves 

successful 

projects or pilot 

schemes 

Reports 

and stories 

Blog run by The 

Mistake Bank 

No limitation 

(including 

personal 

issues) 

To learn from 

bad decisions 

All lessons are 

obtained from 

failures 

Stories 

“Risk Alert” by 

Hospital 

Authority, Hong 

Kong 

Medicine To avoid the 

repetition of 

mistakes 

All lessons are 

obtained from 

failures or near 

misses 

Reports 

and rules 

 

Table 2.1: Examples of different types of LL 
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Stakeholders of LL 

 

LL can be categorized based on another facet, which is the stakeholders, apart from 

the classification above that focuses on format and content. First, the LL process 

can be separated into three stages (Lo & Fong 2011): 

Stage 1: Participants experience an event 

Stage 2: Authors identify the event as a lesson and capture knowledge from it 

Stage 3: Learners learn from the lesson 

 

Potential sources of lessons are identified in the first stage. The second stage 

involves the extraction of knowledge from the lessons obtained. The knowledge 

captured in the lessons is applied in actual situations in the third stage. “Participants” 

in this process refers to individuals who are directly involved in an event and thus 

have obtained first-hand experience under a certain context. The term “authors” is 

broad and includes individuals who are responsible for identifying the lessons that 

can be obtained from the event that occurred in stage 1, collecting information on 

the lessons, judging the validity of the information, analyzing the lessons, providing 

recommendations, and finally compiling and writing the content of the LL 

documents. “Learners” represent the audiences addressed, the readers of the LLs, 

the users of knowledge, and the action-takers of the recommendations proposed. 

Participants, authors, and learners are among the main LL stakeholders. 

 

The relationships among stakeholders (participants, authors, and learners) are an 

essential part of LL context. Stakeholders themselves may share either similar or 

different identities. All stakeholders may belong to a single group of individuals or 

merely a single person. The identities of all three stakeholders may different in the 

extreme case. Other possibilities between these two extremes are also present. 

Assuming that we use P, A, and L to represent participants, authors, and learners, 

respectively, Table 2.2 presents the following typology with examples. 
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Type Format 

 

P = A = L 

 

Suppose I mistakenly deleted a file in my computer because I 

misunderstood a response from a pop-up message. I got frustrated 

and wrote down what I felt and what I did wrong on a “post-it” on my 

desk. When I encountered a similar situation a week later, I knew 

how I could avoid repeating the error. I learned from my own lesson; 

thus, I am the only participant, author, and learner. 

 

 

P = A, L 

If my colleague John comes to use my computer and notices my 

“post-it”, he can learn from my mistake although he did not undergo 

my frustrating experience. The author is the same person as the 

participant (me) but the learner (John) is different in this case. 

 

 

P, A = L 

 

Psychology experiments conducted by psychologists are good 

examples of this type. The researchers themselves learn new 

knowledge by writing reports based on participants’ experience. 

 

 

P = L, A 

The use of after action review (AAR, to be explained in Section 2.2.4) 

by the U.S. Army with the help of a facilitator is an example of this 

type. The facilitator, who typically is not part of the squad conducting 

the review, records and summarizes what the soldiers have done, 

what should have been done, and provides actionable 

recommendations for the soldiers to follow. 

 

 

P, L, A 

LL in the form of official reports by public organizations investigating 

accidents are typical examples, where the participants in the 

incidents, the authors, and the learners (such as the domain 

practitioners, the monitoring bodies, and even the general public) are 

different entities 

. 

 

Table 2.2: Typology of relationships among stakeholders of lessons learning  

(Lo & Fong 2011) 

 

A comprehensive LL taxonomy scheme does not simply improve knowledge 

categorization; it can facilitate our understanding of LL quality by providing 

various perspectives on LL-content examination. For instance, an independent 
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inquiry committee was formed by a government to investigate a serious corruption 

case involving senior officials and to offer recommendations on the lesson. The 

credibility of the committee is thus of utmost concern and a LL of the type (P, L, 

A) is more appropriate than the type (P = A, L). This point is elaborated further 

provided in subsequent sections.  

 

Conclusions 

 

Based on the review above, few classifications designed for the in-depth 

understanding of LL content are found. I argue that proposals of classification 

methods for LL are hence necessary. Possible classifications specifically for LL 

include methods based on formats, contents, domains, functions, consequences and 

stakeholders. 

 

 

2.2.4 Implementation of Lessons Learned 

 

Many public or private organizations have developed KM systems to collect, share, 

and maintain knowledge. Knowledge is typically codified into explicit and 

structured textual forms that are made accessible to staff for reference. 

Organizations also want their staff to learn from codified knowledge as a method 

of continuous improvement. These documents then serve as representative 

materials that reflect organizations’ approaches to learning.  

 

A typical example of implementation of LL: After-Action Review (AAR) 

 

A lesson can be learned before, during, and after the occurrence of an event. The 

U.S. Army has developed the AAR technique because time is the critical factor in 

military actions. AAR occurs throughout the duration of an action, such as a 

military intervention, as the name implies. This tool was invented and has been 

extensively used by the U.S. Army since the 1970s for training to help soldiers learn 

from the experiences of their colleagues. AAR is defined as a professional 
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discussion of an event, focused on performance standards, that enables soldiers to 

discover for themselves what happened, why it happened, and how to sustain 

strengths and improve on weaknesses (CALL 2011), and its objective is either to 

correct mistakes immediately (often on-site) or after the entire event is completed 

to ensure that the mistakes are not repeated. Expert observers are also employed to 

obtain personal experiences and stories from individuals involved in high-priority 

operations (Snider et al. 2002). 

 

AAR aims to determine the difference between the supposed results and actual 

accomplishments, along with the reasons behind the discrepancy. AAR involves all 

of the participants of the events occurring in a project and provides team members 

with a structure through which they can learn iteratively from their own experience. 

The strength of AAR is that individuals are able to utilize other participants’ 

comments to re-interpret their understanding of the situation (Dixon 2000), hence, 

resulting in LL. An AAR meeting does not have a standard duration; the time to be 

spent depends on the issue, team readiness, and support from the mother 

organization. AAR can be as short as 15 minutes (Darling et al. 2003; Dixon 2000). 

The danger of AAR developing into a time of critique and assignation of blame to 

individuals must be avoided in the dynamic and candid AAR discussion atmosphere. 

 

“Before action report” (BAR) is similar to AAR in terms of form and function. BAR 

meetings are conducted throughout the duration of a project and can be separated 

into phases. BAR meetings are held prior to the start of each phase to reflect on past 

lessons (Darling et al. 2003). BAR can thus be subsumed into the broad AAR 

concept. The terms “post-exercise report”, “post-operations report”, and “post-

mortems” all belong to the general “post-project review” (PPR) category. PPR is 

conducted after the entire project is completed when information is available for 

evaluation and is retrospective in nature, contrary to AAR. Gulliver (1987) holds 

that PPR contributes to improved project management in terms of accurate cost 

determination and contractor evaluations based on the experience of British 

Petroleum. A comparison of the major properties of PPR and AAR is summarized 

in Table 2.3, which is tabulated based on Darling and Parry’s (2001) study. 
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Property AAR PPR 

Focus Planning for future success Dissecting previous 

performances 

Project type A project that is central to 

business goals 

Failure or high stress 

Major part of 

review 

Key issues relevant to 

progression 

The entire process 

Time of meeting Prior to the project or event After the project or event 

Time of learning Throughout the project At the end of the project 

Participants Meetings with small, task-

focused groups 

One meeting with all 

participants in one room 

Product Action plan to be implemented 

by participants 

Detailed report with 

recommendations for other 

teams 

 

Table 2.3: Comparison of AAR and PPR 

 

An analogy of AAR and formative evaluation can be made in comparison with 

educational and learning processes. Feedbacks or test results are provided 

immediately to teachers and students to improve learners’ performance in lieu of 

final grade allocation in formative evaluation, which matches the ‘no-blame’ AAR 

culture. On the contrary, PPR can be considered a kind of summative evaluation, 

which assesses learners’ performance after the learning process or the completion 

of the entire event. 

 

Current Implementation of LL Programs 

 

LL is particularly important in project-based organizations, such as those in the 

construction industry. However, learning, transferring, and retaining knowledge is 

difficult for project teams because of the diverse expertise and backgrounds of team 

members, frequent personnel changes, and temporary nature of projects. Various 

kinds of knowledge bases, case retrieval systems, and document repositories have 

been developed to capture, store, and use LL. Recent investigation shows that few 
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companies in the construction industry in Hong Kong have adopted formal LL 

programs to manage construction practices (Fong & Yip 2006). LL programs are 

prevalent in several construction organizations in the U.S. (Gibson 2007). Large 

projects in the military and government departments, such as the U.S. Army, NASA, 

and U.S. Department of Energy, have been developing and using LL programs in 

various scales. This sub-section briefly reviews the current implementation of LL 

programs by public organizations worldwide. The majority of these organizations 

involves either large or international organizations, and some of these organizations 

have published handbooks or guidelines on developing an LL program. The list is 

not meant to be exhaustive, and details are provided in the subsequent chapters. 

 

The U.S. Navy has developed a system called the Naval Operational Medical 

Lessons Learned System (NOMLLS), which is to collects, reviews, validates, and 

disseminates key medical-support observations, insights, and lessons to Navy and 

Marine Corps operations (US-Navy 2006). LL systems on design review process 

have been developed by the U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research 

Laboratory to collect and integrate lessons, success stories, and good work practices 

into corporate knowledge with the help of the Internet (Soibelman 2003).  

 

An LL system for an expressway-reconstruction project has been implemented in 

Texas since the 1980s (Khwaja & O’Connor 2001). The system focused on the easy 

retrieval and distribution of LL in a database. These examples are data- or 

information-level examples. An LL program aiming to improve knowledge sharing 

among project teams in the transportation industry has been developed by the 

Kentucky Transportation Center in the U.S. (Goodrum et al. 2004). This program 

is a centralized, web-based system that documents LL for the reference of officials, 

designers, contactors, and other current and future project participants. A 

gatekeeper is assigned to coordinate the design and administration of the LL 

program by determining LL to be retained and removed, instead of maintaining it 

as merely a collection of information. Knowledge analysis and validation have also 

been conducted to ensure the quality of the LL system. 
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2.3 Knowledge Quality 

 

 

2.3.1 The Nature of Quality in KM 

 

Quality is a major concern in management and can be observed from various 

perspectives. Quality has a subjective nature with respect to whether perceived 

expectations can be met. Quality is merely a perception that is difficult to measure 

and lacks of clear and concise definition in this sense (Ghylin et al. 2008). Quality 

also has an objective nature with respect to whether pre-set standards or 

requirements can be fulfilled (Beckford 2010). The question regarding the setting 

of appropriate levels that can genuinely reflect the degree of quality remains 

although requirements are quantifiable. Evaluating the quality of a product or a 

process is difficult in both cases.  

 

Data and information are fundamental elements in KM. Issues surrounding the 

quality of data and information have been widely studied, and a wide range of 

methods and techniques to assess and improve data quality (DQ) and information 

quality (IQ) can be determined from literature. Theoretical research frameworks 

and practical approaches have been proposed, (Batini 2009; Madnick et al. 2009; 

Melkas 2008; Wang 2005) and surveys have also been conducted to identify DQ 

and IQ dimensions (Redman 2005; Pipino et al. 2005; Eppler 2006; Madnick et al. 

2009). Examples of common IQ criteria include accuracy, clarity, conciseness, 

consistency, and accessibility. 

 

Knowledge is different from information or data. The difference between 

knowledge and information is shown in Figure 2.5.  
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Figure 2.5: Differences between knowledge and information 

 

However, studies that focus on KQ are not as rich as those focusing on DQ and IQ 

despite the recent increase in interests in research on KM and its related areas 

(Mancilla-Amaya et al. 2012, Owlia 2010, Rao et al. 2009, Stewart et al. 2008). 

Studies on knowledge-system quality are rich but not in terms of knowledge content. 

Some researchers have attempted to transfer the concepts of quality in knowledge 

systems or software engineering to the study of KQ in a process called the 

knowledge system approach. For instance, Rao et al. (2007) have identified a set of 

dimensions, including correctness, interpretability, completeness, and knowledge-

system authority, as test measures to improve the quality of knowledge items. Rech 

et al. (2007) used a similar approach and introduces a KQ model based on patterns 

and refactoring in software engineering. Quality aspects such as functionality, 

efficiency, and reliability are constructed from the viewpoint of users in this 

approach. Solutions, such as rewriting knowledge in a short form, are then 

suggested to improve the quality of knowledge content. Mili et al. (2001) similarly 

categorizes KQ into three dimensions in software engineering: logical (what is told, 

e.g., degree of truth), structural (how information is told, e.g., modularity), and 
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perceptual (how information is read, e.g., users’ perception). An interesting point 

raised by Mili et al. (2001) is that a conflict between the structural quality criteria 

and users’ expectation exists. For instance, an information system typically presents 

minimal information (the criteria of efficiency); however, users often prefer the 

repetition of information (the criteria of redundancy). I argue that the KQ criteria 

proposed in the studies above do not adequately address to the characteristics of 

knowledge, which are more dependent on context, richer in meaning, and related 

to reflection compared with information and data, although these criteria are useful 

in the evaluation of information in a knowledge system. 

 

Some researchers of have attempted other approaches in the study of KQ apart from 

transferring knowledge-system concepts. Glazer (1998) argues that usage can be 

considered a basis for knowledge measurement. Knowledge measurement 

ultimately involves measuring the meaning of a piece of information to the 

information processor (or the user of the knowledge) in his view, which is quite 

different from that of the knowledge system approach because the roles of meanings 

and contexts are highlighted. Another example is based on the SECI model that has 

been developed according to organizational knowledge creation theory (Nonaka 

1994). Erden et al. (2008) have developed a model explaining the different levels 

of tacit knowledge quality that can be achieved by a group. The quality of group 

tacit knowledge is arguably related to organizational activities. The notion of tacit 

knowledge quality has been linked to experiences and is better than the knowledge 

system approach. However, no additional details are provided in Erden et al.’s study 

(2008) regarding the process of evaluating group tacit-knowledge quality. The 

perspectives above are supplementary to the knowledge system approach because 

additional emphasis is placed on experiences and meanings. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Quality, like knowledge, can be observed from various perspectives. Evaluating the 

quality of a product or a process is difficult. Because of difference among data, 

information and knowledge, the measurement of KQ is not the same with those of 
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DQ and IQ. As studies that focus on KQ are not rich and inadequate, I argue that 

there is a gap in KQ evaluation.  

 

 

2.3.2 Quality of LL 

 

Good quality LL can help organizations eliminate repeated mistakes and reproduce 

success as an important KM component, thus resulting in a continuous 

improvement in performance. Kotnour and Kurstedt (2000) report that LL has a 

positive effect on decision quality. William (2003) states that learning from projects 

is an important requirement in project-oriented organizations and that management 

plays a vital role in facilitating and encouraging learning from projects. Kotnour 

and Vergopia (2005) study how project managers continuously improve their 

project quality and performance by obtaining knowledge through learning via 

review.  

 

LL system evaluation in terms of KQ has not been widely examined, although some 

studies have been conducted. For instance, Maqsood et al. (2004) criticize several 

LL systems for lacking contextual information potentially because the gained 

experience has not been analyzed rigorously. Effective LL program content updates 

and maintenance presuppose reliable evaluation tools. Thomas (2008) uses the 

“meta-evaluation” method to assess how organizations evaluate the use of 

computerized LL in project management. Detailed criteria that determine the most 

efficient and effective codification method remain lacking in previous literature. 

 

Most LL systems focus on determining the practices that either work or fail but not 

on why these practices work or fail. LL without context may lead to result in wrong 

conclusions and unsound judgment. References to lessons cannot be taken out of 

context; thus, detailed criteria that determine the most efficient and effective 

codification method remains lacking in the literature. Davenport and Prusak (1998) 

state that the object delivered is more important than the delivery vehicle. KQ has 

become one of the key factors in successful KM given the increasing amount of 
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knowledge. An organization that is learning implies that it must be pursuing quality. 

Learning is an implicit element in the process of quality enhancement. The 

replacement of manual content with an electronic equivalent in an LL program is 

not considered an improvement in KQ. A good understanding of the meaning of 

KQ and its role in LL is essential. 

 

The terms quality and KQ are vague and difficult to define concisely, as mentioned 

in the previous section. Nevertheless, a number of systematic KQ criteria remain 

useful. IQ criteria include relevance, accuracy, timeliness, cost, validity, empirical 

evidence, completeness, comprehensiveness, clarity, correctness, security, 

interpretability, and conclusiveness. Good quality knowledge must generally be 

relevant, reliable, complete, consistent, unambiguous, well-presented, and easily 

accessible. A diverse set of dimensions has been mentioned in literature although a 

general agreement or a commonly accepted definition with regard to KQ 

dimensions does not exist.  

 

William (2008) discusses a process to identify practical techniques that help extract 

difficult lessons from projects and to incorporate these lessons into organizational 

practice. The assumption that a single dimension cannot dominate KQ judgment is 

thus reasonable. Multiple dimensions can enrich the understanding of knowledge 

content and processes; the crux is discovering the correct combination of 

dimensions. Table 2.4 displays some examples of KQ dimensions determined in 

literature that are considered relatively important. These quality dimensions are not 

exhaustive, and important dimensions not remained unmentioned in literature, such 

as learnability. The various dimensional concepts can overlap; thus, distinguishing 

between the different concepts can be difficult, as in the case of importance and 

applicability. Nevertheless, Table 2.4 serves as a good starting point in selecting the 

criteria in evaluating the KQ of an LL.  
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Dimensions Explanation Literature 

Location Position of knowledge in an 

organization and its proximity to 

needs 

Fong & Choi 2009 

Originality Degree of innovation relative to users Cantner et al. 2009; Mol 

& Birkinshaw 2009 

Comprehensibility Clarity and ambiguity: a number of 

possible meanings that may cause 

confusion  

Holsapple 2003 

Validity Accuracy, completeness, and 

consistency 

Holsapple 2003 

Reliability Reliability of the knowledge source  Kwong & Lee 2009; Mort 

2001 

Relevance Pertinence to a problem Cortada 2009 

Importance Crucial to the task Fong & Choi 2009 

Proficiency Level of expertise in the subject area Wiig 1993 

Applicability Knowledge is either universally 

applicable or can be localized for 

special circumstances and contexts 

Fong & Choi 2009 

Predictive power How accurately the knowledge can 

claim to predict future events  

Harvanach 2003 

Viscosity Richness or thickness of knowledge 

and quality of absorption 

Szulanski 2003; Zhao & 

Anand 2009 

 

Table 2.4: Examples of KQ dimensions 

 

The dimensions or criteria presented in this section are certainly important to good 

quality knowledge and for IQ as well if we examine the differences between 

information and knowledge. However, these criteria do not address KQ in adequate 

depth, as I have argued in Section 2.3.1. I attempt to relate the proposed criteria, 

namely, experience and reflection, to the theories of knowledge transfer and 

learning in the following section to elaborate on this point. 
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2.4 Knowledge Transfer, Learning, and 

Relevant Theories 

 

 

2.4.1 Knowledge Transfer 

 

Directions of Knowledge Transfer 

 

Knowledge transfer is a crucial KM component; it has been investigated richly in 

literature and actively researched. The majority of the studies in knowledge transfer 

attempts to explore to the process of improving the effectiveness or efficiency of 

knowledge transfer in organizations. Two main directions are present: The first 

motivates individuals (employees and team members). Boer et al. (2011) propose 

the use of the relational models theory to study knowledge-sharing behavior in 

organizations. Case studies reveal that people share knowledge only when they 

share similar relational models or have common relationships. Connelly et al. (2012) 

address a problem wherein numerous employees are unwilling to share their 

knowledge even when organizational practices are designed to facilitate transfer 

and develop a multidimensional measure of the knowledge-hoarding construct. 

Flatten et al. (2011) study the role of absorptive capacity in knowledge sharing and 

develop an absorptive-capacity measure that serves as a tool for organizations to 

assess their strengths and weaknesses in knowledge sharing. Gachtera et al. (2010) 

investigate the incentives that motivate innovators to share their knowledge in an 

initial situation and report that knowledge sharing between innovates with 

conflicting interests is fragile. Yang et al. (2008) simulate knowledge sharing 

actions between actors in an organization, and the simulation results reveal that the 

initial state of actors’ action affects knowledge sharing action and that rewarding 

knowledge sharing actions is more effective than periodic organizational incentives. 

 

The second direction attempts to facilitate the knowledge transfer environment. 
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Augier et al. (2001) explore the role of understanding context in tacit knowledge 

sharing. Kauppila et al. (2011) demonstrate the process of enhancing knowledge 

sharing across geographical and functional boundaries by creating the means and 

spaces necessary to achieve effective knowledge sharing and learning in a case 

study. This process supported by social networking. Wang et al. (2010) review 

qualitative and quantitative studies on individual-level knowledge sharing and 

develop a framework to understand knowledge sharing research. Five areas of 

knowledge sharing research are emphasized: organizational context, interpersonal 

and team characteristics, cultural characteristics, individual characteristics, and 

motivational factors. Wei et al. (2011) explore how individual and team level 

social-capital characteristics manifest their joint influence on knowledge transfer 

and reveal that team social capital interacts with individual social capital in 

influencing knowledge transfer. Distance and structural equivalence between the 

knowledge seeker and the knowledge source influence the quantity of knowledge 

transferred. This effective communication perspective also prevails in several 

practicing communities, as reflected by the guidelines or reports on KM prepared 

by public organizations. Phillipson et al. (2007) highlight the importance of using 

language understood by the receivers. Bolliger (2009) emphasizes that knowledge 

must be presented in a form that is easy to understand to share experience. The role 

of individuals in knowledge transfer cannot be ignored according to the review 

above. In fact, knowledge transfer is not just a simple transfer of message but is 

similar to stakeholders’ interpretations. 

 

Communication Model 

 

The well-known communication model developed by Shannon (1948) for 

engineering communication systems can be extended to general communication 

theory, including knowledge transfer. The information source produces a message 

or sequence of messages to be communicated to the receiving terminal, as shown 

in Figure 2.5. A transmitter works on the message to produce a signal suitable for 

transmission over the channel, which is merely the medium used to transmit the 

signal from transmitter to receiver. The receiver typically operates inversely from 
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the transmitter by reconstructing the message received from the signal. The 

destination is the individual (or object) for whom the message is intended. The 

coding process, which involves encoding and decoding, is not shown in Figure 2.6. 

This process can be compared with the externalization and internalization processes 

in the SECI knowledge conversion presented in Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) 

study. 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Communication Model (Shannon 48) 

 

 

Table 2.5 shows the analogy of the communication model used in engineering and 

the one used in knowledge transfer. 

 

Knowledge transfer Engineering 

Knowledge Message 

Knowledge creator Information source 

Knowledge sender Transmitter 

Knowledge interpreter Receiver 

Knowledge user Destination 

 

Table 2.5 Analogy of the communication model and knowledge transfer 
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2.4.2 The Nature of Learning 

 

Learning and Knowledge Transfer 

 

Learning is different from knowledge transfer or sharing because the latter arguably 

involves a change of behavior. Learning can change behavior, develop a new 

approach or a new skill. A lesson is not learned until the learning is internalized, 

that is, the new learning is embedded in doctrine, procedure, structure, training, or 

resourcing (Milton 2010). Knowledge transfer may simply be a transmission of 

knowledge through various means. We may transfer or share knowledge without 

ensuring that we have learned it or have enabled other people to learn it. Learning 

is a basic characteristic of human beings and civilizations, and most human 

activities involve learning. Individuals can learn from experience and by 

performance, according to the foundation learning theories of John Dewey (Kolb 

1984, Kolb 2005). The pragmatic perspective similarly posits that knowledge is 

achieved through experience and practical work, and knowledge is used to resolve 

a problematic situation (Styhre 2003). Organizational Learning (OL) is one of the 

crucial KM components because KM necessarily involves managing 

organizational-level learning. Knowledge is closely connected to learning and OL 

(Bennet & Bennet 2004).  A team, group, or community is expect to learn more 

compared with the simple summation of individuals’ learning results. Söderland 

(2008) identifies the different learning processes that contribute to the competence 

dynamics operating in project-based organizations. OL is also related to 

organizational adaptation and change, as well as improvement in activities, 

increased availability of decision-making knowledge, and sustainable competitive 

advantage. Jennex (2007) mentions a varied perspective on OL, which states that 

individuals alone learn and not organizations, thus reflecting the difficulty of 

effective organizational learning.  

 

OL is also a form of knowledge creation that is closely attuned to the shared value 

system of individuals in a social setting and is often truly effective only when an 

action orientation motivates this learning (Argyris 2004). An organization learns if 
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its potential behaviors are changed by its information processing. OL is thus the 

process by which experience is used to modify current and future actions. 

Individuals gain experience, observe, reflect, and rationalize their actions while 

working. Their perceptions of how work should be done changes as general 

abstractions of experiences are generated through analysis. The recognition that 

organizations (as well as people) learn has gained prominence with the increasing 

importance of the double-loop learning theory (Argyris & Schon, 1978). Individual 

behavior is adapted as the individual learns in a single loop, whereas organizational 

behavior changes as individuals adapt to others in a double loop. Senge (1990) 

promoted this theory by demonstrating the value of the workforce’s commitment to 

shared organizational goals and advances a theory that links organizational learning, 

human communities, and general system concepts. 

 

Numerous studies are related to organizational learning in public organizations, 

such as health care services (Dixon et al. 2009), international organizations (Ringle-

Bickelmaier & Ringel 2010), and police forces (Seba & Rowley 2010). The reasons 

why learning and knowledge transfer in public service organizations are considered 

include the significant scale of public sector organizations, organizational reform, 

contextual information, the expansion of knowledge regarding the field across all 

types of organizations, and the wide range of organizational contexts, within which 

an understanding of knowledge creation and learning can be developed and can help 

to illuminate private-sector organizational features. Public service organizations are 

also subject to learning and innovation pressures, which are caused by users’ 

expectations and those of a wide range of stakeholders (Rashman 2009). These 

organizations also utilize public money and resources. Public service organizations 

are the major research targets in this study based on these rationales. 

 

Learning from Failure 

 

LL includes both the successful and failed experiences of individuals. Learning 

from failure alone is ineffective as it may increase conservatism and risk avoidance; 

thus, the lesson identification exercise becomes a depressing experience (Milton 
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2010). Lessons obtained from failures are a special kind of LL. “Failure” is defined 

by the Merriam-Webster’s Online Dictionary as the “omission of occurrence or 

performance, or a failing to perform a duty or expected action.” Failure can be 

interpreted in terms of project management as a result that deviates from the 

expectation regarding a project (Hatamura 2009). Individuals and organizations 

understandably prefer success over failure because success results in credit and 

rewards. Discussions of success are greatly welcomed, and people are more 

motivated by successes than by failures. The discussion of failures is avoided 

because of the blame that often accompanies such discussions, as well as the 

frustration caused and the damage inflicted on an individual’s confidence (Sitkin 

1992). The fear of losing face is another reason. People unsurprisingly tend to 

embrace successful experiences and avoid stories of failure. This bias results in an 

imbalance between these two sources of learning. Failures are necessary because 

they are essentially prerequisites for learning, especially in learning lessons 

obtained from repeated minor failures (Sitkin 1992; Hatamura 2009). First, small 

successes may unintentionally weaken attention. Second, modest failure can 

encourage the employees of an organization to take risks and foster resilience-

enhancing experimentation. However, this benefit of failure experience to 

individual and organizational learning by encouraging exploratory actions has been 

overlooked (Sitkin 1992). Finally, the discussion of conflicting issues results in 

double-loop learning, which stimulates deep reflection.  

 

Learning occurs when errors are detected and corrected (Argyris et al. 1985). 

Organizations require double-loop learning focused on the root causes of errors. 

Organizations require the modification of their underlying norms, policies, and 

objectives. This modification is an essential element in corrective action, such as 

organizational self-appraisal exercises, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. The study of LL 

obtained from failures and near misses, is evidently important to the construction 

industry as failures can be serious, costly, and fatal. 
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Figure 2.7 Single-loop and double-loop learning (Lo & Fong 2010) 

 

 

2.4.3 Experiential Learning Theory 

 

Numerous LL originate from reviews, debriefings, interviews, dialogues, 

evaluations, and learning histories. Participants share their experiences with others 

and rationalize these experiences to themselves. LLs can be supported by narratives 

or stories that facilitate the transfer of context and experience (Milton 2010). 

Experience consists of the complete response of an individual to a situation or event, 

including his or her thoughts and conclusions at the time (Boud 1985). Experience 

can also assist hearers to understand and accept the evidence presented in 

biographies and narratives (Gibbs 2007). Organizations also learn from experience. 

For instance, de Moura Castro (2011) studies how training institutions learn from 

experience in policy making. 

 

The experiential learning theory (ELT) emphasizes the central role played by 

experience in the learning process, which is in line with this thesis. ELT has a 

unique perspective on learning and development, unlike cognitive learning theories, 

which pay increased attention to cognition, and effect and behavioural learning 

theories, which deny the role of subjective experience in learning. ELT stresses a 

holistic learning-process model and a multi-linear adult-development model, both 
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of which are consistent with present knowledge on how people learn, grow, and 

develop (Kolb 1984). Learning in ELT is defined as the process whereby 

knowledge is created through the transformation of experience and the combination 

of grasping and transforming experience. The key is transforming experience into 

learning. Ideas are not rigid elements of thought in ELT but are shaped and reshaped 

based on experience. Concepts are formed and modified by further experience, and 

understanding is a continuous process of idea construction. Three experiential-

learning process models have been developed (Kolb 1984). 

 

Lewinian Experiential Learning Model 

 

The contrast between concrete experience and abstract concepts is emphasized in 

this model, and the former is used to validate the latter. Concepts are tested by 

immediate personal experience. Feedback is another key to learning in this theory 

and provides continuous goal-directed action to evaluate consequences of actions. 

I argue that this model utilizes the communication model (explained in Section 

2.4.2) as one of the major components of knowledge transfer and learning. I also 

argue that AAR, which also emphasizes local immediate responses, is 

representative of this model (Figure 2.8). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Formation of abstract concepts based on concrete experience in the 

Lewinian Experiential Learning Model 
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Dewey’s Experiential Learning Model 

 

This model is similar to the Lewinian model and considers learning to be a dialectic 

process that integrates both experiences and concepts and observations and actions. 

The main difference of this model from the Lewinian one is the postponement of 

immediate action in sophisticated judgment development. I argue that the “best 

practice community” is a good example because members of the community are 

encouraged and are allowed sufficient time to share ideas before a consensus on 

best practices is generated, unlike in AAR. 

 

Piaget’s Model of Learning 

 

This model accepts the basic principle of Lewinian’s and Dewey’s models, namely, 

the development of thought from experience. However, Piaget emphasizes human 

cognitive development, which transitions from a concrete, phenomenal view of the 

world to an abstract, constructionist view. Learning is effective if the 

accommodation of concepts in an individual interacts properly with the assimilation 

of events. I argue that this phenomenon is related to the internalization of 

knowledge in Nonaka’s SECI model.  

 

 

2.4.4 Reflective Thinking 

 

Reflection is involved in learning (Moon 2004) and is a persistent and careful 

consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge as an active process of 

exploration and discovery. Learners manage their own learning by understanding 

meaning and relating it to their previous experiences (Boud et al. 1985). Different 

frames of reference are reviewed in new and meaningful generated ideas. Most LL 

systems merely focus on the practices that either work or fail but not on why the 

practices work or fail. Julian (2008) recommends that companies ask more “why” 

questions to obtain rich contextual information.  
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Argyris et al. (1985) argue that knowledge increases the chance of double-loop 

learning by triggering discussions of conflicting issues.  Deep reflection with 

regard to strategic thinking after reading LL documents is necessary in learners. 

Single-loop learning is represented by learners who attempt to seek feasible 

solutions or operational change with respect to existing problems in the LL context. 

In double-loop learning, however, LL inspire learners to reflect on original 

problems in LLs, thus often resulting in changes to organizations’ underlying norms, 

policies, and objectives. Overstating the significance of reflection thinking as a 

response to the present challenge of the strong demand for innovative ideas is 

difficult (as shown in Section 2.4.3). The KQ of LLs depends on whether the 

content provides any information resulting in reflective thinking in learners, as 

previously explained.  

 

 

2.4.5 Metaphor Theory 

 

A metaphor is defined as understanding one conceptual domain in terms of another 

conceptual domain (Kovesces et al. 2010). The conceptual domain is the coherent 

organization of experience and consists of two conceptual domains, one of which 

is more concrete than the other. Metaphorical linguistic expressions are words or 

other linguistic expressions of the more concrete conceptual domain. For instance, 

experiences can be gained in the life domain, as well as in the journey domain. We 

can thus talk and think about life (domain A) in terms of a journey (domain B). 

Domain B is more concrete than domain A, and the expressions that are related to 

life and that originate from the journey domain are linguistic metaphorical 

expressions. However, the conceptual metaphor is presented as, “LIFE IS A 

JOURNEY” (the use of capital letters indicate the analogy but not the actual 

wording). Metaphors are widely used in discourse because metaphorical and literal 

terms complement each other. 

 

The use of metaphors is not uncommon in KM, OL, and related areas. Tsoukas 
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(1991) argues that the metaphor is useful in encouraging various methods of 

thinking, especially in complex organizational phenomena. Metaphors effectively 

provide significant insights as an economical method of communicating vivid 

experiential information. Metaphors are also better “sensors” than literal terms in 

capturing and expressing the continuous flow of experience. Metaphors are fit to 

transfer concrete bands of experience compared with literal discourse, wherein 

experiences are segmented. Therefore, knowledge management and learning can 

benefit as complex organizational phenomena using metaphors. Analogy can help 

learners generate a conceptual model, according to Tsoukas (1991). The use of 

biological metaphors in organizational science illustrate the significant amount of 

scientific output in the explanation of organizational variety and the relation of 

organizations to their environments. Andriesson (2008) addresses the way how 

knowledge is conceptualized through KM metaphors. Andriessen and Gubbins 

(2009) also use metaphorical analysis to explore the underlying conceptualizations 

that cause social capital controversies. Cornelissen and Kafouros (2008) 

demonstrate a novel use of metaphors in organizational theory. Tourish and Hargie 

(2012) analyze the testimonies of banking Chief Executive Officers by exploring 

the root metaphors employed by these Chief Executive Officers to explain failures 

in banking. 

 

The use of terminology may also affect the effectiveness of knowledge transfer 

although it is not directly related to metaphors. Milton (2005) maintains that the 

issue of terminology must be addressed before a team can begin to manage its own 

knowledge, especially in project teams composed of members with professional 

expertise in various professional fields. Professionals, such as architects, engineers, 

surveyors, and on-site construction workers, are often required to communicate 

using inter-disciplinary terms. Real-time communication may break down and the 

recorded lessons may be interpreted incorrectly as a result if vocabularies are not 

standardized, thus adversely affecting the KQ in LL systems. Term banks, 

terminology file-management systems, e-dictionaries, and machine translation 

components are supplementary tools in an LL system. 
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2.5 Research Gaps and Significance  

 

 

Based on the literature review above, unique definitions on knowledge and KM do 

not exist because of the nature of knowledge. There are contrasting dimensions of 

knowledge. The literature review concludes that knowledge is not simply routines 

and procedures but is also related to experience and that KQ is a central issue in LL, 

especially with respect to LL content. It is reasonable to define LL as special 

knowledge gained from experience. LL is produced from experience through a set 

of interrelated steps: collection, validation, analysis, storage, dissemination, and 

maintenance of knowledge as included in best practices. 

 

However, current research provides little advice on evaluating KQ in LL. The 

review of learning theories reveals that one of the LL-quality evaluation approaches 

is evaluation based on results. This process involves determining whether learners 

have learned anything from the lessons that has resulted in a change in behavior. In 

other words, an LL is of good quality provided that the events described in the 

lessons reoccur and the learners or the users can either repeat the success or avoid 

repeating the mistakes by re-applying knowledge obtained from these lessons. This 

approach is a “result-oriented” or a “fit-for-use” approach; however, it is limited 

because an LL can only be judged after it is applied by learners, which is an event 

that may occur in the distant future. Setting an acceptable level of LL quality before 

the content is disseminated to learners is more useful than modifying the content.  

 

Multiple dimensions based on the literature can enrich the understanding of 

knowledge content and processes. Experience and reflection can be appropriate 

factors for measuring KQ. The KQ evaluation method involves the construction of 

criteria via a list of attributes (or dimensions) to assess LL quality. This approach 

is an “attribute” approach, and the attributes determined from literature (as shown 

in Table 2.4) effectively assess information. However, whether these attributes are 

adequate for KQ assessment remains unclear. The actual definitions of the attributes 
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are typically vague, subjective, and difficult to operate. Good knowledge is 

expected to provide substantial definitions with respect to reflection or deep 

thinking, unlike information.  

 

Given the establishment of this argument, the remaining questions are: What are 

the proper dimensions that can be used to evaluate KQ? What are the proper forms 

of these dimensions? The amount of previous studies that addresses these questions 

is not adequate, thus resulting in a research gap. 

 

This thesis develops a framework to analyze LL content and proposes a checklist of 

questions that can be used to judge the quality of LL content given this research 

gap. The questions in the checklist are qualitative in nature. Good LL are not 

necessarily required to respond to all of the questions in a checklist because not all 

of the questions are relevant to a particular LL; the checklist is also not expected to 

be exhaustive or definitive. The aim is to provide a framework to assess various 

facets of the content. A balance between comprehensiveness and conciseness must 

be struck in the generation of questions depending on the actual situation. Several 

facets may be evaluated. 

 

This research benefits various stakeholders in different industries by improving 

managerial performance through the construction of good quality LL that can help 

reduce the reoccurrence of mistakes, errors, or failures and by ensuring that 

successful practices are implemented. The analysis is expected to result in a deep 

academic understanding of the evaluation of KQ in LL. 
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2.6 Summary  

 

The nature of knowledge can be examined from various perspectives: as an object 

or a process, subjective or objective, and tacit or explicit. LL is broadly defined as 

the knowledge gained from experience, which can originate from either a project, 

a particular course of action, or reflection. The term “lessons learning” refers to 

the conversion of the experiences event participants into learners’ personal 

knowledge. LL can be classified according to different internal and external facets, 

such as formats, domains, functions, lesson consequences, processes, and 

stakeholders.  

 

Quality has both subjective and objective natures and is a major concern in 

management. Quality is difficult to measure and lacks a clear and concise definition. 

A wide range of methods and techniques to assess and improve DQ and IQ can be 

have been developed in previous studies; however, studies that focus on KQ are not 

as rich. KQ is difficult to define concisely. The setting of KQ criteria based on the 

knowledge system approach is criticized because it does not adequately address the 

characteristics of knowledge, which are more dependent on context, richer in 

meaning, and related to reflection compared with information and data.  

 

Two main methods to improve knowledge transfer have been discussed: Individual 

motivation and knowledge transfer environment facilitation. ELT emphasizes the 

central role played by experience in the learning and knowledge transfer processes. 

Three models of experiential learning, reflective-thinking theories, and metaphor 

theory are also discussed. These discussions shed light regarding LL content 

assessment.  

 

The major objective of this thesis is to develop a framework to analyze LL content 

and to propose a checklist of questions that can be used to judge LL content quality 

and thus fill the research gap. The questions in the checklist are qualitative in nature 

and must not be considered exhaustive or definitive. 
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Chapter 3: 

Methodology 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

 

The literature review in the previous chapter shows the research gaps in 

knowledge quality (KQ). Various theories related to KQ were also explored. 

Criteria for assessing data quality (DQ) and information quality (IQ) can be found 

in the literature. However, criteria for KQ are lacking, and empirical evidence 

supporting the appropriate dimensions for assessing KQ is also limited. No 

suitable methods for the assessments on the quality of the content of lessons 

learned (LL) can be found in the literature or in the best practices of organizations. 

Therefore, an alternative method must be developed to design an evaluation tool 

to assess the KQ of LL.  

 

This chapter seeks to relate the epistemology and research methods to the research 

aims established. The following sections describe the research design, the 

methods used, and the actual mechanics that generate items of dimensions for KQ 

from empirical and theoretic sources and apply them to authentic cases of LL. The 

research questions and relevant approaches are presented, including the 

philosophical belief of inquiry and the reasons why the qualitative approach was 

used. Various evaluation approaches and the overall research design are explained, 

followed by a description of data collection and analysis. Justifications on the 

validity, reliability, and generalizability of the study are provided. 
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3.2 Research Approach 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, my research strategy is to investigate the issue of KQ 

through evaluation by which we can have a more in-depth understanding of KQ. 

If the criteria for KQ evaluation are formulated properly, then the intrinsic 

properties of KQ can be discovered.  

 

 

3.2.1 Research Questions 

 

As previously explained, gaps exist in the research that explores the KQ of the 

content of LL. Given that KQ is different from IQ and DQ, research questions are 

formulated based on the research aims and the general questions raised in Chapter 

1 as follows: 

 What is meant by good knowledge, or knowledge quality?  

 Are there any criteria, common characteristics and methods to judge the 

knowledge quality? 

 Under what conditions are these criteria and characteristics applicable?  

 

The first general question is about the meaning of KQ. As explained in Chapter 2, 

quality is related to pre-set standards or perceptions. To understand the meaning 

of knowledge quality, we need to determine the proper dimensions or attributes as 

the standards for assessment. The second general question asks if any criteria for 

judging KQ exist. These two general questions lead to the first research question: 

“What are the specific dimensions or attributes that affect the KQ of the content of 

LL? And how can the dimensions and attributes be discovered?”  

 

The last general question refers to the applicability of these criteria and 

characteristics. If the criteria are not applicable, then whether these criteria can 

reflect the characteristics of KQ remains doubtful. Conversely, if the criteria can 

be implemented, we can use them to evaluate and understand KQ. Two more 
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research questions about “what” and “how” emerge: “What are the adequate 

forms of these dimensions or attributes for the KQ of the content of LL?” and 

“How can these forms of dimensions or attributes be used to assess the KQ of the 

content of LL?” The three research questions are as follows: 

[RQ1]: What are the specific dimensions or attributes that affect the KQ of the 

content of LL? How can the dimensions and attributes be discovered? 

[RQ2]: What are the adequate forms of these dimensions or attributes for the KQ 

of the content of LL? 

[RQ3]: How can these forms of dimensions or attributes be used to assess the KQ 

of the content of LL? 

 

The literature review shows that the current studies related to these research 

questions fail to provide adequate answers; thus, identifying the dimensions for 

KQ as exact variables is difficult. Specific theories for KQ are also lacking.  

 

 

3.2.2 Philosophical Beliefs of Inquiry 

 

Ontology is about the nature and the characteristics of reality. My belief is that 

reality is subjective and multiple, as observed by the participants in the study of 

Creswell (2007). As discussed earlier, knowledge is difficult to define with a 

single objective meaning. In this research, I embrace the idea of multiple realities 

and assume a relative ontology. Epistemology refers to the relationship between 

the researcher and the object of the research. Given the natures of knowledge and 

quality found in the literature review, I consider getting as close as possible to the 

participants currently being studied to be appropriate (Creswell 2007).  

 

In general, KM scholars have drawn from two main streams of philosophies, 

namely, positivist and interpretative. The positivist stream holds that knowledge is 

objective and exists separately, emphasizing deterministic, reductionistic, and 

cause-and-effect oriented research (Creswell 2007). In everyday life, explicit 

records in terms of languages, images, or other symbols remain the most common, 
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available, and durable forms of knowledge. People can learn lessons, for example, 

from the history of human beings, by sharing this knowledge. Explicit knowledge 

represented in various physical forms can be duplicated, transmitted, modified, 

and eliminated without the interpretation of people. The knowledge shared may 

have forms or may be formless. It can be recorded in visual, audio, or any other 

forms perceptible to human beings.  

 

The interpretative stream argues that knowledge cannot be understood objectively 

(Nonaka & Peltokorpi 2006). In this approach, people seek to understand the 

world in which people live and work as they develop subjective meanings of their 

varied and multiple experiences (Creswell 2007). In the interpretative framework, 

researchers try to make sense of the meanings that others have about the world 

(Creswell 2007, Denzin & Lincoln 2005). Tsoukas (2006) argues that the world is 

always changing and that knowledge is taken as equivalent to action. Therefore, 

knowledge is formed when actions are taken by agent A. The formed knowledge 

will then be shared with agent B if it is interpreted and constructed by agent B. 

Epistemologically, knowledge is subjective because it is based on our own 

interpretation. It is rendered meaningless if people do not interpret and construct it 

accordingly. In this sense, the reality of knowledge is not “out there” but “in here,” 

that is, in our minds. 

 

Knowledge can be explicit, such as a published investigation report on an 

industrial accident. Knowledge can also be tact, for example, if workers follow 

the recommendations in the investigation report to avoid accidents in the future. 

In view of the features of knowledge in LL, I share the stance that positivism and 

interpretative approaches are complementary rather than opposing (Nonaka & 

Peltokorpi 2006). This research focuses on the outcome of inquiry instead of 

philosophical debates. The main aspects of this research are the problems being 

studied and the questions asked about this problem (Creswell 2007). Therefore, 

this thesis takes a pragmatic approach to the multiple natures of knowledge. As 

the research aims are related to the evaluation of KQ of LL in the nature world, a 

naturalistic set of methodological procedures is preferred. In conclusion, a 
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pragmatic paradigm assuming relativist ontology, a subjective epistemology, and 

a naturalistic set of methods are considered in this research (Denzin & Lincoln 

2005). 

 

 

3.2.3 Qualitative Approach 

 

Qualitative and quantitative approaches should not be considered as dichotomies 

but as two ends of a continuum. However, these two kinds of approaches are 

clearly distinct in terms of basic philosophical assumptions, worldviews, data 

types, and specific methods (Creswell 2009). Qualitative approaches emphasize 

the qualities of entities on processes and meanings that cannot be examined in 

terms of quantity, such as amount or frequency. By contrast, quantitative 

approaches stress that entities can be experimentally investigated and measured in 

terms of numbers (Denzin & Lincoln 2005).  

 

The approach to be taken depends on the objective of the research, the 

philosophical belief of inquiry of the researcher, the nature of the research 

questions, and the constraints in the external setting. This research aims to 

determine what good quality LL means and to cover the contextual conditions in 

which lessons are learned; these lessons are ascribed to a social or human 

problem. The process of research is anticipated to involve emerging questions and 

procedures. A natural setting, rather than a laboratory, is preferred for data 

collection, because providing insights and in-depth understanding is necessary. 

Data analysis is expected to be built inductively with the interpretations of the 

researcher. The researcher himself/herself then becomes the research instrument. 

These factors lead to the use of the qualitative approach (Creswell 2007, Yan 

2011). Therefore, this research, which secures an in-depth understanding of the 

phenomenon related to the research aims, adopts a qualitative examination to find 

possible dimensions from the data collected from various sources through an 

inductive process. A pragmatic approach is taken as the research method. Multiple 
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methods of data collection are used to answer the research questions in the best 

way possible (Creswell 2007). 

 

 

 

3.3 Research Design: Addressing the Research 

Questions 

 

 

Qualitative approaches have various possibilities, such as ethnography and 

grounded theory. Based on the qualitative approach, this study is designed in a 

pragmatic way. It focuses on the research questions as previous literature lacks 

similar research. Therefore, the choice of appropriate research methods and tools 

depends on whether they can offer answers to the research questions. 

 

 

3.3.1 What are the specific dimensions or attributes that 

affect the KQ of the content of LL? How can the 

dimensions and attributes be discovered? (Research 

Question 1) 

 

Research Question 1 is about discovering the specific dimensions or attributes that 

affect the KQ of the content of LL. The literature lacks adequate dimensions or 

attributes for the KQ of the content of LL. Therefore, this study attempts to search 

for other knowledgeable sources. The criteria for assessing KQ (knowledge about 

knowledge) do not come from nothing; rather, they are tacit knowledge already 

rooted in the best practices and related theories. I captured and extracted the 

implicit knowledge in documents and people, and converted it into explicit 

knowledge in the form of a checklist. The reasons for using a checklist are 

provided in the next section. 
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In addressing this research question, the following three sources of data on KQ 

were identified: (1) best practices or well-developed practices of LL programs 

based on the documents, (2) theories related to learning based on the literature, 

and (3) experience and advice from LL practitioners based on interviews. 

Creswell (2007) categorizes all forms of data into four basic types: observation 

(from nonparticipant to participant), interviews (from close-ended to open-ended), 

documents (from private to public), and audio-visual materials (from photographs 

to videos). 

 

Best practices or well-developed practices are related to the benchmarks of 

processes or methods that organizations can follow to achieve good results. 

Knowledge can be embedded and invested in practice, and the practice-based 

view of knowledge is considered a crucial perspective in knowledge sharing 

(Heizmann 2011). Kasper et al. (2010) examine the knowledge-sharing practices 

of firms in multination contexts. Gratton and Ghosal (2005) argue that 

high-performing companies need to search and adopt best practices. Best practices 

offer opportunities for organizations to learn from others, and they are rich 

sources of knowledge on what good-quality LL should be. In this study, the best 

practices are in the form of documents. 

 

The use of theories as data sources is not common and is worthy of explanation. 

Data, information, and knowledge form a hierarchical network, with knowledge at 

the top of the pyramid. However, their positions are relative, depending on the 

level of discussion. In some contexts, knowledge can be considered as the data of 

another kind of knowledge at a higher level. The data to be collected in this study 

are the knowledge about the production of good-quality LL. This knowledge can 

be found in theories related to effective learning. Therefore, theories of learning 

are also sources of the “data” required in the form of literature. 

 

Experience and advice from LL practitioners are the last source of data in the 

form of interviews. Through interviews, I can understand experiences and obtain 
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advice on processes in which I do not participate (Rubin & Rubin 2005). This 

source has the following advantages: the data are primary, not secondary; the 

clarification of concepts of KQ can be sought directly from the practitioners; and 

the feelings of the interviewees can be captured. This data source can provide 

complementary perspectives to the information obtained from official documents. 

 

These sources of knowledge about KQ serve as a triangulation for collecting 

evidence (Figure 3.1). 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Multiple sources of dimensions/attributes for KQ 

 

Triangulating evidence from multiple sources is important in qualitative research. 

As an important way of strengthening the validity of any study, triangulation is 

needed to determine whether data from multiple sources converge or lead to the 

same finding. Triangulation can be achieved by combining multiple 

methodological practices, empirical materials, and perspectives (Denzin & 

Lincoln 2005). The use of multiple methods can help balance the potential 

weaknesses in various methods as well as add rigor, breadth, and richness to 

inquiry (Flick 2007). The advantages of triangulation are as follows: 

 provision of multi-perspectives 

 in-depth understanding of the phenomenon 

Dimensions/ 
Attributes 

for KQ

Best practices/

Well-developed 
practices

Theories 
related to 
learning

Experience and 
advice from LL 
practitioners
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 better validation because objective reality is difficult to capture 

 good balance among the potential weaknesses in various methods 

According to Luneburg and Irby (2008), triangulation can be divided into four 

basic types: data, investigator, theory, and methodological triangulation. Data and 

methodological triangulation were used in conducting this study. 

 

 

3.3.2 What are the adequate forms of these dimensions or 

attributes for the KQ of the content of LL? (Research 

Question 2) 

 

Evaluation Approaches 

 

Evaluation is used to determine the value or ascertain the worth of an object. Used 

as a research activity, evaluation denotes the systematic collection of data about 

the characteristics of social programs (or product, policy, service) and the 

assessment of their conceptualization and implementation (Clark 1999, Rossi et al. 

2004, Stern 2005). The types of evaluation approaches are shown in Table 3.1. 

 

   

Formative  Summative 

Process  Outcome 

Quantitative versus Qualitative 

Experimental  Interpretivist 

Internal  External 

Formative  Summative 

 

Table 3.1: Types of evaluation approaches 

 

KQ is difficult to measure, as discussed in the literature review. Quantitative 

research methods require objective and detached observers to evaluate the results 

of studies. However, having only one correct way of measurement is unlikely. In 
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an evaluation, the use of quantitative or qualitative methods and data should be 

driven by the goals of the study and by the questions that the evaluation must 

answer. The context of an evaluation, including the broader environment and the 

immediate situation, also matters (Newcomer K. et al. 2010). In this study, the 

content of LL and the process of producing LL that affect the content are the 

targets of the evaluation.  

 

One of the typical quantitative methods of evaluation is rating, which is effective 

for observable and discernible features. An example of this method is the use of 

scorecards or record forms by observers trained to give scores on a point-scale. 

Quantitative content analysis (CA) falls into this category. According to 

Merriam-Webster’s Online Dictionary, CA is defined as “[A]nalysis of the 

manifest and latent content of a body of communicated material (as a book or film) 

through a classification, tabulation, and evaluation of its key symbols and themes 

in order to ascertain its meaning and probable effect.” Some researchers hold that 

CA is a scientific tool and is quantitative in nature. The emphasis is placed on the 

study of the manifested content that has a single agreed interpretation. These 

researchers maintain that the primary goal of CA is to produce a numerically 

based summary of the message (Neuendorf 2002). However, the current 

definitions and instructions of what and how to rate may be appropriate for 

assessing DQ and IQ, but not KQ. The evaluation of knowledge requires a deeper 

understanding of the latent meanings of the message.  

 

The other evaluation approach is the qualitative approach. Some researchers hold 

that both quantitative and qualitative approaches are indispensable for CA 

(Krippendorff 2004). This view follows that content is always reader dependent, 

has multiple meanings, and is subject to various interpretations; content is an 

intrinsic property of human communication. Simply put, quantitative CA is 

concerned with physical features, such as the frequency of occurrence of the given 

content characteristics, whereas qualitative CA is concerned with the 

interpretation of contents (George 1959). 
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Apart from scientific inference, the reflections of patterns (e.g., group cultures) 

and trend descriptions are among the acceptable objectives of CA. Discourse 

analysis can be conducted through CA to study a particular phenomenon in LL in 

a construction site, such as conversations between construction workers. 

Krippendorf (2004) gave an example of how ethnographic CA is adopted to work 

with categories and narrative descriptions with a focus on situations and settings. 

Naccarato and Neuendorf (2008) examined how advertising success could be 

predicted in a business-to-business context. Moss (2004) investigated the extent to 

which news reporting affects the financial market. Chakravorti (2006) focused on 

the emerging issues and trends in customer relationship management by analyzing 

the content of articles and documents from academic and industrial sources. Focus 

group discussion on the content of LL is another method that can be used.  

 

The qualitative approach also has its weakness: the objectivity, reliability, and 

replicablility of the results are not as strong as those of the quantitative approach. 

The assessment of KQ lacks explicit dimensions, and the criteria for judgment 

may not be universal. In implementation, users who want to assess the LL should 

be experienced and skillful in keeping the evaluation criteria in mind. The 

qualitative approach without explicit criteria of assessing KQ is an insufficient 

method for inexperienced LL practitioners in general. 

 

Another evaluation approach is the result-oriented approach (or the fit-for-use 

approach) as discussed in the last chapter. This approach is based on the belief 

that learning is a change in behavior. It has both benefits and challenges. In some 

cases, this approach seems convincing with regard to the quality of the LL. For 

example, a drop in the number of industrial accidents in construction sites may 

justify the positive effect of an LL report released the previous year. Nevertheless, 

the cause–result link between the LL and change in behavior is difficult to 

establish. The decrease in the number of accidents may not be due to the fact that 

the construction worker follows the safety instructions but simply due to the 

workers using machines. Many other factors can lead to the change in behavior. A 

more serious challenge is that the effect of the lessons sometimes emerges long 
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after the publication of the LL. It may not even exist at all, thus rendering this 

approach impractical to adopt. 

 

The Checklist Approach 

 

In constructing the evaluation tool for KQ, this study aims for practicality and 

workability rather than perfection. Checklists are organized tools used in practice 

in many domains, including medical and construction (Gawande 2010). A 

checklist is defined as a list of criteria of consideration or items for referral 

(Schroeter 2008). The items can be categorized according to their relevant 

characteristics. Figure 3.2 shows the patterns of a checklist in general. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Categories and items of a checklist 

 

An advantage of using checklists is that they can provide protection against 

failures stemming from ineptitude, fallibility of human memory, and attention, 

especially for routine matters that are easily overlooked. Even individuals with 

expertise in domains of high complexity use checklists (Gawande 2010, Schroeter 

2008). People normally check tasks off from their checklists as they are carried 

out. In some LL, the recommendations are offered in a list of instructions, such as 

Category 
1

Item 1.1

Item 1.2

Item 1.3

Category 
2

Item 2.1

Item 2.2

... ...

Category 
3

... ...

... ...
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a checklist. However, in this study, checklists are used in an alternative way, that 

is, as an assessment tool.  

 

The scope of this study is the content and related process of LL, not the actual 

results of learning. Therefore, the result-oriented approach is not considered. The 

checklist approach strikes a balance between the two ends of the quantitative and 

qualitative approaches for evaluation and attempts to maintain the strengths of 

both while avoiding their pitfalls. The checklist provides pre-determined criteria 

for KQ but does not require the evaluators to rate by using a point-scale system. A 

checklist further serves as a guideline for an evaluator to follow. The answers to 

the questions in the checklist are not numerical but textual, representing both the 

objective facts in the content of the LL and the views of the evaluators. A 

checklist is applicable to a wide range of LLs irrespective of the content domains 

and types. Users of LL are expected to be able to determine the quality of the 

knowledge by asking questions on the content of the checklist. 

 

 

3.3.3 How can these forms of dimensions or attributes be 

used to assess the KQ of the content of LL? (Research 

Question 3) 

 

Action research aims to solve real-life problems in context through professional 

researcher–stakeholder collaboration (Denzin & Lincoln 2005). The answer to 

Research Question 2 leads to a checklist that consists of evaluation criteria in the 

form of questions. Although different from action research, this study aims to 

answer Research Question 3 by solving the problem of assessing KQ using the 

dimensions established. In this study, I am the only evaluator who applies the 

checklist produced as the evaluation instrument on the samples of LL. Instead of 

merely reporting the evaluation results, I demonstrate the use of checklists in 

assessing the KQ in Chapter 5. 
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Yin (2009) suggests that use of research methods depends on three conditions: (1) 

the type of research question; (2) the extent of control a researcher has over actual 

behavioral events, and (3) the degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to 

entirely historical events. In this study, the research questions belong to the type 

of “how” questions; the researcher has no control over the behavioral events such 

as the production of the LL; and the focus is on contemporary events. Based on 

this analysis, a case study approach is suitable (Yin 2009).  

 

In addressing this research question, the data sources used were the authentic LL 

available. LL from various domains was chosen as the case for applying the 

checklist, using the case itself as the unit of analysis. Details on the design of the 

case studies, including sampling and analysis, are elaborated in the following 

sections. 

 

 

3.3.4 Overall Research Flow 

 

Figure 3.3 shows the overall research flow with respect to the research questions. 

The research flow follows the logic stated in the previous sub-sections. The 

following sections explain why and how certain methods are adopted in this 

study. Figure 3.4 illustrates the flow of data collection and analysis. 
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Figure 3.3: Overall research flow with respect to the research questions 

 

 
Figure 3.4: Flow of data collection and analysis 

 

How can these forms of dimensions or attributes be used to assess the KQ of the 
content of LL? 

Use the checklist to assess authentic LL Through documentary analysis of cases

What are the adequate forms of these dimensions or attributes for the KQ of the 
content of LL?

Construct a question checklist Through documentary analysis of cases

What are the specific dimensions or attributes that affect the KQ of the content of LL? 
How can these dimensions and attributes be discovered?

Search from various sources of 
knowledge in KQ

Through documentary analysis, literature 
review, and qualitative interviews

Data Collection: 

Collect attributes for KQ from various sources
•Best practices / Well-developed practices
•Theories on learning
•Advice and experience from KM/LL practitioners

Data Analysis I: 

Analyze the attributes and present them in the 
form of a question checklist
•Use the researcher as the analysis tool

Data Analysis II:

Use the checklist to assess KQ on compiled LLs 
•Authentic LLs
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3.4 Data Collection and Analysis 

 

 

In qualitative research, data collection, data analysis, and report writing cannot be 

separated and are often conducted simultaneously. Data collection includes 

locating a site or an individual, gaining access, conducting purposeful sampling, 

and recording information (Creswell 2007). The three following types of data 

were collected to address Research Question 1: best practices/well-developed 

practices on LL programs, theories related to learning, and experience in and 

advice on managing LL programs. The authentic LL was collected to address 

Research Question 3. The LL programs of organizations are rarely accessible to 

the public. These organizations may have no LL program or may refuse requests 

from the public to access such programs because of security concerns, commercial 

secrecy, and fear of competition.  

 

Data analysis involves data preparation and assembly/re-assembly. In qualitative 

research, interpretation involves making sense of data. Major ideas are identified 

by reading, describing, classifying, and interpreting the collected data. A detailed 

description is provided in the setting of the person, place, or event. A 

documentary analysis was performed in this study because the collected data were 

mainly composed of documents. Qualitative interviews were performed for the 

collection and the analysis of the data on the experience and advice of LL 

practitioners. 

 

 

3.4.1 Sampling and Selection of Best/Well-developed 

Practices of LL 

 

Sampling in quantitative research requires an operational enumeration of the 

entire population as well as a statistical procedure for selecting a specific subset of 

respondents. Inferential statistics are then used to draw conclusions from the data 
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collected from the sample. However, sampling is purposive in qualitative 

research; researchers only select data that can develop their understanding of the 

research problem. Samples are usually small in size and are non-random 

(Creswell 2007, Yan 2014). The samples for this study satisfied the following 

criteria: 

1. The organizations that released the best practices should be established 

organizations (public or private); 

2. The organizations that released the best practices should have organized LL 

programs and have published guidelines on the setup of standards for LL for 

both internal and external reference; and 

3. The overall distribution of the sample should cover various knowledge 

domains. 

 

Eight organizations were selected for this study, and they all satisfied the above 

data sampling criteria. The backgrounds of these organizations are described in 

the next chapter. Some of these organizations are international bodies supported 

by public funds. The subject domains of these organizations range from military 

and management to energy. 

 

The collected data from the samples were in document form. Scott (1990) 

proposes the following criteria for the quality of documents: 

1. Authenticity: the document should be genuine and of unquestionable origin; 

2. Credibility: the document should be free from error and distortion; 

3. Representativeness: the document should be typical of its kind; and 

4. Meaning: the document should be comprehensible. 

 

All the selected cases for the sources of dimensions for KQ and for the application 

of the checklist satisfy the abovementioned criteria. First, the collected documents 

are mainly composed of handbooks, guidelines, standards, and reports that were 

used by the organizations for many years and were not used as toy programs. 

Second, these documents were published by reputable, knowledge-based national 

or international organizations experienced in KM. The data in these documents 
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are original and undistorted, and the lessons presented in these documents are 

supported by credible evidence. Third, the sampling is purposive. These 

documents were published by organizations experienced in their respective 

subject domains. Fourth, these documents present comprehensible content about 

the LL or the best practices of the LL program and can be accessed by the public 

through the Internet. 

 

 

3.4.2 Documentary Analysis: Qualitative CA 

 

A document is an artifact with text as its central feature. Documentary analysis is 

generally considered an unobtrusive research method that examines the forms and 

meanings of messages. CA is a documentary analysis method that largely focuses 

on the content and the meanings of messages. The differences between 

quantitative and qualitative CA were discussed in the previous section. Given the 

properties of KQ, the latter method was used in this study.  

 

Interpretation is the process of giving meaning to data (Yan 2011). The 

documents about the best practices of the LL program were interpreted in this 

study by describing the backgrounds of the organizations, their LL programs (if 

applicable), their special features, and their recommendations on KQ and 

favorable LL. The substance of their contents was thoroughly examined. The 

dimensions for KQ extracted from the documents were simultaneously explained, 

examined, and described in the documents. Several questions were generated by 

applying the CA method, which provides a usable interpretation of the appropriate 

dimensions for KQ. 

 

 

3.4.3 Theories Related to Learning 

 

The literature review in the last chapter identified the theories that could be used 

to address the research questions. Theories determine what needs to be examined, 
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explain how data must be collected and analyzed, and help categorize the 

collected data into patterns (Creswell 2009). As indicated in the previous 

literature, both learning from experience and reflective thinking play an important 

role in the creation of a favorable LL. Experiential learning theory and reflective 

thinking theory are the major theories for determining the adequate dimensions 

for KQ. Context-related questions were constructed in this study to explore the 

quality related to contextual knowledge.  

 

 

3.4.4 Qualitative Interviews 

 

The experience of and advice from LL practitioners provide another source of 

dimensions for KQ that can be used to evaluate LL. Evaluation research was 

performed to determine if such programs were functioning and to determine areas 

for improvement. Qualitative interviews were performed considering the 

properties of KQ and the goals of this study. The interviews mainly focused on 

meanings or processes. Rubin and Rubin (2005) define qualitative interviews as 

conversations in which a researcher guides a conversational partner in an extended 

discussion. The interview is invented each time it occurs, and researchers listen to 

each answer and determine the next question based on what was said. The 

researchers listen to the answers of the interviewee and then determine their next 

question based on the previous answer of the interviewee. As the descriptions of 

the interviewees are rooted in their first-hand experiences, such data are gathered 

and synthesized by the researchers. The researchers compose the main and the 

follow-up questions for the interview and may also ask the interviewee about the 

gaps and omissions that they observe in his/her answers. 

 

Face-to-face interviews were conducted in this study. Only local organizations 

were selected because of practical constraints. LL program practitioners involved 

in the programs of their respective organizations participated in the interviews. 

These practitioners came from government departments or public statutory 

organizations in Hong Kong. They served as either the head of KM offices or the 
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officers for learning, knowledge sharing, and publishing LL. The backgrounds of 

the respondents are discussed in the next chapter. Instead of providing these 

practitioners with a full list of questions, semi-structured and non-directive 

interviews were performed. A framework of study questions was prepared based 

on the interview settings and contexts. The interviews were open-ended and 

conversational, facilitating the two-way interactions between the interviewer and 

the interviewee as well as enabling the interviewees to respond freely to the 

questions. The interviewees were encouraged to express themselves through their 

own words. Typical specific questions for the interviews were as follows:  

 What is the current LL program in your organization? 

 What is your role in the LL program? 

 How did you implement this program? 

 What are the difficulties that you encountered during the implementation of 

such program? 

 How do you define good knowledge? 

 How can you tell if a lesson is of good quality? 

 What are the major criteria for high-quality LL in your domain? 

 What must be included in a high-quality LL? 

 What assessment methods are you using for your LL program? 

 What can enhance the quality of your LL program? 

These main questions were prepared in advance to ensure that all major parts of 

the research problems were covered. These questions were not exhaustive. 

Follow-up questions were raised to guarantee the richness and depth of the 

responses (Rubin & Rubin 2005). 

 

 

3.4.5 Selection of LLs for Assessment by Checklist 

 

A question checklist was constructed after consolidating the ideas and insights 

obtained during the interpretation of the collected data, including the best 

practices, theories, and interview responses. According to the research design, the 

checklist is used to assess the quality of the content of the compiled LL. Several 
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cases were selected to study the application of the checklist. In accordance with 

Research Question 3 (i.e., how these forms of dimensions or attributes can be used 

to assess the KQ of the content of LL), the niche of the case study is when the 

researcher raises a “how” or “why” question with little or no control (Yin 2014). 

As such question could not be easily answered in a controlled setting, the 

authentic cases of LL were used for the assessment. Instrumental case study refers 

to the examination of particular cases to provide insight into an issue (Denzin & 

Lincoln 2005). The cases, which are of secondary interest, play a supportive role 

by explaining the dimensions used to assess KQ in LL. 

 

The definition of the case and the delineation of the unit of analysis depend on the 

research questions (Yin 2014). The compiled LL of an organization was used as 

the case for this study, assuming that the same organization maintained a 

heterogeneous set of principles and standards to produce such compiled LL. The 

individual LL was used as the unit of analysis in the compiled LL. 

 

The cases were selected based on the following criteria: 

1. The organizations should publish a sufficient number of compiled LL; and 

2. The organizations should have different subject domains. 

Four cases were selected in this study. Three of these cases do not release any 

handbooks or reports on the best practices of their LL programs, whereas the 

remaining case, the Asian Development Bank (ADB), publishes a framework for 

the implementation of a KM program. ADB is also among the investigated 

organizations during the extraction of dimensions for KQ. These organizations, 

including their backgrounds, are discussed in the next chapter. 

 

 

3.4.6 Multiple-case Study Design 

 

Although both multiple- and single-case designs are considered variants of the 

same methodological framework, the former is more compelling and robust than 

the latter (Yin 2014). Analyzing multiple cases can produce more substantial 
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benefits than analyzing a single case. Multiple-case approaches are used in this 

study for the data collection (section 3.4.1, including the sampling and selection 

of best practices of LL) and data analysis (section 3.4.5, including the selection of 

LLs for assessment by checklist) because more than one case are selected. A 

multiple-case study design selects cases that offer contrasting situations and does 

not seek a direct replication to generate stronger findings unlike a single-case 

study. A multiple-case design improves the reliability or generalizability of a 

study by avoiding the criticisms and skepticisms of a single-case study design, 

specifically the unique conditions that surround a single case. 

 

Yin (2014) suggests that the researcher must carefully select each case in a 

multiple-case design to establish either similar (literal replication) or anticipated 

contrasting results (logical replication). Gerring (2007) presents typical cases that 

are representative of a broader set of cases to provide a general understanding of a 

phenomenon as well as diverse cases to achieve a maximum variance along 

relevant dimensions. According to Creswell (2007), unusual cases can be 

considered in collective case studies, and maximum variation can be used as a 

sampling strategy to represent diverse cases and describe multiple perspectives 

about the cases. Analysis of cases involves a detailed description of the case and 

its setting. The researcher establishes patterns, searches for a correspondence 

between two or more cases, and identifies similarities and differences among 

these cases. Naturalistic generalizations can be developed from the data analysis.  

 

The unit of analysis is the case defined in a study. The case can be an individual, 

an event, or an entity. The definition of these cases must be related to the research 

questions and must fit with the research objectives (Gray 2009, Yan 2014). The 

unit of analysis is defined differently in the data collection and in the data analysis. 

The major purpose of the data collection is to extract dimensions or attributes 

from various inputs, primarily the handbooks, guidelines and best practices of 

organizations. The best practices are examined through a holistic approach to 

maintain consistency across different organizations. Therefore, an individual 

organization is used as the unit of analysis.  
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During the data analysis, individual LL in the compiled lessons is assessed one by 

one based on the question checklist. The assessment results of individual LLs in 

an organization are expected to show some discrepancies. Therefore, the 

individual LL of an organization, rather than the organization itself, is used as the 

unit of analysis in this stage. 

 

De Vaus (2001) highlights the difference between a parallel design and a 

sequential design of a multiple-case study. All cases are analyzed simultaneously 

by different investigators in a parallel design, whereas the cases are studied one by 

one by a single investigator in a sequential design. The sequential design was 

adopted in this study to enable the researchers to derive the selection and 

examination of later cases from the problems and insights identified in the earlier 

cases.  

 

The selected cases for the data collection and the data analysis are listed in Tables 

3.2 and 3.3, respectively. The classification of “major” and “minor” in Table 3.2 

depends on the richness, rather than the size, of the information provided by the 

organizations. Organizations with expertise in different areas are chosen as inputs 

to enhance the diversity of the knowledge domains. The selected LLs for the data 

analysis (Table 3.3) mainly include failure cases, which enables a comparison 

between success and failure cases. 
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Major US Army-CALL 

 

NATO-JALLC APQC ADB 

Subject 

domain 

Military Military Management Investment, 

policy, and 

poverty 

elimination 

LL 

document 

LL Handbook LL Handbook Reports on LL 

processes and 

systems 

Reports on LL 

strategies and 

frameworks 

Minor CII (US) 

 

ISO CEN US-DOE 

Subject 

domain 

Construction Space 

technology 

General 

technical 

standards 

Energy 

LL 

document 

Study reports on 

LL programs 

Guidelines on 

LL in space 

projects 

Guidelines on 

evaluation of LL 

Standards and 

framework for 

the DOE LL 

program 

 

Table 3.2: Selected cases for the data collection 

 

 

 HKHA 

 

OSHC ADB MB 

Subject 

domain 

Medicine Safety Policy Personal issues 

Location 

 

Hong Kong Hong Kong International International 

LL 

document 

MIRPB/MSB and 

HARA 

Green Cross Reports of LL of 

various projects 

Personal stories 

Type of LL 

Content  

Mainly failure or 

near miss 

Failure Success and 

failure 

Failure 

 

Table 3.3: Selected cases for the data analysis 
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3.5 Research Quality 

 

 

The standards in qualitative research have many perspectives in terms of 

quantitative equivalents, such as validation, reliability, and objectivity. 

Nevertheless, some researchers who use qualitative approaches have searched for 

alternative terms, such as credibility, transferability, and confirmability, which 

closely adhere to naturalistic research (Creswell 2007). The research quality 

concepts in quantitative research do not carry the same connotations in qualitative 

research. However, operationalizing the terms is more important than naming the 

terms in qualitative research. 

 

 

3.5.1 Validity 

 

The importance of validation in qualitative research has been viewed from several 

perspectives. Some of these perspectives view qualitative validation as having 

qualitative terms that are different from their quantitative equivalents, such as 

credibility, trustworthiness, transferability, and confirmability (Creswell 2007). 

According to Gibbs (2007), qualitative validity refers to the accuracy of the 

findings determined through certain procedures. Yin (2011) argues that a study is 

considered valid if the data are properly collected and interpreted; if so, then the 

conclusions may accurately reflect the real world. Several validity strategies were 

incorporated into the research process to enhance the accuracy of the findings. 

 

First, triangulation was used to confirm the validity of the data. Triangulation 

refers to the examination and combination of evidence from multiple sources as 

well as the use of such evidence to arrive at a coherent justification. Triangulation 

is not a tool of validation but an alternative to validation (Creswell 2009, Denzin 

& Lincoln 2005, Yin 2011). Two forms of triangulation were adopted in this study, 

namely, data and methodological triangulation. The former refers to the collection 
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of data from multiple and different sources rather than from sources of the same 

kind (Yin 2011). Multiple and different data sources were used in this study, such 

as the best practices from organizations of various knowledge domains, relevant 

theories, and face-to-face interviews with people of different expertise. These 

sources helped enhance the validity of the findings.  

 

Second, describing how the findings are obtained through the checklist method 

enables the readers to understand the setting and the personal bias that the 

researchers may have brought to the study (Creswell 2009). The cases are richly 

described to help the readers decide if the findings can be applied to other settings 

with similar features, thus enhancing the transferability of the findings. The 

description also convinces the readers of the accuracy of the findings. 

 

 

3.5.2 Reliability 

 

In qualitative research, reliability indicates whether the results of the same study 

can be achieved in the same setting. Reliability refers to how multiple coders 

measure the stability of the data set responses, whereas qualitative reliability 

refers to the consistency of the approach that the researcher uses across different 

projects (Creswell 2007, Gibbs 2007). Unlike quantitative research, asking for an 

exact repetition of a study in a naturalistic setting may be problematic in 

qualitative research because such method is not built upon a unified theory or a 

methodological approach that increases the variety and flexibility of the findings 

from qualitative research.  

 

Researchers are discouraged from influencing their findings to reduce error or 

“bias” in their studies (Braun & Clarke 2013). Quantitative studies must not adopt 

data collection tools influenced by the data collectors or the participants. However, 

a qualitative research process is inevitably affected by the researchers who are 

considered part of the research tools. The active engagement of researchers with 

their participants must not be considered an error because such interactions 
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benefit the study (Braun & Clarke 2013). “Trustworthiness” or “dependability” 

may serve as a better term for reliability in the data collection and analysis phases 

of qualitative research. Some researchers consider trustworthiness as more 

important than validity or reliability (Gray 2009). According to Yin (2014), 

researchers can enhance the reliability of their findings by maintaining a chain of 

evidence. This chain enables readers to follow how evidence can be derived from 

the research questions to the conclusions.  

 

The cases investigated in this study were adequately cited, and some links to 

important websites were also provided. All documents are available and can be 

accessed through the Internet. The information sources provide actual evidence 

that can enhance the credibility of the findings. The research procedures were 

documented and made as operational as possible to enable readers to repeat the 

study in principle even though they might not achieve the same results. The 

connection between the data and the interpretations of the researchers was also 

shown to enhance the confirmability of the findings.  

 

 

3.5.3 Generalizability  

 

Generalizability refers to the degree to which the results of a study can be applied 

to a larger population (Braun & Clarke 2013). Quantitative researchers focus on 

the development of rules that can be generalized from a specific sample to an 

entire population. According to de Vaus (2001), some researchers criticize case 

studies for the limited generalizability of their findings. However, not every 

situation is expected to be unique in qualitative research. The intention of 

qualitative research is not to generalize findings. Therefore, the concept of 

generalizability has a limited application in qualitative research. As the value of 

qualitative research lies in the themes developed within a specific context, the 

term “generalizability” may be replaced by “particularity” in qualitative research 

(Creswell 2009). 
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Generalization may be either statistical or theoretical. Statistical generalization 

uses representative random sampling, whereas theoretical generalization uses 

theories. The former method is not applicable in this study because the adopted 

sampling method and the number of cases are insufficient for making a statistical 

inference from the population. Similar to experiments, case studies may produce 

findings that may be applied beyond the investigated setting. Yin (2014) argues 

that a type of analytical generalization can be achieved by applying the results of a 

case study to other cases. The objective of analytical generalization is not simply 

to build an abstract theory but to generalize the findings to other concrete 

situations.  

 

The findings of a case study are tested by performing another case study. Different 

types of cases may be examined under various conditions and through various 

methods. We become more confident about our theory (KQ attributes) when the 

behavior of the cases is in accordance with our expectations on the basis of our 

theory. 

 

Several research methods were adopted in this study to ensure that the checklist, 

which was created based on the collected data, could be used to assess KQ in 

other cases with different expertise domains or other kinds of knowledge, such as 

stories. Substantial descriptions were used to provide evidence on the observed 

similarities between cases. Some questions in the original checklist might have 

been modified, merged, or rejected. I do not claim that the findings of this study 

can be generalized in the sense that the checklist can be applied to other fields and 

situations, but I conclude that the findings are useful in the evaluation of KQ in 

LL. 
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Chapter 4: 

Data Analysis I: 

Construction of 

Question Checklist 

 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

 

This chapter aims to propose a question checklist that can be used to analyze and 

evaluate the knowledge quality (KQ) of the content of lessons learned (LL). 

According to the research design explained in the last chapter, the framework was 

constructed based on the following sources: (1) the current best practices that come 

from guidelines and standards for LL programs provided by various organizations, 

(2) theories related to learning and KM, and (3) interviews with LL practitioners in 

various fields. The final product of data analysis in this chapter is a question 

checklist consisting of dimensions for assessing KQ. 

 

In subsequent sections, the guidelines and standards for an LL program developed 

by eight organizations from different domains will be analyzed. The documents 

were made available in public domain through the Internet. Inspections on the 

documents reveal that the handbooks or study reports of four organizations (the 

major four) have greater detail and richer information than those of the remaining 

four (the minor four) and have sufficient numbers of LL in the compiled collection. 

The classification of “major” and “minor” depends on the richness of the 
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information provided by the organizations, not the sizes. 

 

The former four organizations (the major four) are: 

1. The U.S. Army: Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL) 

2. North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO): Joint Analysis and Lessons 

Learned Centre (JALLC) 

3. American Productivity & Quality Center (APQC) 

4. Asian Development Bank (ADB) 

Their backgrounds will be described individually, followed by analyses and 

interpretation on the content of the documents, with a focus on the dimensions for 

KQ. The remaining four organizations (the minor four) are: 

1. Construction Industry Institute (CII) 

2. International Organization for Standardization-Technical Committee 20 

(ISO–TC20) 

3. European Committee for Standardization (CEN) 

4. Department of Energy of the US government (US-DOE) 

Brief descriptions on their backgrounds and analyses on the content of the 

documents will also be given under the same sections. A comparison among the 

features on the major four organizations will be provided. The main ideas extracted 

from these best practices in the LL programs of all the organizations will be 

consolidated, and the final question checklist will be constructed. 

 

Question checklists will be constructed from other perspectives, namely, theories 

related to individual and organizational learning with regard to the context of the 

LL, experience sharing, degree of reflective thinking, and depth of knowledge 

transfer. Insights gained from the interviews with the officers of three local 

organizations: Hong Kong Hospital Authority (HKHA), Occupational Safety Health 

Council (OSHC), and Hong Kong Police Force (HKPF) will be analyzed to 

construct another set of checklist. The interviewees were either KM officer of the 

organizations or the managers who were responsible for running LL programs. 

Finally, the checklists constructed from these three sources will be combined and 

consolidated to form a full checklist for evaluation in the next chapter.  
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4.2 Best Practices: Guidelines and Standards 

for LL Programs 

 

 

Although many organizations have implemented LL programs and may have their 

own guidelines and standards for internal use on developing LL programs, only 

some of these organizations make them accessible for public. This section describes 

the guidelines, standards, reports or handbooks, or other forms published by 

organizations on how to establish an LL program of good quality. All these can be 

considered as the best practices in LL. 

 

 

4.2.1 The U.S. Army: Center for Army Lessons Learned 

(CALL) 

 

Background and Descriptions of the Documents 

 

Unsurprisingly, many of the guidelines or standards have been developed by 

military agencies as the capability of fast learning from lessons in the battlefield is 

a matter of life. Having recognized the necessity of sharing the lessons gained from 

real combat operations and training, the U.S. Army set up the Center for Army 

Lessons Learned (CALL) to collect, analyze, disseminate, and archive lessons 

rapidly through knowledge sharing and transfer. Founded in 1985, CALL is among 

the first batch of organizations devoted to KM (Darling & Parry, 2001). The mission 

of CALL is to support soldiers with LL by facilitating rapid adaptation initiatives 

and conducting focused knowledge sharing (http://www.us.army.mil). 

 

The CALL published a handbook that takes a holistic view of what the Center has 

conducted, and it serves as a menu of options to assist the readers in developing 

their own LL program. The intention of this handbook is to provide a guide for 
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developing an LL capability of organizations. The experience gained in the lessons 

learning process by CALL has been good reference for other military communities, 

civilian government agencies, and private corporations. The latest version of the 

handbook, “Establishing a Lessons Learned Program,” was published in June 

2011 (CALL 2011). In this handbook, a lesson is defined as knowledge or 

understanding gained by experience that may be positive or negative. A lesson is 

learned when a change in behavior is observed. The handbook proposes six 

functions of an LL program as follows (CALL 2011 pages 6–8): 

 

1. Collect: To collect information relevant to an issue that causes 

concern or problem by direct observation, in-person interviews, 

surveys, database submission, database mining, and so on; 

2. Analyze: To discover the root causes of the problem and identify 

appropriate remedial actions; 

3. Share: To disseminate information based on the urgency, 

importance and relevance of briefings, bulletins, reports, emails, 

Web sites database, and so on, and to reduce organizational 

obstruction to knowledge sharing; 

4. Archive: To store knowledge and allow access to them using an 

easily retrievable system; 

5. Resolve: To execute the resolution legitimately with a deliberate 

process on committing resources and making decisions; 

6. Assess: To determine the effectiveness of the LL program based 

on organization behavior, unit performance, and mission 

effectiveness. 

 

Guidelines on organizational considerations can be found in on pages 41 to 50 of 

the handbook. The officers who are responsible for the LL program of an 

organization are advised to pay attention to the limitations in running the LL 

program. Organizational structure, which is a key component for the sustainability 

of information empowerment, plays a role. Suggestions based on the LL from other 

commercial companies and government departments are given. Sample forms for 
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LL are provided, for example, an After-Action Review (AAR) report. 

 

Analysis  

 

Although in different terms, these six functions are in accordance with the general 

processes in LL, as discussed in the literature review. The function “collect” is 

equivalent to the step of “knowledge capture” or “lessons identification,” and the 

functions “archive” and “access” are a combination of knowledge storage and 

dissemination. CALL (2011) gives much emphasis on the LL process as almost half 

of its content (40 pages out of 87 pages) provides details on the implementation of 

the LL process. Explanations on the difficulties are discussed, such as the reasons 

why people do not share (CALL 2011, page 27). As a reader of this handbook from 

a holistic point of view, I understand this wide coverage of guidelines on the LL 

process and that good quality LL content comes from the effective implementation 

of the whole LL program.  

 

Further analysis of specific suggestions in individual chapters of the handbook 

reveals that one of the main beliefs of the handbook is the value of change in 

behavior, which is a highly result-oriented approach. Practices related to corrective 

actions, recommendations, operations, onward movement, and development of 

action plans appear throughout the handbook. This feature is not surprising, as this 

handbook is compiled based on the experiences gained by soldiers in battlefields, 

where actions must be taken promptly and no time is allowed for long-term thinking. 

As discussed in the literature review, the AAR is the technique developed by CALL 

for military officers for discussion right after the completion of an operation or 

event to determine what can be improved for the next event. In the handbook, the 

timing of discussion and the recommendations are considered critical, reflecting the 

focus on actions and change in behavior. The principle that KQ should be related 

to actionable recommendations is my own interpretation. 

 

The other notable issue is the “no-blame” culture. The handbook mentions a few 

times that understanding the culture or attitude of organizations is crucial. 
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Organizations should guarantee that employees are willing to discuss and share 

errors openly. The act of “saving face” may cause members of some organizations 

to become uneasy in admitting their mistakes. Note that in the US Army, which is 

a highly disciplined body, the culture of allowing self-criticizing without being 

blamed is encouraged for effective lesson learning. In fact, as stated in the Foreword 

of the handbook,  

“…the U.S. Army led this effort by allowing commanders to make honest 

mistakes in training, talk about those mistakes openly, and share what 

was done to correct those mistakes with other units about to undergo the 

same training experience.”  

 

This statement is very important. It indicates explicitly that the leaders take the 

attitude that mistakes should be taken as good opportunities of lessons learning and 

shared with other people. Staff are encouraged to exchange their experience of 

failure without hesitation. A no-blame culture can be created. I consider this an 

essential feature of implementing a good LL program and producing knowledge of 

high quality. 

 

 

4.2.2 North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO): Joint 

Analysis and Lessons Learned Centre (JALLC) 

 

Background and Descriptions of the Documents 

 

In 2002, NATO opened the Joint Analysis and Lessons Learned Centre (JALLC), 

which performs a joint analysis of NATO’s operations, training, and exercises. The 

JALLC is responsible for assisting NATO as a learning organization. Initiatives 

relevant to lesson learning include the development of NATO’s LL process and the 

management of an interactively managed lessons learned database 

(http://www.jallc.nato.int). The JALLC published the second edition of “The 

NATO Lessons Learned Handbook” in 2011 (NATO-JALLC, 2011), aiming at 

assisting NATO and other organizations to learn from experience effectively. 
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NATO-JALLC (2011) raises the problem of the attitudes of many personnel within 

NATO who do not think that they have anything to contribute or they do not need 

to learn anything. The stakeholders have several roles: they must be the ones who 

learn, and they must share their potential lessons. Only when something changes in 

the way it is operated can a lesson be actually learned. Leaders must drive 

organizational learning and hold stakeholders and LL practitioners accountable. LL 

practitioners should then support leaders in ensuring the organization as a learning 

organization.  

 

In NATO-JALLC (2011), the term “lessons learned” has a broad meaning. It may 

refer to people or things related to the act of learning experience, or to the change 

resulting from the LL process. As stated in NATO’s Joint Doctrine for Operations 

(NATO-JALLC 2011, page 1), 

“The purpose of a Lessons Learned procedure is to learn efficiently from 

experience and to provide validated justifications for amending the 

existing way of doing things, in order to improve performance, both 

during the course of an operation and for subsequent operations. This 

requires lessons to be meaningful and for them to be brought to the 

attention of the appropriate authority able and responsible for dealing 

with them. It also requires the chain of command to have a clear 

understanding of how to prioritize lessons and how to staff them.”  

 

The handbook advocates three basic steps to learning: identification, action, and 

institutionalization. The handbook also promotes the use of the LL process, LL 

information sharing, and LL community to learn from experience. Based on these 

principles, the handbook adopts an LL process with six stages (Figure 4.1): 

1. Observation stage: To gather observations and identify and document issues 

for improvement or potential best practice; 

2. Analysis stage: To understand the root causes of the observed events and 

propose remedial actions that address the root cause; 

3. Endorsement and tasking stage: To endorse the lessons identified and to 

approve for further actions with the resources committed; 
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4. Implementation and monitoring stage: To prepare an action plan, implement a 

remedial action, and monitor the progress of the implementation; 

5. Validation stage: To ensure that the originally observed issue has been 

successfully corrected by the implemented remedial actions and to measure 

the improvement; 

6. Dissemination stage: To conclude the formal LL process, publish, and promote 

the lessons. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 NATO LL process (adopted from NATO-JALLC 2011, page 11) 

 

Analysis 

 

The six stages proposed in NATO-JALLC (2011) are also in accordance with the 

general LL processes. Compared with the six functions in CALL (2011), these six 

stages pay more attention to the validation of lesson identification and the 

monitoring of the implementation of actions. The reliability of the sources of events 

is an important factor of good LL. As stated on page 11 of the handbook, “For a 

given activity, an expected outcome exist. If expectations are either not met or 

exceeded, there is something to learn.” I found this point inspiring. The underlying 
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principle is that knowledge is context dependent. The observation on the existence 

of an expected outcome is only information. The reasons why the expectations are 

not met or exceeded are considered knowledge. 

 

Similar to the US Army, NATO is also a military organization. Both organizations 

share some of the principles in an effective LL program. For example, JALLC also 

suggests that a lesson is learned only if something has changed in operations. 

However, analysis of their handbooks suggests some interesting differences. 

Theoretical notions such as learning from tacit/explicit knowledge can be found in 

the JALLC handbook but not much in that of CALL. Moreover, the roles of the 

users of the handbook and the LL staff officer are explained in detail not only to 

facilitate the knowledge transfer process but also to provide a correct mindset of LL 

capability for commanders with emphasis on LL awareness, which is the main 

component of successful LL programs. JALLC cannot stress less on the roles of the 

stakeholders of LL programs, especially the leaders. In fact, the section “Who 

Needs to Learn Lessons? – Everyone” is a new addition to NATO-JALLC (2011), 

which is the latest version. The following are found in NATO-JALLC (2011, pp. 

3–4): 

“The stakeholders must be the ones who learn.”  

“The stakeholders must share their potential lessons.”  

“Therefore, true organizational learning only takes place when driven by 

leaders.”  

“Leaders must hold stakeholders and LL practitioners accountable.” 

 

JALLC seems to prefer a hierarchical structure in implementing the LL program, 

in accordance with the military feature of NATO. Not only should everybody in an 

organization be aware of the importance of knowledge share but should also 

understand their roles and responsibilities in the process so that good quality 

knowledge can be produced. The leaders should involve their staff in learning 

lessons and make them understand that the value of LL capability should be 

demonstrated.  
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Discussion on the quality of LL information can be found on page 42 of the 

handbook, suggesting that the quality of LL information depends on the maturity 

of the information with respect to the LL process. In other words, the more analysis 

the LL information has undergone, the higher the quality of the information will be. 

Low-quality LL information includes raw observations and good practices that may 

not be complete but not necessarily worthless. Low-quality LL information may be 

useful to others as a starting point for further planning. Examples of medium-quality 

LL information are newsletters, mature observations, and first impression reports, 

and examples of high-quality LL information are LL analysis reports, handbooks, 

and AARs. How LL information should be shared also depends on the level of 

quality of the information. High-quality LL information should enjoy higher 

priority in knowledge sharing. This advice reflects the role of quality of LL 

information and is not found in CALL (2011). However, I do not think it is 

comparable with the concept of KQ proposed in this study. The hierarchy of quality 

of LL information depends mainly on the forms of LL and disregards the 

dimensions of KQ. 

 

 

4.2.3 American Productivity & Quality Center (APQC) 

 

Background and Description of the Documents 

 

As a nonprofit organization based in the United States, the APQC 

(http://www.apqc.org) conducts research on KM, benchmarking, best practices, and 

other management areas. Its mission is to help organizations around the world 

improve productivity and quality by discovering effective methods of improvement, 

broadly disseminating findings, and connecting individuals with one another.  

 

In 2009, APQC launched a study on LL and published a collection of reports on LL 

processes and systems. In APQC’s study, LL is a knowledge‐sharing approach to 

capture lessons and practices from projects or events. Lessons can be used to 

improve projects and processes, reduce risks, and minimize costs. Seven essential 
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elements that define a successful LL approach are proposed (APQC 2009, page 1): 

1. Determine the strategic objectives of LL process; 

2. Ensure that the lesson can be adapted and applied to support project teams; 

3. Foster reuse of LL in other projects; 

4. Create governance and clearly defined roles; 

5. Establish an integrated process to capture and share LL; 

6. Ensure participation; and 

7. Measure the impact of LL process. 

 

Furthermore, two primary strategic paths on designing an LL process are proposed 

by APQC (2009). One path enables participants, for example, members of a project, 

to adapt and apply lessons to their current projects. The other path involves fostering 

future reuse by capturing LL during projects. The main difference between these 

two paths is the time of use of LL as an improvement. 

 

Analysis 

 

Unlike the functions and stages proposed in CALL (2011) and NATO-JALLC 

(2011), the seven essential elements in APQC (2009) are inclined to the strategic 

management of the LL program. I categorize these strategies into four main 

components: organization, people, tool, and results. These four components are not 

mutually exclusive. For example, the first element about strategic objectives and 

the fourth element about governance belong to the component of organization, and 

the sixth element about participation is related to the component of people. My 

interpretation is that these requirements on the quality of LL program involve the 

decisions of top management of an organization more than the implementation of 

the LL process by middle staff.  

 

The APQC’s study proposes that the objectives of the LL process must be first 

determined and integrated into the core process of business activities. The role of 

the governance process, which refers to the oversight and accountability of the 

program, should be clearly defined. Unlike the military bodies, APQC draws 
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lessons from different experiences and provides consultancy for organizations in 

various domains such as finance and IT, among others. Specific mechanisms for 

running an LL program are advocated. The role of governance is strongly 

highlighted in terms of coordinating resources optimally and managing LL 

activities. I find that the roles of three key officers (other than top management) are 

also suggested in APQC study: 

1. LL managers who are accountable for building awareness and engaging the 

stakeholders; 

2. Facilitators who are responsible for moderating discussions during the LL 

process, for example, knowledge capturing; and 

3. Project representatives who are members of project teams that identify the need 

for LL. 

The views and needs of stakeholders, such as the users of LL, should be considered 

at the early stage of the LL process. If possible, the users should be encouraged to 

participate in the LL program, resulting in a high quality of LL.  

 

The APQC study also reports that operationally, lessons should be made easily 

accessible and reviewed/published in a timely manner. Moreover, the study points 

out that the barriers to successful LL process are the lack of proper context in 

capturing lessons and documentation, which makes it difficult for users to apply the 

lessons. The lack of effective LL databases or repositories also hinders storage and 

retrieval of information by users. These dimensions can be considered the negative 

attributes to KQ. To measure the impact on the performance of LL, APQC (2009) 

suggests that several factors can be taken into considerations including source and 

recipient measures, process measures and business impact measures. In source and 

recipient measures, organizations are recommended to collect information on the 

perceived effectiveness and value of the LL process from sources and recipients. 

Some of the sample measures can be found in Table 4.1. 
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Source Measures Recipient Measures 

Number of LL events attended Awareness of availability of lessons 

Satisfaction with the event Ability to find relevant lessons 

Satisfaction with the process Value of information about the lesson 

Value of participation Number of lessons reused/adapted 

Number of lessons captured Value or impact of reuse 

Value of applying the lessons Nil 

 

Table 4.1: Sample of source measures vs. recipient measures (adopted from APQC 

2009, pages 28) 

 

 

While I cannot deny that these measures are indicators of the performance of LL, I 

argue that they are not valid dimensions for KQ. Some of the measures are external 

quantities that are directly related to the content of an LL, for example, the number 

of lessons captured and the number of lessons reused. Some of the measures are too 

vague such as the value of information about the lesson. The measure like 

“satisfaction with the event” is too subjective judgment and has to be found out by 

surveys. The measure “impact of reuse” is relevant but it takes a result-oriented 

approach. As explained in the last chapter, it may not be a good tool to evaluate the 

KQ in LL. I conclude that the above measures are therefore not appropriate 

dimensions for KQ and will not appear in the question checklist. 

 

The process measures and the business impact measures recommended in APQC 

(2009) include even more quantifiable indicators not related to the content of LL, 

for example, number of lessons submitted, number of lessons downloaded or 

accessed, number of active participants, time saved, cost savings, reduction of 

errors/mistakes. Based on the same reasons mentioned above, these are not 

appropriate dimensions for KQ.  
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4.2.4 Asian Development Bank (ADB) 

 

Background 

 

Founded in 1966 with headquarters in Manila, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 

(http://adb.org) aims for an Asia and Pacific free from poverty through investment 

in infrastructure, health care services, and financial and public administration 

systems in partnership with developing member countries. As an international body, 

the ADB consists of 67 members with hundreds of professionals like economists, 

sociologists, engineers working together. The need of effective knowledge sharing 

and LL program for the bank is obvious. 

 

The Operations Evaluations Department (OED) of ADB has made initiate steps to 

improve the dissemination of evaluation reports to key audiences. In 2004, ADB 

prepared a KM framework to guide the transition to a knowledge-based 

organization. In 2007, the OED prepared the “Learning Lessons in ADB: Strategic 

Framework, 2007–2009” (ADB 2007) to facilitate the identification, creation, 

storage, sharing, and use of lessons. As a learning organization that has many 

projects to complete, the ADB faces the challenge of learning from experience, both 

success and failure. The increasing interdependence, integration, and interaction of 

people on the global scene also trigger the need for an LL program (ADB 2007). 

According to this framework, LL means knowledge derived from experience that 

can be communicated through methods and techniques, such as storytelling and 

debriefing or summarized in databases. LL have two types:  

1. Operational LL: They have a managerial and administrative component that 

offers ideas for the establishment of an environment enabling the identification 

and ownership of good LL practices; and 

2. Developmental LL: They pertain to the realization and improvement of 

development results, improvement of developmental practices, and delivery of 

priorities. 

 

Apart from APQC (2007), which sets the strategic framework for KM, the ADB 
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also published its own LL to share knowledge and experience. The contents of the 

LL are mainly about the results of its various projects or initiatives supported by 

the bank. The lessons usually reflect on what was done right, what one might have 

done differently, and how one may improve processes to be more effective in the 

future. Many of these LL are narrated in stories, following the principles advocated 

by its guidelines on LL.  

 

Analysis 

 

The ADB’s strategic framework (ADB 2007) is comprehensive, covering a wide 

spectrum of LL process such as KM capturing, sharing, learning, storage, auditing, 

and of course a strategic framework that puts all the things together. The framework 

can be considered very detailed as the guidelines on using specific tools for 

knowledge capture and sharing are provided, for example exit interviews and emails. 

Apart from this KM architecture, I find that the document focuses on the importance 

of external environment by emphasizing on a holistic view of knowledge and KM 

tools. In particular, the document stresses that the knowledge, interface for lessons 

learning, and relationships between organizations should be drawn in a conceptual 

structure. This feature is not surprising if we take into account ADB’s major tasks, 

such as spreading information, thinking, and practices through regional forums to 

stakeholders, which are mostly development countries with diverse cultures and 

environment. Effective knowledge dissemination becomes a key element in LL 

program. Therefore, the key learning point in the case of ADB is the context and 

external environment in LL. 

 

ADB (2007) emphasizes the value of evaluation by LL program and the value of 

including appropriate audiences for evaluations (see Figure 4.2).  
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Figure 4.2 Audiences for Evaluations (adopted from ADB 2007, page 6) 

 

The evaluation of LL in ADB is result-oriented, as reflected in the following 

statement: 

“The highest value can be realized only when what is learned from 

evaluation impacts decision making and improves practice relevantly, 

effectively, efficiently, and sustainably.” 

It is just the principle. To achieve it, key audiences both inside and outside the 

organization should be identified so that shortcomings can be found and remedial 

courses of actions can be set out. The concept of key audiences suggested in ADB 

(2007) is extensive and for LL programs. The insight for the content of LL, which 

is of smaller scope, is that if the users/readers of the LL are informed about how the 

knowledge is shared in the LL. The quality of LL is hardly improved without 

considering the perspectives and constraints of its potential users. 
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4.2.5 Other Organizations: the Minor Four 

 

The Construction Industry Institute (CII) 

 

Based in the United States, the Construction Industry Institute (CII) 

(https://www.construction-institute.org) is a consortium of owners, contractors, 

and suppliers in the construction industry aiming at collaborating on important 

issues and providing guidance on the best practices in the industry. Construction is 

a project-based industry that relies considerably on the proper employment of 

knowledge and experience gained from various projects. In 2007, CII conducted 

research on the guidelines, tools, and recommendations for the development of LL 

programs in the construction industry and published the “Implementation of 

Lessons Learned Program” (CII 2007). 

 

In this CII study, LL are defined as “knowledge gained from experience, successful 

or otherwise, for the purpose of improving future performance” (CII 2007, page 1).  

The LL process has three key steps: 

1. Collection: gathering of knowledge and experiences from individuals in the 

organization; 

2. Analysis: analysis and validation of the lessons collected; and 

3. Implementation: lessons are put into action in the form of publications and 

through changing of practices and procedures. 

 

CII (2007) hold that the main characteristics affecting the success of LL programs 

are leadership, lesson collection, lesson analysis, lesson implementation, resources, 

maintenance and improvement, and culture. CII (2007) designs a maturity model 

matrix consisting of four levels of maturity of the development of LL program 

within an organizations based on these characteristics along with a self-assessment 

questionnaire. The maturity model matrix provides a tools to assess the LL 

program’s maturity of an organization by aligning the program’s characteristics to 

those described in the matrix (see Figure 4.3) 
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Characteristics Maturity levels 

 1 2 3 4 

Leadership     

Lesson collection     

Lesson analysis     

Lesson implementation     

Resources     

Maintenance and improvement     

Culture     

 

Figure 4.3: LL Maturity Model Configuration (adopted from CII 2007 page 5) 

 

The maturity model requires subjective assessment. I argue that this matrix may be 

suitable for managers to use and assess the LL program but not for ordinary users 

or readers of the LL since the latter probably do not the information available such 

as the characteristics of “leadership” and “resources”. 

 

International Organization for Standardization-Technical Committee 20 

(ISO–TC20) 

 

As the world’s largest developer of voluntary international standards, ISO 

(http://www.iso.org) gives state-of-the-art specifications for products, services and 

good practice, helping to make the industry more efficient and effective. 

Unsurprisingly, LL, which can improve the quality of products and enhance 

efficiency, fall into the areas covered by the ISO. In 2010, the Technical Committee 

(TC 20) of ISO prepared the ISO 16192, which concerns the principles and 

guidelines on LL in space projects.  

 

Compared with the other handbooks, this guideline is relatively short and consists 

of brief principles on the role of LL activities and the LL process. Suggestions on 

the indicators that measure the effectiveness of the LL process are provided, such 

as the number of queries of the LL database and the number of LL cases, among 
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others. Similar to the previous cases, they are considered as appropriate dimensions 

for KQ. 

 

European Committee for Standardization (CEN) 

 

The European Committee for Standardization (CEN) (“Comité Européen de 

Normalisation” in French) is an international non-profit association 

(http://www.cen.eu). One of the services of CEN is to provide a platform for the 

development of European Standards and other technical specifications. It produces 

the European Standards in various areas that are given the status of national 

standard in all CEN member countries. The CEN published a set of European 

Guides to good practice in KM in 2004. 

 

In CEN (2004) (part 3, page 33), LL are considered a KM approach that provides a 

systematic evaluation of all stages of a project by asking detailed questions of what 

went wrong and what did not go well. The proactive transfer of LL can be achieved 

by publishing them on a database or the intranet. In CEN’s guidelines (CEN 2004 

part 4, page 13), the evaluation of LL can be carried out by asking the following: 

1. What are the contextual boundaries around the lesson, that is, under what 

conditions does it apply)? 

2. Is the lesson specific, substantive, and meaningful enough to guide practice in 

some concrete manner? 

3. Who else is likely to care about this lesson? 

4. How does this lesson connect with other “lessons” and trends, and how can 

one prioritize them according to specific criteria? 

Whether standards in LL can be as precise as the standards in other domains, such 

as engineering, remains doubtful. Unlike the military bodies like the US Army and 

NATO, the CEN pays more attention to the scope of the lesson and the interaction 

with other lessons, judging from the questions presented in the evaluation of LL. I 

share the point that having a concise scope of the content of lessons is beneficial to 

knowledge transfer by reducing the danger of misunderstanding.  
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Department of Energy of the US government (US-DOE) 

 

The Department of Energy (DOE) (http://energy.gov) of the US government 

encourages improved communication of operating experiences. It published the 

technical standard (US-DOE 1999) to provide management expectations and a 

framework for the DOE Corporate Lessons Learned Program. What is interesting 

is that the US-DOE (1999) places great weight on the role of contractors and the 

communication of LL by DOE and contractor personnel in the performance of DOE 

missions. My interpretation is that effective communications among stakeholders 

is essential to LL program. 

 

 

4.2.6 Summary of the Guidelines and Standards 

 

The guidelines and standards adopted by some of the major four organizations 

mentioned above as well as the learning points are summarized in Table 4.2.
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 US Army-CALL NATO-JALLC APQC ADB 

Subject domain Military Military Management Investment, poverty 

elimination 

Main objectives of LL 

program 

Reduce the potential of 

failure 

Reduce the risk of repeating 

mistakes 

Help organizations improve 

productivity and quality 

Improve knowledge 

dissemination 

Basic belief on LL A lesson is learned when 

you can measure a change 

in behavior 

A lesson is not learned until 

something changes in the 

way we operate. 

Lessons can be used to 

improve projects, reduce 

risks, and minimize costs. 

LL is necessary for 

knowledge-based 

organizations. 

Source of data 

collection 

Direct observation, in-

person interviews, survey, 

database submission, and 

data mining 

Observations and reports Case studies Experience from projects 

and initiatives 

Important points in 

data collection 

“Pull,” that is, direct 

collection from the top down, 

or “push” by units or 

individuals form the bottom 

up 

Difference from the 

expected outcome should 

be documented as 

observation 

 

Directly from positive and 

negative experience 

Select the most significant 

occurrences, experiences, 

or event 

Data should be captured in 

an effective sequence or 

process with enough 

accuracy so that they can be 

repeated with the same 

results. 

Validation Remedial action needed Rectification of the lessons 

in accordance with the 

action plan. 

LL facilitators Facilitated by experts 

Assessment Organization behavior and Review Measures of source and Knowledge audit 
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unit performance recipient, process, and 

business impact 

Typical content of LL  Observation, 

discussion, conclusion, 

and recommendation 

 Mostly negative 

experience 

Event, recommendations 

Mostly negative experience 

 Experience or event, 

recommendations 

 Both positive and 

negative experience 

 Stories of project 

implementation 

 Both positive and 

negative experience 

Dissemination Briefings, bulletins, report, e-

mails, Web sites, and 

database. 

Knowledge not shared 

because of embarrassment 

or blame 

Sound mechanisms Various tools: email, data 

warehousing, multimedia 

repositories, search 

engines, etc. 

Learning points from 

the analysis 

 Change in behavior 

 Actionable 

recommendations 

 No-blame culture 

 LL awareness and 

correct mindset of LL 

capability for 

everyone 

 Clear roles of 

stakeholders (i.e., 

leaders, 

practitioners, and 

users) in terms of 

responsibilities 

 Clear role of  

governance 

 Employment of LL 

managers, 

facilitators, and 

project 

representatives  

 Considerations for 

users of at the early 

stage 

 Holistic view of 

knowledge and KM 

tools 

 Consideration of the 

context, interface, 

and external 

environments 

 

Table 4.2: Comparison of the Guidelines and Standards among Organizations
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4.2.7 Question Checklist of the Practices of LL 

 

Following the analysis, the main characteristics of good-quality LL are extracted 

from the documents of the above organizations and consolidated into a list of 

questions categorized into two groups: the LL process and the belief/culture. 

Readers of the LL (not the guidelines) are assumed to be able to use the checklist 

to assess the KQ of the content of LL. The checklist shown below will be further 

combined reshaped after the sets of questions from the other two sources (theories 

and interviews) have been obtained. 

 

Basic LL process and mechanism 

 

 What essential elements in the LL process have been included in the LL (e.g., 

identification of potential lessons, collection of lessons, analysis of the event, 

validation, recording and storage, dissemination of the lessons, etc.)? 

 Are the roles of stakeholders (e.g., leaders, KM managers, LL program 

facilitators, and users) of the LL program clearly defined and provided in the 

LL? 

 Is there any evidence in the LL showing that users’ needs have been considered 

at the early stage of the LL process? 

 Are the criteria for selecting LL mentioned? 

 What approaches of data collection were used? For example, did the 

participants have the chance to review what they told the author? Are the 

participants encouraged to provide information without fear of being blamed?  

 Is the reliability of data source indicated? 

 Are there any mechanisms for validating the LL? For example, who were 

assigned to validate the LL? 
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 Are there any mechanisms for converting the lessons into actionable 

recommendations? 

 Are there mechanisms for writing the LL? For example, who were assigned to 

write the content? 

 What kinds of knowledge dissemination methods and channels were used?  

 Are there any mechanism for assessing the LL? For example, are there any 

regular reviews? Is the feedback of learners collected? 

 Are the context, interface, and external environments of the LL considered in 

the LL? 

 

Belief and Culture  

 

 Does the LL state the objectives of the lessons to the readers? 

 Does the LL state the beliefs in the lesson learning of the organizations or the 

authors (e.g., “A lesson is not learned until something changes in behavior” or 

“LL is essential for every employee”)? 

 Are the identities of the participants anonymous or open? If they are kept secret, 

will the roles of the participants (e.g., employees, clients, and passers-by) be 

made known to the learners? 

 Is there any content in the LL that promotes the “no-blame” culture in the LL 

process? 

 Are both positive and negative experiences welcomed by the author? 
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4.3 Theories related to Learning 
 

 

Learning can occur without teaching and teacher provides for the learner the “bricks 

of knowledge” which is a vast but flexible network of ideas and feeling associated 

tightly (Moon 2004). The constructive view of learning focus on learners’ activities 

in making sense of their worlds. In this study, it is assumed that users or readers 

learn from the LL directly without a teacher instructing. The bricks of knowledge 

are the content of the LL. Theories related to learning offer rich sources of 

knowledge on the production of good-quality knowledge based on which the 

question checklist can be formed. 

 

 

4.3.1 Question Checklist on Context Richness 

 

As the process of constructing meaning, learning has a strong link with context. The 

context of an event refers to its background or external environment. The richness 

of the context of the lesson learned influences the quality of its content. The content 

should be examined for clues about the richness of the context. Contextual 

knowledge, in which the knowledge is constructed, can be understood by evidence 

which fits a given context (Moon 2004). Based on the literature review in Chapter 

2 and the analysis in the previous sections about the best practices of these well-

established organizations, possible questions that may be raised for this purpose are 

described below. 

 

 What information about the context that is not directly related to the content 

does the lesson mention (e.g., the time and place of the production of the LL)? 

 What information about the context that is directly related to the content does 

the lesson mention (e.g., a description of the community where the event of 

the LL happened)? 
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 Does the lesson describe the backgrounds of the stakeholders and the 

relationships among them? 

 Does the lesson indicate the relationships between the participants (P), authors 

(A), and learners (L)? (Explanations on these special terms can be found in 

Chapter 2.) 

 Does the lesson indicate who the target learners are? 

 Does the lesson mention the normal or best practices that the participants 

should have taken? 

 Are there any instructions for learners on how to use the knowledge properly 

(e.g., prerequisite knowledge, limitations on the scope of the knowledge, and 

fundamental assumptions on the knowledge)? 

 Can the learners know for how long the knowledge is supposed to be valid? A 

deadline is not assumed to exist for knowledge consumption. However, the 

important question is whether knowledge becomes invalid or obsolete as time 

passes (e.g., a law that becomes ineffective after a certain date or invalid 

because of new technologies). 

 

 

4.3.2 Question Checklist on Experiential Learning 

 

No model for learning is ideal. However, experience is one of the best teachers. A 

close connection exists between learning and personal experience and an integral 

relationship between experience and knowledge exists. According to Moon (2004), 

there are two forms of experience: external experience is the material of learning 

about something outside of ourselves such as the object, the concept and the image, 

while internal experience means the experience that the learners bring from their 

current cognitive structure. Learning process involves the interaction of flux 

between these forms of experience. It is not easy to make a clear distinction between 

the terms “experience”, “feeling” and “emotion” in the literature. Experience may 
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be neutral while feeling can imply a more generic behavior and emotion can mean 

our psychological reaction. Despite the variations among them, they are seen as 

important aspect of learning. First, feelings and emotions are part of the internal 

experience that guides new learning and associated with the process of learning. 

Second, new feelings and emotions may be generated in the process of learning. 

Third, feelings and emotions can facilitate learning. In this study, the materials 

provided in the content of LL are the external experience. If the personal experience 

of the participants of the events in the lessons can be transferred properly to the 

users or readers of the LL, the degree of the interaction between the two forms of 

experience can be enhanced and more effective learning becomes possible. 

 

In the construction of knowledge, according to experiential learning theory (Boud 

et al. 1985, Kolb 1984, Kolb 2000, Kolb and Kolb 2005, Moon 2004), learners must 

be able to enter new experiences openly and fully without bias, stand back from 

these experiences, observe them with some detachment, and reflect on their 

significance. Learners should develop a theory, a conceptual framework that gives 

some order to their observations. Learners should use concepts to make decisions, 

solve problems, and take action. Active experimentation and hypothesis tests are 

systematically made by applying general theories or propositions. Straightforward 

reflections and observations related to direct experiences are followed by the 

analysis of their relationships and synthesis that suggest larger meanings and 

implications. Learners have to decide if prior judgments or assumptions are 

suspended or held in the background. Experiential learning attaches major 

importance to ideas that must undergo continual scrutiny and modification. Results 

must be acutely observed and carefully analyzed. Activity not verified by 

observation and analysis may be enjoyable but intellectually usually leads nowhere. 

When we talk about experience and learning, we refer to the complexity of 

interaction. Learning usually proceeds best when learners are clear about 

relationships between objectives and the activities designed to serve them.  

 

I can summarize that in examining the content of LL, the question is the degree to 

which the content of the LL has transferred participants’ unique experience to the 
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learners, directly or indirectly. In textual documents, although words are naturally 

the major means of experience sharing, pictures (if any) and the layouts of the 

documents can achieve the purpose as well. As discussed above, experience is not 

limited to emotions. Participants’ observations, understanding, and judgments are 

also essential elements for learners to share what the participants felt during the 

event.  

 

The following are the possible questions on experience sharing: 

 Does the lesson mention what the participants observed during the events? Are 

they described in good detail? 

 Does the lesson mention what the participants did NOT observe? Is this 

information valuable? 

 Does the lesson mention what parties other than the participants observed 

during the events? Who are they? 

 Does the lesson convey the feelings of the participants during the events? Are 

the feelings rich enough? 

 Does the lesson convey the feelings of the participants after the events? Are 

these feelings compared with the feelings of the participants during the events? 

 Does the lesson compare the observations and feelings among the participants? 

 Are the above observations and feelings first-hand records? Is there any 

secondary information? 

 Does the lesson convey the feelings of the author? Are they clearly separated 

from the feelings of the participants? 

 Are the participants’ immediate judgments made known in the lesson? 

 Can the lesson help learners visualize what happened during the event? 
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4.3.3 Question Checklist on Reflective Thinking 

 

Reflective thinking is related to experiential learning. Experience is the basic 

material for reflection and reflection is the response of the learner to experience. 

Reflective thinking requires both discrimination and synthesis to create a record of 

the significant elements of the experience (Kolb 1984). Boud et al. (1985) argue 

that only learners themselves can reflect on their own experiences and the reflection 

is pursued with intent. The reflective process is a complex one in which both 

feelings and cognition are closely interrelated. In the learning process, reflection 

occur to re-examine basic assumptions and develop deeper insights which may then 

be applied to the original learning object in more reflective activity. Learners 

explore their experiences to obtain new understandings and appreciations. Moon 

(2004) suggests that reflection is meaningful when a learner takes a deep approach 

and learning is represented meaningfully in the light of different prior experience. 

In this study, the users or the readers of the LL learn from the materials without any 

teacher. They have to perform self-reflection in which the readers are free to make 

real choices for themselves without conforming to teacher’s influence. Therefore, 

good-quality LL should contain adequate materials for reflection and should 

promote reflective thinking to its users or readers, provision of the reasons of the 

happening of the events in the lessons and the information leading to the challenge 

of the basic assumptions. The theory of “double-loop learning” (Argyris et al. 1985) 

is exactly developed from the experiential learning that stresses on learners’ need 

to question in a regular manner their assumptions about actions and purpose. 

 

Theories related to errors provide deeper analysis of the meaning of failure. Errors 

are not brought about by a change agency. Erroneous actions are defined as actions 

caused by actors unintentionally failing to achieve their goal if this failure is 

potentially unavoidable. Therefore, the actors can, at least theoretically, control 

their actions. Different concepts related to errors include inefficiencies, violations, 

and risk (Hoffman and Freser 2011). An action is inefficient if it is carried out in an 

inefficient way. Violations refer to unintentional deviations from standards, goals, 
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or rules. Risk is not equal to error. Calculated risk is analyzed before the start of 

actions. Only when risk is miscalculated can we say that an error has been 

committed. Subtle differences exist among these concepts. Questions related to 

reflective thinking and failure are posed as follows: 

 

Failures are recognized to contain valuable information and play an important in 

improvement of individual performance and organizational learning (Coles 2000, 

Desai 2010, Dattner 2011, Dillon 2011, Ellis 2006, Harties et al. 2008). LL should 

include both people’s successful and failed experiences, although individuals and 

organizations prefer success over failure because of various reasons, such as 

frustration, damage to people’s confidence, and fear of losing face. However, 

discussing failures is also beneficial, and it can lead to double-loop learning and the 

stimulation of deep reflection. The modification of an organization’s norms, 

policies, and objectives is an essential element for corrective action. Baumard and 

Starbuck (2005) discover that learning from repeated success makes future failure 

very likely based the result of a study on a large telecommunication firm. 

Schoemaker and Gunther (2006) propose that companies can achieve success more 

quickly by deliberately making errors and mistakes can speed learning. These 

theories and studies lead to the conclusion that mistakes are necessary and useful in 

learning. Resistance to mistakes is due to overconfidence, risk-aversion, and 

confirming evidence (Schoemaker and Gunther 2006). People often fail to see the 

limits of our expertise, tend to accept data supporting our belief and assume 

feedback from the environment is reliable, which are our psychological weaknesses. 

 

The insight obtained from the above theories is that failure cases in LL are as 

precious as success cases. A compiled LL without any materials on failure 

experience may create tarps in readers’ thinking and decision making. The 

existence of information about failure cases is a valid dimension for KQ in LL. 

 

Reflective Thinking 

 Does the lesson provide any reason for the occurrence of the event? 

 Does the lesson mention alternatives and other possibilities? Does the lesson 
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offer multiple points of view? 

 Does the lesson mention any past records of similar events? If similar events 

have occurred, does the lesson provide any reason for the reoccurrence? 

 Does the lesson remind learners of special conditions or exceptions in which 

the recommendations may not be applicable? 

 Does the lesson challenge underlying assumptions? If yes, are reasons 

provided? 

 Does the lesson speculate on what will happen if the current underlying 

assumptions do not hold any longer? 

 Does the lesson propose other possible underlying assumptions? 

 Does the lesson speculate on what will happen if these possible underlying 

assumptions are valid? 

 

Failure or Negative Experience 

 Does the lesson provide any negative experience or failure cases? 

 If a failure case exists, does the lesson describe what kinds of errors occurred 

(e.g., inefficiency, violation, miscalculated risk, or other kinds)? 

 Does the lesson provide any explanation on the failures? 

 Does the lesson hold a positive attitude toward failures? 
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4.4 Interviews with LL Practitioners 

 

As discussed in the last chapter, experience and advice from LL practitioners are 

the third data sources for dimensions for KQ. Qualitative interviews were 

conducted with KM officers or staff responsible for LL program of three 

organizations which were either statutory public bodies or government departments 

in Hong Kong with active participation in KM or lessons learning initiatives. 

However, because of security consideration and internal regulations, recording of 

the interviews was not permitted by all the organizations. Verbatim transcriptions 

of the interviews cannot be provided. The reports of the interviews will begins with 

descriptions on the backgrounds of the organizations, followed by interviewees’ 

responses and my analysis. 

 

The information about the interviews are provided in Table 4.x: 

 

Hong Kong 

Hospital Authority 

(HKHA) 

Occupational 

Safety and Health 

Council  

(OSHC) 

Hong Kong Police 

Force 

(HKPF) 

Post of the 

Interviewees 
1 doctor, 1 nurse 2 safety officers 

1 police 

superintendent 

Roles of the 

Interviewees in LL 

LL program in 

HKHA 

Headquarters 

LL program for 

safety in OSHC 

Former head of KM 

office in HKPF 

Number of 

interviews 

conducted 

2 2 1 

 

Table 4.3: Information about the interviews 
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4.4.1 Hong Kong Hospital Authority (HKHA) 

 

The HKHA was established as a statutory body in 1990 and is responsible for 

managing all public hospitals in Hong Kong. Accountable to the Hong Kong 

Special Administrative Region Government with a workforce of over 60,000, the 

HKHA runs 41 hospitals/institutions and over 100 clinics, providing 27,000 beds 

(or an average of 4 beds for every 1000 Hong Kong residents). With the vision of 

“healthy people, happy staff, trusted by the communities” and a value of “people-

centered care,” HKHA has patient safety as its fundamental responsibility. To be in 

accordance with the vision and value, knowledge sharing and learning are 

considered the cornerstones to improve patient safety, as mentioned by the chief 

executive of HKHA (HARA Issue 1, 2007). Medical errors can be prevented only 

by raising the understanding of potential risks by the HKHA staff. Based on this 

belief, the HKHA endeavors to promote a safety culture within its hospitals. One 

measure is to translate LL from adverse incidents to changes, the rationale behind 

why LL programs are introduced in the HKHA. 

 

The interviewees were a doctor and a nurse of the quality and safety division of the 

HKHA responsible for the LL program. According to the interviewees, the ideal 

knowledge capturing is that the lessons are supplied bottom up and proposed by 

frontline employees with the best judgment on the potential events in the frontline. 

In the knowledge validation stage, the lessons should be investigated by a panel 

with expert involvement at the early stage and validated by appropriate experts. 

Professional knowledge should be respected. Two months are usually allowed for 

investigation on the cases reported, followed by one more month for validation and 

publication. Evaluation of the LL program includes face-to-face meetings, emails, 

and staff forums. However, the respondents agreed that whether anything was 

learned was difficult to measure. Errors are always repeated, although in different 

departments or units in the HKHA. The difficulties in implementing the LL program 

mainly come from culture and age gaps: if the style of the LL publication is too 

serious, it may not be attractive to the staff of the young generation. By contrast, it 

the design of the LL publication is too casual, top management may not buy it, 
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leading to a dilemma. Moreover, when the staff is used to certain improvements, 

the staff becomes indifferent and unprepared. The following are the respondents’ 

advice on how to achieve good LL: 

 Understand that different situations, contexts, and constraints exist for various 

departments (units) in the organization; 

 Publish the lessons collected or submitted as much as possible because the 

staff may be frustrated if the lessons are not published or learned; 

 Maintain a no-blame culture; 

 Let staff stop and think before carrying on; 

 Use words such as “appropriate” and “possible” that leave room for the 

professionals; and 

 Conduct regular visits to the frontline staff. 

 

During the interviews, I felt the huge psychological burden of the medical staff. 

Although the interviewees were experienced professionals, they mentioned the 

notion of “to err is human.” However, it is never an excuse for the medical staff, 

not even an explanation to the public. Especially in medicine, a minor error in a 

single step causes fatal results. In this context, the LL compiled by HKHA tends to 

be rule based. A more detailed analysis is provided in the next chapter. 

 

 

4.4.2 Occupational Safety and Health Council (OSHC) 

 

The OSHC was established under the OSHC Ordinance in 1988. It is a statutory 

body for promoting safety and health at work and sustaining the valuable workforce 

of Hong Kong. One of the Council’s services is to promote occupational safety and 

health in the community. Training programs on occupational safety and health are 

offered. Promotional campaigns and activities such are seminars and award 

presentation ceremonies are conducted. Safety culture is created through “Safe 

Community”, “OSH Ambassador”, and industry-based committees. Knowledge 

sharing and dissemination of safety and health information to the public and the 

target groups is among key areas of its services. 
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The interviewees were the officers responsible for the LL program in OSHC. 

According to them, the LL process in OSHC follows the general pattern. 

Knowledge can be captured in various ways, such as through a study on incidents 

or industrial accidents, information gathered from media, and professional journals 

on both local and international cases. Knowledge is validated internally by the 

OSHC staff who also take care of the authoring and publishing of the LL. According 

to the interviewees, the paramount criteria for good-quality LL is that it should 

change the behaviors of users. Attractive content, high applicability, and good 

understanding of target audience are also key components for good-quality 

knowledge. The main difficulties encountered in practicing LL are as follows: 

 There are hundreds of industries, trades and occupations in Hong Kong. The 

LL has to cover a wide range of occupations each of which needs different 

expertise, thus increasing the complexity; 

 Public expectation on OSHC is high especially when there are serious 

accidents with heavy casualties. Severe time constraints exist because of the 

need for quick responses to accidents and public inquiries; and 

 Proper ways to measure the quality of knowledge on the LL are lacking. 

 

Having recognized the important role of LL in sharing knowledge in occupational 

safety and health, the OSHC desires to provide LL with good quality. During the 

interviews, I was given the impression that the interviewees wanted to establish 

more systematic and workable mechanisms in evaluating LL, However, it seems 

that the indicator on the performance of the LL acceptable by the public is the 

simply number of accidents because of the special role and responsibility of the 

Council. This result-oriented approach may not be suitable in assessing KQ, as 

discussed in the chapter of methodology. Moreover, other difficulty in producing 

good-quality LL is the wide spectrum of the LL users, who range from not well-

educated workers in construction sites to computer experts in modern offices. It is 

not an easy task to take care of the interests of various types of audiences. 
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4.4.3 Hong Kong Police Force (HKPF) 

 

The HKPF is one of the departments in the Hong Kong Government which initiated 

KM activities and established a team to manage them. KM activities are carried out 

in the Research Centre under the Police College. The Research Centre is dedicated 

to enhancing and consolidating the Force’s research capabilities. Headed by a 

police officer, the Research Centre have recruited non-disciplinary KM officers to 

conduct KM-related research for the HKPF since the 1990s. Various KM activities 

can be found in the police force, such as LL database, knowledge café, collaboration 

forum, and AAR.  

 

The interviewee was a police superintendent who was the former head of the 

Research Office. He was responsible for the LL program in HKPF. According to 

the interviewee, knowledge capturing starts with individuals or individual units 

(functional and regional). Knowledge is then validated by professional units and 

peer review. Both successful and failure cases were included. The LL are then 

submitted to the LL database for storage and retrieval. Regular reviews on the LL 

program are conducted. Unlike the HKHA and the OSHC, the LL are not available 

to the public since the knowledge is reserved for internal use only. The restriction 

is understandable because of security consideration and it will defeat the purpose if 

the knowledge of preventing and detecting crime is released to the criminals. 

Intelligence is always highly sensitive in capturing criminals. 

 

According to the interviewee, the main difficulties came from the culture of the 

police force and the lack of KM awareness. Many police officers irrespective of 

their ranks were reluctant to share knowledge and it might take a long time to create 

such culture. Moreover, security was the major concern among the police, and it 

hampered the knowledge transfer process to a certain extent. The interviewee also 

pointed out that good-quality LL should be work-related, actionable, with context, 

and flexible to use and to maintain.  
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Nevertheless, I find a paradox here. On one hand, the HKPF wants to share 

knowledge and LL to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of police operations. 

On the other hand, the strict rules of observing security in the police force make 

transmitting knowledge within the organization difficult, not to mention sharing LL. 

According to the interviewee, sharing within a specific unit, such as a district police 

division, is easy, but knowledge sharing across the boundaries of sub-units is 

difficult. Although it was not mentioned by the interviewee, I gather that trust 

among police officers may be an obstacle to knowledge sharing and the production 

of good-quality LL. Intelligence is always highly sensitive in capturing criminals. 

 

 

4.4.4 Question Checklist 

 

Based on the information identified in the interviews, the following questions are 

proposed to be included in the checklist: 

 

 Is the presentation of the LL attractive?  

 Does the LL provide contextual information? 

 Can the content of LL address the different situations and constraints for 

various units in the organization? 

 Does the content of LL reveal a no-blame culture? 

 Are the recommendations of the LL work-related and actionable? 

 Are users’ interests taken care of? 

 Does the LL change behaviors the users? 

 Can the content of LL encourage users to stop and think? 

 Are the knowledge provided in the LL actionable and effective in change in 

behavior? 
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 Are there any mechanisms to collect users’ feedback? 

 Has the LL mentioned how to measure its quality? 

 

 

 

4.5 Consolidated Checklist 

 

 

The three sets of checklists constructed in the previous sections based on the 

guidelines and principles of the LL program, the learning theories, and the 

information identified in the interviews may overlap. When the checklist is used to 

assess the quality of the content of LL, determining where the questions are derived 

from is unnecessary. A more practical way is to classify the questions into different 

groups according to the features of the questions. Questions of similar content 

should be combined, modified, or rephrased to follow the possible logic of users’ 

thinking. The consolidated question checklist is given in Table 4.3 

Category Questions  

 

 

 

 

 

LL process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Is there a general description of the overall LL process? 

What essential elements in the LL process are included? 

 Are the roles of stakeholders (e.g., leaders, KM managers, 

LL program facilitators, and users) of the LL program 

clearly defined and provided in the LL? 

 What approaches of data collection were used?  

 Are the criteria for selecting LL mentioned? Does the 

lesson mention the process of how the lessons are 

identified?  

 Suggested by front-line staff? 

 Triggered by events? 

 Assigned by top management? 
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 Did the participants have a chance to review what they 

told the author?  

 Are the participants encouraged to provide information 

without fear of being blamed?  

 Does the lesson mention how the lessons are validated? 

Are there any mechanisms for validating the LL? Who 

were assigned to validate the LL? 

 Experts? 

 An individual committee? 

 Authority? 

 Are there any mechanisms for writing the LL (e.g., who 

were assigned to write the content)? 

 What knowledge dissemination methods and channels 

were used?  

 Are there any mechanisms for assessing the LL? For 

example, are there any regular reviews? Is the feedback 

of learners collected? 

 Are the recommendations actionable? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Belief and 

Culture 

 Does the LL state the objectives of the lessons to the 

readers? 

 Does the LL state the beliefs in the lesson learning of the 

organizations or authors (e.g., “A lesson is not learned 

until something changes in behavior” or “LL is essential 

for every employee”)? 

 Are the identities of the participants anonymous or open? 

If they are kept secret, will the roles of the participants 

(e.g., employees, clients, and passers-by) be made known 

to the learners? 

 Is there any content in the LL that promotes a “no-blame” 
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culture in the LL process? 

 

 

 

 

 

Experience 

 Does the lesson mention what the participants observed 

during the events? Are they described in good detail? 

 Does the lesson mention what the participants did NOT 

observe? Is this information valuable? 

 Does the lesson mention what parties other than the 

participants observed during the events? Who are they? 

 Does the lesson convey the feelings of the participants 

during the events? Are the feelings rich enough? 

 Does the lesson convey the feelings of the participants 

after the events? Are these feelings compared with those 

of the participants during the events? 

 Does the lesson compare the observations and feelings of 

the participants? 

 Are the above observations and feelings first-hand 

records? Is there any secondary information? 

 Does the lesson convey the feelings of the author? Are 

they clearly separated from the feelings of the 

participants? 

 Are participants’ immediate judgments made known in 

the lesson? 

 Can the lesson help learners visualize what happened 

during the event? 

 Are both positive and negative experiences welcomed by 

the author?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reflective 

Thinking 

 Does the lesson provide any reason for the occurrence of 

the event? 

 Does the lesson mention alternatives and other 

possibilities? Does the lesson offer multiple points of 

view? 

 Does the lesson mention any past record of similar events? 
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If similar events occurred, does the lesson provide any 

reason for the reoccurrence? 

 Does the lesson remind learners of special conditions or 

exceptions where the recommendations may not be 

applicable? 

 Does the lesson challenge underlying assumptions? If yes, 

are there any reasons provided? 

 Does the lesson speculate on what will happen if the 

current underlying assumptions do not hold anymore? 

 Does the lesson propose other possible underlying 

assumptions? 

 Does the lesson speculate on what will happen if these 

possible underlying assumptions are valid? 

 

 

Table 4.4: Consolidated Question Checklist 
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Chapter 5: 

Data Analysis II: 

Application of the Checklist 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

 

This chapter provides the findings from the data analysis of four cases of lessons 

learned (LL): The Hong Kong Hospital Authority (HKHA), the Occupational 

Safety and Health Council (OSHC), the Asian Development Bank (ADB), and the 

Mistake Bank (MB). These four cases cover different domains: medicine, safety, 

policy and personal issues. All these organizations/website are active practitioners 

of LL and have published a collection of lessons in the form of compiled LL worthy 

of study. The features of these cases are summarized in Table 5.1.  

 HKHA OSHC ADB MB 

Subject 

domain 

Medicine Safety Policy Personal issues 

Location Hong Kong Hong Kong International International 

Publication 

of LL 

MIRPB/MSB 

and HARA 

Green Cross Lessons 

learned of 

various projects 

Personal 

stories 

Type of LL 

Content  

Mainly failure or 

near miss 

Failure Success and 

failure 

Failure 

Production 

of LL 

Formal LL 

process 

Formal LL 

process 

Formal LL 

process with 

KM framework 

published  

Informal LL 

process 

 

Table 5.1: Cases for application of question checklist 
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In this chapter, contents of the documents are analyzed with respect to the elements 

of knowledge quality through the question checklist constructed in the last chapter. 

The main purpose of this chapter is not to discover if the LL of these organizations 

are of good quality. Rather, it serves as a demonstration of the application of 

checklist approach on authentic cases and the results obtained in various situations. 

Greater weights are assigned to the first two cases: HKHA and OSHC. The analysis 

of them are in greater details. The last two cases: ADB and MB mainly serve as 

comparison with the first two cases and analysis in lesser degree is provided. In 

particular, the ADB is one of the organizations from which its guidelines is chosen 

as the best practices in LL and discussed in the last chapter. 

 

 

 

5.2 Hong Kong Hospital Authority (HKHA) 
 

 

5.2.1 Background 

 

Established as a statutory body in 1990, the HKHA (http://www.ha.org.hk) is 

responsible for managing all public hospitals in Hong Kong. Accountable to the 

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government, the HKHA has a 

workforce of over 60,000, and it runs 41 hospitals/institutions and over 100 clinics, 

providing 27,000 beds (or an average of 4 beds for every 1,000 Hong Kong 

residents). With a vision of “healthy people, happy staff, trusted by the communities” 

and a value of “people-centered care,” patient safety is HKHA’s fundamental 

responsibility. To be in accordance with HKHA’s vision, value, knowledge sharing, 

and learning are considered the cornerstones of improving patient safety, as 

mentioned by its Chief Executive (HARA Issue 1, 2007). Preventing medical errors 

from occurring can only be achieved by increasing the understanding among the 

HKHA staff of the potential risks of these medical errors. Through this belief, the 
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HKHA endeavors to promote a safety culture within its hospitals. One measure is 

to translate LL from adverse incidents to changes. It is the rationale behind why LL 

programs are introduced into the HKHA.  

 

Figure 5.1 shows the comparison of occurrence of the reported sentinel events from 

2007 to 2012 by category. Majority of the sentinel events fall under the category of 

death of an inpatient from suicide. The second and third most frequent categories 

are retained instruments and wrong patient, respectively, causing doubt that the 

same mistakes were repeated over the five years. Lessons are not learned perfectly. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Comparison of occurrence of reported sentinel events (2007–2012) 

(Source: “Annual Report on Sentinel and Serious Untoward Events” by HKHA, Jan 2013) 

 

To learn from a reported event for greater patient safety, the HKHA has been 

publishing two major compiled LL documents: (1) Medication Incidents Reporting 
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Programme Bulletin (MIRPB)/Medication Safety Bulletin (MSB); and (2) Hospital 

Authority Risk Alert (HARA), which are available for the information of the public. 

Details of these compiled LL are as follows. 

 

 

5.2.2 Medication Incidents Reporting Programme Bulletin 

(MIRPB) / Medication Safety Bulletin (MSB) 

 

The Medication Incidents Reporting Programme (MIRP) started in 1994 with the 

objective of identifying opportunities for quality improvement in medication and 

assisting healthcare professionals in reducing the chance of reoccurrence of 

medication incidents. The mechanism of MIRP is briefly explained as follows. 

Under the MIRP, medication incidents are reported to the managers responsible for 

the operational units in each hospital. Nursing personnel, pharmacy staff, doctors, 

and other staff coming to the knowledge of medication incidents can make reports 

on incidents. The MIRP is a voluntary self-reporting system. To encourage 

reporting, the identities of the staff and patients involved in the incident are not 

required to be disclosed. Reported cases are directed to the Hospital Drug 

Committee and reviewed by a panel consisting of doctors, pharmacists, and nurses 

appointed by the Committee periodically. The role of the Hospital Drug Committee 

is to identify the underlying causes of the incidents and recommend appropriate 

preventive or remedial measures. All hospitals under HKHA are required to submit 

quarterly statistical returns and information about any medication incidents to the 

HKHA head office for analysis and consolidation. The information is then 

published and distributed to the HKHA staff and made accessible to the public.  

 

Since its inception, the MIRP has published 25 bulletins (MIRPB). In January 2011, 

the MIRPB changed its name to Medication Safety Bulletin (MSB), which remains 

HKHA’s publication on lessons learning. So far, six volumes of MSB have been 

published. The latest volume issued was released in May 2013. All issues of MIRPB 

and MSB are available for the public to download from the HKHA website. The 

MIRPB, written in English only, are typical textual documents of LL consisting of 
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four to five pages per issue. Although its style and format have been modified over 

the years, the structure of its content remains unchanged and consists of three main 

components: main topic, cases for sharing, and statistics. The main topic covers a 

wide range of themes, from the mechanism of the MIRP to the identification of 

high-risk areas in the drug administration process. Cases for sharing are medication 

incidents or near misses of medication errors, such as drug issued to a wrong patient, 

dose miscalculation, unattended medication, and so on. Statistics are numerical 

information that includes the distribution of incidents (by error type, attributed 

cause, and severity). Apart from these three components, other error reduction tips, 

as well as news and messages to readers, are also present in the MIRPB. Compared 

with the MIRPB, the MSB takes a livelier approach in terms of information 

presentation. Diagrams, pictures, and colorful figures are used to illustrate hard 

facts, rules, and numerical information, as well as the working process and the 

environment of the occurrence of the incidents. Short quizzes, with answer provided, 

are also given to test the knowledge of readers on key medical knowledge. 

 

 

5.2.3 Hospital Authority Risk Alert (HARA) 

 

In 2007, the HKHA introduced the Sentinel Event Policy, which describes a 

sentinel event as an unexpected occurrence involving serious risk or injury, whether 

physical or psychological, including death. It is the policy of HKHA to stipulate 

that sentinel events must be reported, investigated, and responded to promptly, and 

efforts must be taken to prevent the reoccurrence of the same events. The HKHA 

aims at raising awareness of clinical risk among colleagues and encourages 

innovative thinking for safe designs and processes to improve patient safety. 

Consequently, the HARA, a periodical newsletter, was introduced in the same year 

to enhance the reporting, management, and monitoring of serious medical incidents 

through learning from reported events (HA Annual Report of Sentinel Events, 

AOM-P589, January 2009). The HARA also serves as an educational publication 

to share medication safety-related issues with the general public. 
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Since 2007, 29 issues of HARA have been published, with the latest issue published 

in April 2013. HARA was a bi-monthly newsletter until 2011, when it was changed 

to a quarterly publication. The structure and format of HARA have not changed 

much since its first appearance. The HARA has four major components:  

 Message or perspective from the senior management, such as the HKHA 

chairman, the HKHA chief executive, heads of member hospitals, heads of 

various departments, and other senior personnel; 

 Sentinel events reporting on the medical incidents, major contributing factors, 

and key recommendations; 

 Brief statistics showing the breakdown of numbers and categories of reported 

cases in hospitals and clinics; and 

 Other information such as tips and safety measures. 

A HARA newsletter has four to six pages with very clear article or section headings. 

Diagrams, pictures, and figures are almost always provided with the text. 

 

 

5.2.4 Comparisons between MIRPB/MSB and HARA 

 

A brief comparison between these two LL documents is provided as follows. First, 

the target audiences of both MIRPB/MSB and HARA are the frontline medical 

personnel. However, it does not mean that the supporting staff does not find these 

lessons useful, but the participants mentioned in the documents are mainly frontline 

workers and the recommendations are usually made for them. Second, the lessons 

in both documents are based on events, most of which are about failure. Third, the 

structures of the lessons are similar, including the description of incidents, causes 

of the incidents, and recommendations. Fourth, numerical information, such as 

statistics on the reported events for various categories, can be found in both 

documents. Fifth, the styles of both documents are non-academic, and medical 

jargons and terms are widely used. Sixth, the identities of the staff and patients 

involved in the incident are not required to be reported. Appropriate levels of 

confidentiality are applied to the report to protect the identity of patients and staff 

concerned. This process is not only a privacy concern but is also a way to encourage 
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the reporting of errors without fear of punishment. Finally, formal expert 

committees set up by HKHA play important roles in the process of LL of both 

documents, such as the identification and validation of LL. 

 

The MIRPB/MSB is a voluntary self-reporting system. The staff decides whether 

any incidents should be reported. It has reported many interesting cases. By contrast, 

reporting sentinel events to HARA is mandatory for the staff. Moreover, every six 

months, the HKHA compiles a report on sentinel events for submission to the HA 

Board and for release to the public. This process is not the case for MIRPB/MSB. 

Therefore, HARA has strategic implications that can change policies at the higher 

level of HKHA. In comparison, the MIRPB/MSB offers improvement more at the 

implementation level. Table 5.2 is a summary of the comparison between these two 

compiled LL. 

 

 MIRPB/MSB HARA 

Published since 1994 2007 

Major target 

audience 

Medical staff  All HKHA staff 

Content Mainly failure Mainly failure 

Media Texts with diagrams and 

pictures 

Texts with diagrams and 

pictures 

Frequency Not regular; about 2–3 times 

per year 

Periodic; initially bi-monthly, 

now quarterly  

Size 4 pages 4–6 pages 

Reporting Voluntary Mandatory 

Validation Required by Medication Drug 

Committee 

Required by HA Sentinel 

Event Report Review Panel 

Relationships 

among stakeholders 

In general, the participants 

are not responsible for 

writing the lessons. Learners 

are also not necessarily the 

participants. 

In general, the participants are 

not responsible for writing the 

lessons. Learners are also not 

necessarily the participants. 

 

Table 5.2: Comparison between MIRPB/MSB and HARA 
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5.2.5 Analysis: LL Process and Context 

 

True organizational learning occurs only when it is driven by leaders (NATO 11). 

Both MIRP/MSB and HARA receive support from the senior management of 

HKHA. First, the senior management admitted that LL might not have been widely 

shared and alerted in the past (HARA Issue 18), and knowledge sharing and 

learning were taken as the essence of improving patient safety. Annual reports on 

the progress of HARA have to be submitted to the HA Board, which is its governing 

body, reflecting the support of the senior management and the value of LL in the 

minds of the leaders. The reports also serve as a continuous quality improvement 

initiative in incident reporting at the senior and macro-levels. This explicit message 

of leadership support can be found in the editorials or perspectives on the front page 

of very issue. Moreover, the mechanism of identifying and validating the LL is 

transparent. It serves not just as a statement but also as the determination and 

accountability of leaders, thus establishing confidence for other stakeholders. It is 

an essential element in implementing lessons learning. 

 

The format of MIRP/MSB and HARA is highly consistent and simple. Figure 5.2 

shows the tables of content of the two recent issues of MSB (May 2012 and 

November 2012).  
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Figure 5.2: Tables of content of two Issues of MSB–May 2012 (left) and Nov 2012 

(right) 

 

The materials presented in these two issues are similar. Both issues consist of 

highlights of changes or events and sharing of new knowledge. The documents 

usually present an analysis of certain reported events, followed by statistical data 

and other information, which may be tips or new techniques. A consistent format 

can facilitate the searching of knowledge and offer a regular taxonomy of 

knowledge, saving learners much time. With only around four pages, the contents 

of the LL are not difficult to digest. Given the considerably heavy workloads of 

medical staff in Hong Kong, brief documents in LL are effective.  

 

All stakeholders (i.e., participants, authors, and learners) are supposed to be medical 

personnel of HKHA who are familiar with hospital settings and working 

environments. However, the identities of participants in individual events are not 
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disclosed in the bulletin, emphasizing the no-blame culture and encouraging the 

reporting of accidents. This step can establish a trusting culture among staff, 

management, and patients in accordance with the HKHA’s value of patient-

centered care. 

 

 

5.2.6 Analysis: Experience 

 

According to experiential learning theory, we learn from experiences by translating 

abstract concepts into concrete ideas and putting them into practice. The focus for 

learning is our immediate personal experience, which is mostly tacit in nature. 

Through observation and reflection, learners can formulate concrete concepts and 

assign meanings to them. Learning is actually a process that integrates observation, 

experience, idea, and action. Experiences are assimilated from real events into 

learners’ existing schemas, without going through the same fatal accidents or 

injuries. 

 

However, participants’ experiences are not well conveyed in MIRPB/MSB and 

HARA. In most cases, only objective facts can be found in these documents. Figure 

5.3 shows an example that illustrates this point. The reported case describes a nurse 

who administered a wrong drug according to a physician’s verbal order, but there 

is no information about what the nurse thought and what she had seen and heard. 

There is no single word in the document that describes the nurse’s feelings. Readers 

do not know if the nurse struggled to obey or violated the physician’s order or had 

worked long hours. Participants’ feelings, such as hesitation and surprise, are not 

conveyed in the said report. 
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Figure 5.3: A lesson learned: a case of medication error “wrong drug administered” 

(Extracted from MIRP bulletin issue no. 25, July 2010, HKHA) 

 

Another example (Figure 5.4) is about a delay in blood transfusion for one patient 

while another patient had unnecessary blood transfusion. The occurrence of the 

error is described objectively and in a passive voice, for example, “Manual 

laboratory test request forms were used instead of GCRS generated laboratory test 

request labels,” and “An error occurred in pairing up the request forms, and 

specimens from patient A and patient B were delivered to the laboratory.” The key 

contributing factors of the error are the breakdown of the IT system for maintenance, 

mixing up of label identifiers of the specimen, placement of specimens, and request 

forms from different patients together in the same form. Key recommendations 

include adopting the policy of “one bag for one specimen and form” and minimizing 

the frequency and duration of the IT system downtime through better coordination 

of all the IT maintenance activities. The learning point is “only to handle specimen(s) 

from one patient at a time.”  
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Figure 5.4 Description of a local sentinel event (1) (MSB Issue no. 2, Aug 2008) 

 

I do not doubt the cause analysis of the error or hold any reservation on the 

effectiveness of the key recommendations in this example. My criticism is on the 

lack of descriptions of the participants’ experience, feelings, and observations in 

the reported case. Although we admit that the ward staff has wrongly handled the 

specimens from different patients, we also want to know the reasons why and how 

human factor and unexpected disturbances beyond the participant’s control 

contribute to the failure. The observations and feelings of the staff are valuable 

information to determine the critical key contributing factors of the failure. 
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5.2.7 Analysis: Reflective Thinking 

 

An important reflective thinking is to ask the reasons why the event happened. In 

MIRPB/MSB, the possible reasons are either too superficial or limited to only a 

couple of categories, for example, wrong drug, wrong strength, wrong dosage form, 

and so on. The recommended actions are statements in the form of rules. Reflective 

thinking also requires various viewpoints. In the bulletins, participants’ own 

opinions are seldom found. Only the author’s viewpoints are mentioned in the form 

of recommendations. Special conditions or exceptions in which such 

recommendations may not be applicable are also not found. 

 

For instance, in a reported case in which a patient was issued tablets intended for 

another patient, the recommendations are “Reinforce the ticket issue policy” and 

“Monitor and manage the working environment especially during peak hours to 

ensure the quality and safety of the dispensing process.” I do not believe that the 

trained ward staff was not familiar with routine procedures, such as asking the 

patient to verbally state his or her name, checking the name of the patient against 

the prescription, checking the date of birth, and so on. The questions are why errors 

still occur and what the underlying reasons are. Reflective thinking sometimes 

means challenging the underlying assumptions or status quo and digging deep into 

the root causes. In this failure case, the main cause is human error in checking the 

correct patient to receive the tablets, assuming that checking the identity of a patient 

is the responsibility of the individual. Can this assumption be challenged? If we 

deny this assumption and jump out of the loop, then the identity of the patient can 

be checked by a non-human participant, for example, a machine. We can consider 

developing handy tools for ward staff to use, either to assist them to check the 

patient’s identity or to warn them of any discrepancy. I do not claim that this 

approach will work. What I want to emphasize is that if we use reflective thinking 

to challenge the underlying assumptions, we may be able to see many alternatives. 

Some of them may be feasible. A quiz is a useful tool in enabling us to reflect on 
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what we know, and it plays the role of summative learning. Figure 5.5 is a good 

example. 

 

Figure 5.5 Short quiz on medical terminology (MSB Issue no. 2, Jul 2012) 

 

5.2.8 Summary 

 

Based on the analysis on the content of both MIRPB/MSB and HARA, these LL 

are rich in context, with well-defined relationships among the stakeholders and the 

domain of the knowledge to be shared. Given that the backgrounds of the 

stakeholders or the target audience of the bulletin are clear, learners should be able 

to absorb the knowledge captured in the lessons. However, the authors are too 

concerned with the fact that the whole process should be anonymous and non-

punitive. Although anonymity can understandably encourage participants’ 

reporting, much important contextual information may be lost in the process. For 

example, in the case of administering a wrong dose, the exact time of the occurrence 

of the event may provide insight to learners. Apart from the staff who made the 

mistake, additional information, such as the other people working in the ward, may 

also be helpful for learners to obtain substantive knowledge on why the incident 

happened. Specific context may be clues for double-loop learning and may help 

learners connect to what they experienced. 

 

By contrast, these LL are weak in conveying experience and feelings. Most of the 

mistakes mentioned in the bulletins are due to cognitive errors, but they lack 

descriptions of the staff’s feelings, which are useful for learners to imagine what 

they could have done if they were the participants. Recommendations provided in 

the bulletins are offered top down. They are the main messages that the author wants 

to convey. However, opportunities for reflective thinking by attacking underlying 
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assumptions are difficult to be found in the content of the bulletins. In the MIRPB, 

the assurance of independent, objective, and credible investigation results is top 

priority. Therefore, the provision for greater efforts is necessary to transfer the 

knowledge and experience from the participants to the learners. 

 

 

 

5.3 Occupational Safety and Health Council, 

Hong Kong (OSHC) 
 

 

5.3.1 Background and the Green Cross 

 

The OSHC (http://www.oshc.org.hk) was established under the Occupational 

Safety Health Council Ordinance in 1988. It is a statutory body for promoting safety 

and health at work and sustaining the valuable workforce of Hong Kong. Its services 

include promotion of occupational safety and health in the community, safety 

education and training for the working population, continuing professional 

development for the safety practitioners, launching of safety and health research for 

discovery of new information and evidence, and dissemination of safety and health 

information to the public and the target groups. 

 

Green Cross is a bi-monthly journal that reports the latest safety and health issues 

appealing to both management and general workers, written mainly in Chinese with 

some of the articles written bilingually in both Chinese and English. The materials 

are provided for general information purposes only and do not constitute medical 

or health advice. Since 2000, 82 issues have been published. Apart from other 

materials, every issue contains case studies to show industrial accidents.  
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5.3.2 Analysis: LL Process and Context 

 

No general description of the overall LL process can be found in the Green Cross. 

Essential elements in the LL process has to be deduced by the reader, not to mention 

the roles of stakeholders. According to my analysis, the presentation of cases is 

generally provided in a logical manner, as shown in Figure 5.6. 

 

Figure 5.6 General flow of information in Green Cross 

 

The approach of data collection is clear: all lessons in Green Cross are triggered by 

industrial accidents in the form of brief official investigation reports yet the details 

of the criteria for selecting LL is not mentioned. My analysis is that most of the LL 

involve casualties, sometimes heavy. The basic approach of knowledge capturing 

is simply the reporting and analysis of the incident with a high reliability of the data 

sources. The LL process can therefore be considered part of the official 

investigation of the incidents in which the OSHC may be one of the parties. The 

mechanisms of the LL process are not mentioned in the LL with the anonymous 

authors. Regular reviews on the LL, if any, are not shown in the content of the LL, 

and no feedback from learners are collected. The lesson also emphasizes the 

author’s beliefs in lessons learning. As the LL are in the form of investigation, 

participants of the event, who are usually on the site of the incident, have to provide 

information. No-blame culture does not apply since according to law the 

participants have the responsibility to report what they have seen. Although the 

participants are anonymous, tracing their identities is not impossible as the incidents 

are usually reported in the media. Concealing their identities is difficult because of 

the official investigation.  

 

 

Introduction
Incident and 

Circumstances
Findings and 
observations

Recommen-
dations
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5.3.3 Analysis: Experience 

 

The LL usually mention what the participants did NOT observe and sometimes 

what the other parties observed. This format is desirable because it can provide the 

readers with multiple perspectives to the events, which are critical based on the 

analysis in the previous section. The LL also conveys the feelings of the participants 

during the events and compares the observations and feelings between the 

participants. More importantly, majority of the observations and feelings are 

firsthand records based on interviews with the participants. Their immediate 

judgments made known in the lesson are sometimes found in the LL. Although the 

LL in Green Cross are not rich in describing the feelings and experiences of the 

participants, one of the major strengths of Green Cross is that it can help learners 

visualize what happened during the event through detailed description on the 

environment and snapshot of the accident. The lesson “A worker was struck to 

death by a metal receptacle being lifted by a mobile crane” can reflect this point 

(Green Cross Issue Jul/Aug 2013, page 1 of the case): 

“ … The accident happened on the roof of a secondary school hall where 

re-roofing works was carried out. On the day of accident, a hydraulic 

mobile crane parked on the open ground beside the hall was used to 

transport the building debris from the roof to the ground by means of two 

metal receptacles. The two metal receptacles were provided with lifting 

gears for connecting to the hook of the mobile crane but no guide ropes 

were provided to the receptacles. There two riggers, one worked on the 

roof and the other stayed on the ground. Their duties were to attach the 

receptacles to the hook of crane or detach them from the hook. The rigger 

on the roof also acted as the signaller for the lifting operation. The 

deceased was a casual worker. He was assigned to work with his co-

workers to remove broken tiles and waterproof materials scattered on the 

roof … “ 

 

It is useful to prevent the reoccurrence of the incidents if the spatial information of 

the sites is provided. Based on this point, it is reasonable to propose that the LL in 
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Green Cross may have a better effect on knowledge transfer if it is presented in 

other media forms, such as a video, aside from the current textual form.  

 

 

5.3.4 Analysis: Reflective Thinking 

 

The content of the LL provides reasons for the occurrence of the event as well as 

alternatives and other possibilities. Challenging the underlying assumptions by the 

workers is common in the LL. In fact, the LL attempts to be reflective as wrong 

underlying assumptions are one of the reasons for the occurrence of fatal industrial 

incidents. An extract from one of the LL can confirm this point (Green Cross Issue 

Jan/Feb 2010, last page of the case) which is about the injury caused from the 

chaotic arrangement of signalman: 

“… In the accident, apart from the failure to identify the role of the 

signalman, the tasks of the signalman and the slinger were not clearly 

defined. In safe working practice, signals should only be delivered by the 

assigned signalman. Perhaps, in the accident, the signals from the 

slingers were supposed to inform the signalman that their tasks were 

completed and the container was ready for lifting. However, as the 

signalman was not identified, those unnecessary gestures were mistaken 

as signals for the crane operator ….” 

Reader of this lessons can learn that one of the reasons for the accident is the crane 

operator’s misunderstanding on the unnecessary gestures of the signalman based on 

the assumption that all the gestures are necessary which is not correct. 

 

However, past records of similar events are not provided in LL. Perhaps readers can 

find them in other LL. Therefore, it shifts the burden of searching among documents 

to the readers. A short summary or even a link to previous similar events in the LL 

would be much better because it could serve as a good starting point for reflective 

thinking. 
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5.4 Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
 

 

5.4.1 Background and LL 

 

Founded in 1966, the ADB (http://www.adb.org) aims for Asia and the Pacific to 

be free from poverty. According to ADB, there are approximately 1.7 billion people 

in the region and they are unable to access essential goods, services, assets and 

opportunities. ADB is committed to development thinking and practice, spreading 

information through regional forums, a growing online presence and the publication 

of specialized papers, serials and books. Economists, sociologists, engineers, 

gender experts and environmental scientists are amongst the hundreds of 

professions at the bank working together. This information provides a background 

of the reasons why ADB has been active in KM and LL program. 

 

Under the ADB, the Operations Evaluations Department initiated steps to improve 

the dissemination of evaluation reports to key audiences. The “Learning Lessons in 

ADB: Strategic Framework, 2007–2009” (ADB 2007) has been described in the 

previous chapter. However, unlike HKHA and OSHC, the ADB does not publish 

its LL on a regular basis. Instead, it only publishes individual subjects and cases, 

for example, environmentally sustainable growth, education, reviving lakes and 

wetlands, and so on. Both successful cases and failures are included.  

 

 

5.4.2 Analysis: LL Process and Context  

 

The general description of the overall process can be found in ADB (2007) and 

individual LL need not to repeat the generic information. Information about the LL 

process has been discussed in last chapter. In addition, the ADB pays great attention 
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to the interfaces for LL, including the inter- and intra-organizational relationship 

encompassing OED, other departments in ADB, and international evaluation 

community (ADB 2007). A formal format is adopted for the published LL. The 

main sections in LL include foreword, acknowledgments, abbreviations, executive 

summary, introduction, background, main body of the case, discussion and 

conclusion, and appendices, similar to the items in an academic thesis. The data in 

the LL are collected through various channels, such as interviews, documentary 

analyses, and field studies, and the data sources are reliable according to the 

mechanisms of LL process mentioned in ADB (2007). The data collection is usually 

a collaborative effort among the various departments in ADB and its external 

partners. 

 

The LL usually come from the projects or initiatives proposed by the ADB, with 

the objectives clearly stated in the foreword of the LL. For example, in the foreword 

of “Learning Lessons: Education Sectors” published in 2013, the following is stated: 

“Learning lessons from evaluation is part of good corporate governance. 

To ensure that it invests responsibly, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 

continually reviews its operations to assess their effectiveness, learn from 

experience, and improve the development of future policies, strategies, 

programs, and projects. Learning lessons from evaluation boosts the 

development effectiveness of ADB operations by providing feedback on 

performance.” 

 

 

5.4.3 Analysis: Experience  

 

Although the content of the LL of ADB is policy-related, non-textual information 

such as picture is provided for the readers to enrich their experience. For example, 

in “Reviving Lakes and Wetlands: Lessons Learned from the People’s Republic of 

China” published in November 2008, a picture showing the situation of Tai Lake is 

provided in the LL (Figure 5.7). Few readers of the LL have been to Tai Lake so 

seeing this picture will arouse their awareness of the need for reviving lakes in 
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China. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Tai Lake in 2006 from “Reviving Lakes and Wetlands: Lessons Learned 

from the People’s Republic of China, page 4” 

 

 

5.4.4 Analysis: Reflective Thinking 

 

Quite a number of ADB’s projects are about large scale environmental protection 

scheme or problems which produce corresponding LL. In the LL, reasons are 

provided for the occurrence of the event. For example, in “ADB’s Response to 

Natural Disasters and Disaster Risks” (published in September 2012), the following 

analysis on the reasons of natural disasters are provided, though sometimes not very 

explicit: 

“… …. This applies particularly to disasters related to extreme 

hydrometeorological events in densely populated areas, as well as to 

geophysical events in tectonically unstable areas.”  

,and 

“Awareness in developing member countries of disaster risk reduction 

measures and of the commonality of the disaster threat in the region is 
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still low and needs to be raised. ADB does not regularly receive requests 

from member countries related to disaster risk reduction. … …” 

 

The reasons for the occurrence of the disasters are highlighted in bold. My analysis 

is that the users or the readers of this LL is not ordinary people of the developing 

countries or the victims of the disasters but the government officials. The LL 

reminds the leaders of the countries to reflect on the current situations. 

 

 

 

5.5 The Mistake Bank 
 

 

5.5.1 Background and the Stories 

 

The Mistake Bank (www.mistakebank.caddellinsightgroup.com) is a weblog 

created by John Caddell, who is a management consultant. Since 2007, the Web 

site has been open for those who want to share their stories on mistakes. The motto 

of the Mistake Bank is “learning from faux pas, miscalculations, and decisions 

gone wrong,” reflecting its aim of learning from mistakes from others by sharing 

stories. Stories, or narratives, is one of the ways for knowledge transfer in 

organizational settings and individual knowledge sharing (Connell et al. 2004, du 

Toit 2003, Escalfoni et al. 2010). 

 

More than 500 stories have been contributed to the Bank, covering a wide range of 

domains, including career, hiring, education, and business startup. Most of these 

stories are personal issues, unlike in the contents of the cases mentioned in the 

previous sections. This case is selected in order to provide comparisons with the 

previous three cases. 
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5.5.2 Analysis: LL Process and Context  

 

The selection of the events for the LL is entirely made by the individual authors. 

Similar to other weblogs, no mechanism is in place to guarantee the reliability of 

the data, not to mention the identities of the authors. The authors are usually the 

participants. Validation of the LL is virtually very little as there is no strict control 

on the submission of LL to the Bank. The author can upload a video, aside from 

text, to describe the LL. Reader feedback can be reflected on the number of access 

to the stories. Readers can also give comments whenever they like.  

 

 

5.5.3 Analysis: Experience  

 

The LL are presented in story form in a first-person account. Authors use 

storytelling techniques to narrate what they learned. The LL are considerably rich 

in personal experience. For example, in one article, the author wrote: “… I next 

worked as senior vice president and chief financial officer for a start-up pipeline 

development company in London that G.E. owned with another company. That 

start-up lit an entrepreneurial fire under me. …” (by Paul Gaynor on January 1, 

2013). Readers can directly understand the feeling of the author.  

 

 

5.5.4 Analysis: Reflective Thinking 

 

Reflection is also the main aim of the Bank. For example, in an article written by 

John Caddell, he started his account with the sentence “Mistakes can take you to 

new places” (by John Caddell on December 23, 2012). This account is exactly the 

positive side of making mistakes: giving way to reflection and challenging the 

underlying assumption that mistakes are always bad. Initially, it seems that the no-

blame culture is logically non-existent in the Bank because authors deliberately 

submit errors or mistakes. However, many articles take failure as a learning point 
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and a good start for development. This argument can be justified by simply reading 

the titles of various articles, for example, 

 “Designer Milton Glaser says that failures are central to personal 

development” (May 25, 2011) 

 "Never give up your right to be wrong" (December 5, 2012) 

 “Business owners should aim for this type of failure” (October 22, 2013) 
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Chapter 6: 

Discussion and Conclusions 

 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

 

This study investigates the issue pertaining to the knowledge quality (KQ) of the 

content of the lessons learned (LL). Whereas the preceding chapters presented and 

analyzed the data, the current chapter responds to the research questions and 

discusses the results of the analysis and our findings. This chapter concludes by 

discussing the academic contributions, practical implications, limitations, and 

future research directions of the thesis. 

 

 

 

6.2 Summary of the Study 

 

 

On the basis of the research aim, this study examined the concepts of KQ and LL 

as well as explored the use of appropriate KQ dimensions in assessing the content 

of the compiled LL provided by different organizations in various domains.  

 

With respect to the research aim, the following research questions were raised in 

this study: 

1. What are the specific dimensions or attributes that affect the KQ of the 

content of LL and how can the dimensions and attributes be discovered? 
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2. What are the adequate forms of dimensions or attributes for the KQ of the 

content of LL? 

3. How can these dimensions or attributes be used to assess the KQ of the 

content of LL? 

 

To address these questions, we compared various evaluation approaches and 

decided on the checklist approach should be employed as the evaluation 

framework. The checklist was constructed based on three data sources, including 

(1) best practices or well-developed practices of organizations running LL, (2) 

theories related to learning and reflective thinking, and (3) interviews with LL 

practitioners. A consolidated checklist was then developed based on the 

knowledge captured from these sources. The checklist is a collection of KQ 

dimensions presented in the form of questions. The consolidated checklist was 

applied in assessing LL in four organizations. Analysis on the content of LL was 

conducted by asking the questions in the checklist. The pragmatic approach was 

applied at the level of research method. 

 

 

 

6.3 Discussions of Findings 
 

 

The findings of the study are presented in accordance with the research questions, 

along with an account of the author’s reflection in the research process. 

 

 

6.3.1 Answers to Research Question 1  

 

[RQ1]: What are the specific dimensions or attributes that affect the KQ of the 

content of LL? 
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One of the basic assumptions in this study is that knowledge is different from 

information or data, as supported by the literature review in Chapter 2. Therefore, 

the dimensions or attributes that affect KQ are different from those that affect the 

quality of information and data (IQ and DQ). This argument can be supported by 

applying the checklist in Chapter 5 to the compiled LL. For example, one of the 

attributes of IQ is accuracy. In the analysis of MIRPB of HKHA in Section 5.2.6, 

a case of medication error is presented, which occurred due to the confusion 

between two types of medicine (i.e., the nurse misunderstood the verbal order of 

the physician). The recommendations are that (i) ordering through dangerous 

drugs through verbal order is dangerous, (ii) counter-checking of the medication 

with another nurse is necessary, and (iii) labelling should be done immediately 

after preparation. The key is to avoid unreliable verbal communication and add 

checkpoints in the ordering process. Although the information provided in this LL 

(e.g., the dosage of the medicine) is accurate, readers could not learn anything 

substantial from these accurate numbers without the recommendations. LL with 

accurate, precise, and consistent information does not necessarily imply good QK. 

By contrast, if the information in this case is inaccurate, such as wrong patient age 

or incorrect dosage, the readers could still learn something from the LL even if the 

inaccurate information is not logical (e.g., the age of the patient is 250 or the 

dosage of the medicine is 10 kg). 

 

The same argument can be applied to other IQ attributes, such as completeness 

and consistency. The knowledge system approach of transferring the concepts of 

quality mainly used in knowledge systems or software engineering to study KQ is 

deemed inappropriate. By contrast, the KQ criteria in the checklist can adequately 

address the characteristics of knowledge. For example, one of the questions in the 

checklist asks if the knowledge is executable. The recommendations in the above 

case can be executed by the target users or the nurses responsible for drug 

administration. This question represents an attribute of KQ. In other words, we 

can evaluate knowledge to determine whether the users can apply the knowledge 

depending on the situation. For example, the above recommendations on drug 

administration may not be actionable in an emergency room.  
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Clarity and conciseness are other attributes of IQ or DQ. The case of an injury as 

a result of the chaotic arrangement of the signal man in Green Cross (Section 

5.3.4) is also a good example, which demonstrates that these attributes are not the 

suitable dimensions for KQ. The quotation in Section 5.3.4 is provided below: 

“… In the accident, apart from the failure to identify the role of the 

signal man, the tasks of the signal man and the slinger were not clearly 

defined. In safe working practice, signals should only be delivered by 

the assigned signal man. Perhaps, in the accident, the signals from the 

slingers were supposed to inform the signal man that their tasks were 

completed and the container was ready for lifting. However, as the 

signal man was not identified, those unnecessary gestures were 

mistaken as signals for the crane operator….” 

 

The sentence in bold type starting with the word “Perhaps” contains unclear and 

vague information. The situation during the event is not certain. However, this 

uncertain statement stimulates readers to think about the assumption regarding the 

gestures of the signal man, as discussed in Section 5.3.4. The knowledge is LL 

with good quality because it provides LL users the opportunity to pause, think, 

and challenge the underlying assumptions of the event. One of the questions in the 

checklist is about challenging underlying assumptions, which represents an 

attribute of KQ. If a piece of knowledge leads us to consider the possibility that 

the underlying assumptions may not be valid or that additional assumptions must 

be introduced, then we can conclude that the knowledge is of good quality.  

 

 

6.3.2 Answers to the Research Question 2 

 

[RQ2]: What are the adequate forms of dimensions or attributes for the KQ of 

the content of LL? 
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Although the terms “quality” and “KQ” are vague and difficult to define concisely, 

the literature review in Chapter 2 presented some examples of KQ dimensions 

found in the literature, including location, originality, comprehensibility, validity, 

reliability, relevance, and viscosity. This author does not disagree that these 

dimensions are inappropriate for KQ. Some of these terms, such as “originality” 

and “viscosity” are related to innovative ideas and ease of knowledge transfer, 

which are relevant KQ attributes. The main concern of this thesis is whether these 

criteria can be operated. There are doubts on how a general reader can judge the 

originality of the knowledge in LL without any further information on the sources 

and collection methods to obtain data. Using the attribute of validity and the LL 

provided by ADB as an example, the task may not be easy for a common user to 

properly assess the validity of the ADB LL report simply based on his or her 

understanding of the concept of validity. 

 

During the interviews with the LL practitioners, we did not simply talk about 

abstract concepts on KQ, but discussed the difficulties they encountered in LL 

programs as well as the questions they had raised. The experience and advice 

from the LL practitioners are definitely good sources of KQ dimensions. The 

dimensions appear in the form of questions that are consolidated into an integrated 

checklist. If we apply the checklist approach, we can ask questions, such as “Is 

there a general description of the overall LL process?” “What essential elements 

are included in the LL process?” “Are the roles of stakeholders of the LL 

program clearly defined and provided in the LL?” “What approaches were used 

for data collection?” The ADB framework on LL (ADB 2007) provides positive 

answers to these questions by explaining the mechanisms of its LL program. 

Common LL users can then assess the validity of the knowledge in the LL in a 

more practical way based on these explanations. 

 

Therefore, the answer to Research Question 2 is that the adequate forms of 

dimensions or attributes for the KQ of the content of LL are operable and do not 

represent terms or nouns with abstract concepts. This means that the forms are 

adequate and represent sentences or verbs that signify concrete actions. Compared 
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with abstract terms, the checklist is more operable and is among the suitable 

candidates of these forms. The KQ of LL can be practically assessed through a 

question checklist. Although such a checklist is not a perfect evaluation tool, the 

checklist developed in this study is a balance between two ends of the quantitative 

and qualitative evaluation approaches.  

 

In the checklist, the content of the questions should be specific. If we want to 

assess the validity of the knowledge, a question such as “Is the knowledge valid?” 

is obviously not the desired one because it essentially uses the same abstract term, 

“validity.” Instead, we may ask, “Has the LL showed the process of selection of 

events?” or “Is there a step of knowledge validation in the entire LL process?” 

These questions are the ones that can be included in a checklist.  

 

 

6.3.3 Answers to the Research Question 3 

 

[RQ3]: How can these dimensions or attributes be used to assess the KQ of the 

content of LL? 

 

Instead of informing readers how to use the checklist to assess KQ, this study 

showed us how to apply the evaluation tool developed. The researcher created the 

checklist and performed the evaluation using this checklist. Four cases of LL from 

various domains were selected to illustrate the process. The application was a 

question and answer process. By answering the questions, the LL user or the 

reader would be able to form a judgment on the KQ of the content of LL. 

 

In the analysis, the exact order of the questions in the checklist was not followed. 

There was also no requirement to ask all the questions in the checklist. In other 

words, the researcher enjoyed a certain degree of freedom in applying the 

checklist and the mechanism still worked with acceptable results, thus reflecting 

the robustness of the checklist approach. The questions in the checklist were also 

domain independent, implying that these questions can be applied to LL in all 
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kinds of domains. The four cases presented in Chapter 5 have different domains, 

including medicine, safety, policy, and personal issues. However, no distinction 

was made in applying the checklist to these four cases. As a layman in medicine, 

safety and policy making, the researcher’s analysis was not hampered by the lack 

of expertise. Hence, the checklist approach is universal. 

 

Despite the above advantages of the checklist approach, some questions still 

puzzled the researcher. For example, the answers to two questions (i.e., “Did the 

participants have the opportunity to review what they told the author?” and “Are 

the participants encouraged to provide information without fear of being 

blamed?”) cannot be found based on the content of LL alone. In fact, only general 

criteria for knowledge capture were provided even for those organizations that had 

published their guidelines, standards, or frameworks (e.g., ADB). The answers to 

the above questions are unlikely to be found in LL unless we have the opportunity 

to talk to the participants and seek their answers directly. This task should fall 

upon the shoulders of authorized official investigator and not the ordinary LL 

users. Failing to answer these questions does not mean that the checklist approach 

does not work. Users can refine the questions or just ignore them. They can 

always return to the questions at a later stage if necessary when they have more 

information to help them obtain the answers.  

 

 

 

6.4 Conclusions 

 

 

This section provides an overview of the conclusions of the thesis, and includes 

the original academic contribution to knowledge, practical implications, 

limitations of the study related to the research scope, literature review, data 

collection, and data analysis. Directions for future research are also recommended.  
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6.4.1 Academic Contributions 

 

Knowledge is different from information or data because knowledge cannot be 

defined in clear and simple terms. Compared with information and data, 

knowledge is more difficult to communicate and express in words; it is also not 

stored in databases but in the minds of people (Tiwana 2002). Hence, the 

attributes of adequate information and data should not be the same as those for 

knowledge. Differences exist among KQ, IQ, and DQ. Although KQ is a major 

concern in KM, studies that focus on KQ are not as rich as those on IQ and DQ. 

Analysis on the data collection from the compiled LL supports the existence of 

the differences.  

 

Some researchers have attempted to transfer the concepts of quality in knowledge 

systems or software engineering to the study of KQ or the knowledge system 

approach. A set of dimensions, which includes correctness, interpretability, 

completeness and knowledge-system authority, have been identified, and a KQ 

model based on patterns and refactoring in software engineering has been 

introduced (Rao et al. 2007, Rech et al. 2007). Quality aspects, such as 

functionality, efficiency and reliability, are also constructed from the viewpoint of 

users in this approach. However, this research shows that the KQ criteria proposed 

in the studies mentioned above inadequately addressed the characteristics of 

knowledge. This is because, compared with information and data, knowledge is 

more dependent on context, richer in meaning, and related to reflection. 

 

Evaluating the quality of a product or a process is difficult. KQ measurement is 

not the same with that of DQ and IQ. This research argued that KQ is different 

from IQ and DQ; it also explored the appropriate dimensions of KQ. Unlike IQ 

and DQ, KQ requires multiple attributes to describe knowledge; hence, we 

attempted to develop a framework to analyze the content. The checklist approach 

suggested in this thesis offers an alternative to traditional evaluation approaches in 

evaluating the LL quality and fills the gap in KQ evaluation. Mainly, we find that 

a sentence or a question may be more appropriate than a term when defining a KQ 
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attribute. This study also provides a new perspective and a deeper understanding 

of KQ when compared with IQ and DQ. A better interpretation of the features of 

knowledge has been achieved by constructing the questions in the checklist. 

 

The LL process can be roughly divided into three stages: potential sources of 

lessons are identified in the first stage, extraction of knowledge from the lessons 

obtained comprises the second stage, and the knowledge captured in the lessons is 

applied in actual situations in the final stage. On the basis of this understanding, 

this study also proposes a new categorization of LL in Chapter 2 based on the 

stakeholders (the participants=P, the authors=A, and the learners=L) aside from 

format and content. The “participants” in this process are the individuals who are 

directly involved in an event, and have thus obtained first-hand experience under 

a certain context. The term “authors” is broad and includes individuals who are 

responsible for identifying the lessons (i.e., those obtained from the event that 

occurred in stage 1), collecting information on the lessons, judging the validity of 

the information, analyzing the lessons, providing recommendations, and 

compiling and writing the content of the LL documents. “Learners” represent the 

audiences and readers of the LLs, the users of knowledge, and the action-takers of 

the recommendations proposed.  

 

 

6.4.2 Practical Implications 

 

LL is vital for organizations because they need to produce effective LL with good 

KQ. This study contributes to the improvement of LL programs and systems, and 

offers insight into the strategies that are likely to have a positive influence on the 

LL process. The findings of this study have implications for persons interested in 

LL, such as project managers, KM practitioners, and general administrators of 

organizations. They can benefit by making informed decisions on how to create, 

validate, use, and maintain the content of LL.  

 

In particular, this study has developed a practical method to assess LL, that is, the 
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checklist approach. This approach has several advantages listed below: 

1. The approach is effective. The study has shown that the checklist approach 

is effective in evaluating the KQ of the content of LL. By answering the 

questions in the checklist, LL users (e.g., project managers or KM 

practitioners) can assess whether the knowledge in LL is of good quality. 

2. The approach is easy to use. LL users can evaluate the content of LL by 

simply providing qualitative answers to the questions in the checklist, and no 

specialized knowledge or expertise in particular domains are required. In 

addition, no training is necessary for LL users, and even ordinary users can 

learn the method in a short time.  

3. The approach is universal. The questions in the checklist are domain 

independent and universal. The cases in this study have shown that the 

checklist approach is suitable for a wide range of knowledge domains and 

situations ranging from medical and policy making applications to the 

resolution of personal issues. 

4. The approach is robust. LL users are required to go through all the 

questions in the checklist or follow the exact order of the questions. The 

users can also choose the questions that they think are applicable. For 

example, if the LL users find that the mechanism of selecting events for 

lessons is crucial, they can ask more questions on the LL process. In addition, 

if the underlying assumptions are important to them, the questions on 

reflective thinking can be raised before the others. Finally, the questions in 

the checklist can be modified by the LL users according to the environment, 

changes in subject domain, and other specific requirements. 

5. It is a low-cost approach. The only evaluation instrument needed is meant 

for the assessors—the LL users themselves. No survey has to be conducted 

and the use of computer systems or software is not required. Hence, 

compared with other evaluation methods, the checklist approach is relatively 

inexpensive—manpower, time, and cost are minimal. 

 

Project managers, KM practitioners, and general administrators can use the 

question checklist in this study as the framework. They can also modify the 
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checklist for different situations by adding proper questions according to the 

needs of their organizations and removing irrelevant ones. They are also free to 

ask their project team members, KM officers, or employees to answer the 

questions in the checklist, and then integrate their feedback into a final evaluation 

on the LL. 

 

 

6.4.3 Limitations of the Study 

 

Limitations related to the research scope and literature review 

 

In this study, the research aim is to investigate the issues pertaining to the KQ of 

the content of LL. There is no limitation on what kinds of quality should be 

examined. The scope of quality may be too broad, but with this method, this scope 

can be narrowed down. According to the literature review, KQ has various 

dimensions, and limiting the scope to several dimensions, such as viscosity and 

innovativeness, can make the research more focused. The questions in the 

checklist can also be made more specific. The types or domains of LL in this 

study have no limitations, and can be restricted to a narrower pool, such as failure 

cases in hospital, in order to make the research more manageable. 

 

To assess KQ, this study finds that the answers to the questions in the checklist 

are often related to the wordings, expressions, and pictures provided in the content 

of LL, because these forms are the major communication entities. To have a broad 

understanding of the background, a review of relevant literature on linguistics and 

semiotics may be useful. In this case, it would be a meaningful exercise to study 

the relationships among the LL contents at the syntactic (e.g., terminology), 

semantic (e.g., context), and pragmatic levels (e.g., roles of receivers) and the 

ways by which people communicate through signs. These are the main themes of 

linguistics and semiotics. 
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Limitations related to data collection and analysis 

 

The research design of this study also has some limitations, such as the 

availability of samples. Difficulties were encountered in collecting LL and the 

guidelines or standards on its development. Many organizations were reluctant to 

release their LL or guidelines for various reasons, such as law requirement, 

security, internal regulations, commercial considerations, and so on. Only their 

staff members have access to the LL databases and can retrieve the cases for study. 

If a larger amount of LL samples and guidelines can be collected, then the 

representativeness of the checklist can be enhanced. 

 

The questions in the checklist were also constructed through the researcher’s 

analysis and may have introduced researcher bias. If experts and LL practitioners 

in organizations are willing to participate in the research, then they can be invited 

to offer comments on the questions to enhance the authority and validity of the 

checklist. More rigorous analysis on the LL can be conducted by cross-case 

comparisons, in order to reduce the degree of bias and strengthen the reliability of 

the research. 

 

 

6.4.4 Directions for Future Research 

 

Study of LL process 

 

This research studies the content of the LL, and the evaluations are performed 

after the LL is produced. The scope of future research can be extended up to the 

LL process. A similar concept can be applied to the LL process using a different 

question checklist. The evaluation can be performed before the final LL emerges. 

 

Narrowing the scope of the domain 

 

The checklist used in this study is universal and does not focus on a particular 
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knowledge domain. However, it would be interesting to see whether the universal 

checklist can be restricted to specific domains. It would also be interesting to 

make comparisons among these checklists. For example, if the concept of this 

study is focused in the field of construction safety, we can produce a checklist 

used in construction sites. The questions in the checklist should be more specific 

as the domain becomes narrower. 

 

Use of new methods 

 

This study employed documentary analysis and interviews to construct the 

question checklist. Yin (2014) suggests that the most commonly used sources of 

evidence are documentations, archival records, interviews, physical artifacts, and 

direct and participant observations. The sources of evidence used in this study are 

mainly documentations and interviews. However, future studies can look at other 

sources of inputs, such as archival records or focus groups, with the participation 

of LL users. Alternate research methods, such as field study and ethnography, can 

also be used. Moreover, the views of experts of special domains may also be 

sought via the Delphi method, focus group or questionnaires, in order to enhance 

the validity of the questions. 

 

Role of terminology 

 

The issue of terminology has to be addressed before the project teams can start 

managing their knowledge, especially in teams comprising members from various 

professional areas (Milton 2005). Such professionals as architects, engineers, 

surveyors, and on-site construction workers are often required to communicate 

with interdisciplinary terms. Without standardized vocabulary, real-time 

communication may break down and recorded LL may be misinterpreted later on. 

In turn, this can adversely affect the quality of knowledge contained in LL 

systems. Term bank, terminology file management system, e-dictionary, and 

machine translation components are supplementary tools to an LL system. Future 

research should consider the role of terminology in the content of LL. 
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Quantitative content analysis can be used in such studies.  

 

Role of the depth of knowledge transfer 

 

To have an intermediate representation that captures the “essence” of the original 

knowledge is necessary for a successful knowledge transfer. Imagine that Peter 

and this researcher are the HR managers of a company facing a strike by the 

employees. According to this researcher’s experience, a soft position can help 

solve the crisis. However, Peter wants a hard line position, which would not work. 

Suppose I wants to share my knowledge with Peter. What can I do? There are 

various options to consider in this scenario, as listed below.  

 

Option 1. The most efficient way is that Peter can obtain the knowledge 

easily. Yet, it is almost impossible although we are very close friends. Peter 

will most likely not understand or even misunderstand the message, implying 

that the knowledge represented is too abstract, and the level is too “high.” A 

low level, intermediate representation is necessary. 

 

Option 2. I will tell Peter the story of “The North Wind and the Sun” from 

Aesop’s Fables. If Peter is also an experienced HR manager with reasonable 

intelligence, he should know the meaning is. The knowledge of taking a 

softer position (the Sun) is then transferred through the representation in the 

story. Compared with Option 1, this method is slightly less efficient because 

it will require a couple of minutes for this researcher to tell the story and for 

Peter to understand the significance of the story. 

 

Option 3. I discusses the strike with Peter, analyzing the situation, assessing 

the reactions of stakeholders, and estimating the effect on the public image 

before suggesting the soft position as the better option. This method is less 

efficient than the previous two because it requires more time for discussion. 

However, the intermediate representation, which is the detailed knowledge 

arising in the discussion, is concrete and manifested at a lower level. 
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Option 4. Suppose Peter is a junior HR manager without any experience in 

crisis management. I may choose to provide him direct instructions. First, 

contact the reserved staff immediately, and then inform the press this 

afternoon with a clarification on the position of the top management 

regarding the situation. Finally, hold a meeting with the leader of the trade 

unions the next day. In this case, the intermediate representation can be 

considered as information rather than knowledge. This method is 

straightforward and the least difficult for Peter to understand and follow. 

What are the costs? The knowledge transfer will be time-consuming, and the 

burden to encode the knowledge into concrete message rests with the 

researcher. 

 

In option 1, the knowledge transfer is the most efficient in terms of time needed to 

share the knowledge, whereas the knowledge transfer in option 4 is the deepest 

but less efficient. Figure 6.1 illustrates the depth of the knowledge transfer model. 

Route 1 (via knowledge) is shallow transfer, whereas route 3 (via data) results in 

deep transfer. The terms “shallow” and “deep” do not refer to the importance of 

the knowledge, but the degree of difference between the original knowledge and 

the intermediate representations. Depending on the context, the depth of transfer 

will affect the quality of knowledge. 
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Figure 6.1. Depth of Knowledge Transfer 

 

 

Future research can consider the role of the depth of knowledge transfer and ask 

questions, such as the following:   

 What is the depth of the knowledge transfer mentioned in the LL? 

 Is the depth of knowledge transfer close to route 1 (knowledge), route 2 

(information), or route 3 (data)? 

 

Role of Metaphor 

 

As discussed in the literature review in Chapter 2, metaphor has an important role 

in knowledge transfer because it is useful in encouraging various methods of 

thinking, especially in complex organizational phenomena (Andriessen 2008, 

Andriessen & Gubbins 2009, Cameron & Malsen 2010, Cornelissen et al. 2011, 

Tourish & Hargie 2012, Tsoukas 1991). Knowledge can be embedded in 

metaphors in the form of stories. Hence, examining how knowledge can be 

conceptualized through KM metaphors in future research is meaningful, as it can 

lead to enhanced KQ due to the proper use of metaphors in LL. 
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